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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TBBMS USED 
In the broad field of educ.atlon teaching methods have 
always been stressed although it is generally f~lt that 
there is little need to dwell on. method when a person is by 
nature an effective teacher. But even good teachers can 
lmprove thetr teaching by becoming aware of different 
methods of presenting their subject matter. The improvement 
of teaching is des1ra.ble and ·necessary if the educational 
process is to be enhanced. 
The weight of tradition lies heaV':r on educational 
progress, a fact that JDaY also be said of. other areas or· 
human activities such: as religion., econ()m1e systems, med-
1e1ne and law. Systems and methods, once established., are 
difftcult to change or discard as one can see in the pa;r-adox 
of man's desire for progres:s and his adherence t·o tradition, 
a paradox., ind.ee\1, wblch 1s reflected by many people. in the 
field of education. For exatJ1ple, a very competent and pr.o-
ductive scientist may, s1multaneollsly; rejeot changes 1n 
tradl tional educational practtce and yet display an insati-
able curiosity about the new :frontiers of' science. 
Teachers who are interested in the 1nt·e.llectual devel-
opment of their students are constantly modifying the pre-
sentation of their knowledge, a practi,ce which ~nables the 
f 
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individual teacher to do a better job ln his classroom. Good 
pedagogy is not accidental, but it 1s a result of experimenta-
tion which may or may not be rigorously conducted and through 
which the most effective teaching methods may be d.e·term1ned. 
Laboratory work in the first year of colTe.ge chemfstry 
is intended to devel.op skll~s t"or res=earch and to provide 
a perceptual ·experience necessary for learning. The labora-
tory work, therefore, is an important part of a laboratory 
science.. Near the turn of the century Smith and Hall wrote 
that • the course [chemistryl should be arranged round the 
laboratory work and the latter should carry the thread of 
the subject."1 But the rolea.nd place of the laboratory in 
the general chemistry course has been dictated mostly by 
tradition and there has been relatively little research to 
determine how it can be used most effecti v.:ely. 
The purpose of this study is to develop a different 
approach t.o the teaching of general chem1·stry and to determine 
th.e relative advantage of th1$ approach as opposed to the 
traditional lecture course. ·Furthern;1ore, it is desirable to 
ascertain whether the average student attains the same :Level 
of achievement in the lecture class or in the alternate 
approach and whether there are any dl.f'ference.s in attitude 
1Alexander Smith and Edwin li. Hall, •The Teaching o'l 
Ch,emistry and Physics in the Secondary School,• Longman.s. 
Green, and co., New York, 1904, p. .91. 
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between th,e two groups. The traditional course is referred 
to as lecture--centered and the experlmental approach 1s 
referred to as laboratory-centered. 
Today, students in the colleges vary in their degree 
of motivation and interest 1n chemistry • and 1 t is necess·ary 
to develop methods of t.eachi:ng that can effectively expl-oit 
what capab111t1es and interests they may have. Certa1.nly 
th1s is one or the college 1 s respons1b111t1es. 
I • HYPOTHESES 
In order to give the laboratory-centered course a 
trial run and to compare it with a lecture-centered course 
it seemed ·necessary to the author that both courses should 
be tau-ght and compared. The latter gave rise to the follow-
ing hypotheses: 
1. Students in a laborato~y-centered general 
chemistry course show more favorable atti-
tudes toward chernlstry than do students in a 
lectUre-centered course. 
·2. Students 1n a. laborato.ry-centert':,-d course show 
~s good a subject-matter mastery as students 
in a lecture-centered course. 
II. DEFltHTION OF TERMS 
Lecture-centered; Courae 
Th1s course essentially empl()ys an explanatory method 
of teaching. Th:e instructor uses lecture as the most· 
4 
1•portant means or transmitting his knowledge to the students. 
DUring the lecture there may or may not be 1nterr~ptlons by 
st~<ien.ts as·killg questions.. There. are of"ten three lect.ure 
periods of one hour duration .each week during whlch tlme the 
students listen to the instrua.tor lecture on tne laws, 
theories and descriptive aspect.s of chemistry. There are 
two laboratory periods of two hours duration each week... The 
function ot the laboratory is to acquaint the student with 
materials, apparatus aDd techniques used by chemists and to 
give the students an appreciat1o!l and knowledge. or t.he 
theor.1es; laws, and methods of chemistry • 
. The scheduling of le(!ture and laboratory per·iods are 
prearranged and remain fixed during the semester. The 
laboratory and l·ecture per.iods do not necessarily fall o:n 
the same days and often times the m::lterial being covered 1n 
the lecture is not the same as that being covered in the 
labQratory. The lecturer and laboratory instructor are not 
~lways t .he same person. 
~oratorY-centered Cours!l 
In thl.s course the. laboratory work forms the nucleus 
ot the course and lecture, recitation, and discussion are 
ut111zed at an appropriate time. Laborator:y e~perimerits- are 
developed that eapb.as1ze important chemlcal principles and 
lend triem.selves te axt~nding into related areas.. The course 
iS non-structured and lecture and labora.toey periods are riot 
5 
pr~arranged and their schedu-ling remains relatively .flexible 
throughout the semester. The clafts meets two days· each week 
for three hours durat:lon. A l-ecture and 1aboratqry ·period 1s 
not scheduled for any part1cu.lar tim~ during the three hours 
although generally it 1s a la:boratory experilllent that intro-
duces a particular topic. It is likely that during the per-
formance or an experiment the class may retire to a classroom 
so that the inStructor· may answer a student's que.stion or 
pernaps clarify some point in the experiment.. Certain dif-
ficult ma:te.rial such as atomic structure .may be introduced 
by a lecture. 
Subjeetr-gatter Master% 
SubJeet-matter mastery or acadet1l1o ach1e:vem:eilt in a 
general chemistry coQ.rse 1nv()lves the understanding or 
chemical principles and their appllcati()n to problem solv-
ing. The student is expected to learn chemical facts about 
the elements--their characteristics and pro~.rt1e~s. He .Qlust 
achte·ve mastery of chemical theories- and be able to ut111ztt 
·t..,.is· knowledge ~o make predictions about substances not ·well 
known. 
Pqs1!(1xe At-y1tude 
Pos1t1.ve attitude refers to a d1sposlt1o.ll of an indi-
vidual, i.e .. , the student, to react favorably to ehe~1stry as 
a practical and theo.retlcal science as weJ.l as an area. or 
j 
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human k:n_owled,ge. Att1tudf3S acqtdrf3;ii through: cla$$rooa 
:~xp~r1ences- co;ntinue as an important taotor in the lite ot 
the student as contra.sted. with learned faets whlc .. n ·are tor;..; 
gotten irlthin a short ~riod of' t -ime. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW· OF THE LITERATURE 
The re·vlew of the literature centers aro.und lecture 
and discussion becau.s.e the two methods play major ro~es in 
the- cla·ssrooot parts of the lecture-centered and labora t _ory-
centered courses respect-ively', but the role of the student, 
teacher and la.borato17 are also considered 1n the review. 
Among the many areas in the field of education that 
have been hotly debated_, Lecture Ts ·olscusslon has certatnl7 
been an important one. This de-bate could have taken place 
anytime during the history -of ~du.catlon but 11'1 the twentieth 
c.entury it would be most interesting because lllore research 
is available for evaluating the methods. 
The literature is reviewed below using a .de.bate as a 
vehicfle~ The DlSC\.l$·!3lOl'l team would have ·a long tradlt.1on of 
the leQture method ~0 f'lgh~ and this tradition has made 
lecture the most important method of te~¢hl!lg--a method which 
developed and solidified durlngt}le Middle Ages d~& to economic 
necessity and the laek of' text books.. Included ~re a Moder~ 
ator. a Disc~sston team and a Lecture team. The two teams 
pr~sent a:rgumen.ts on tne Jper1ts or the discuss1·on and lecture 
methods or teaching and present thelr views on the role o~ 
the student and teacher 1n the learn1:ng process and the 
pl$ce of the laboratory in science courses. The arguments 
f 
I 
I 
in this debate between the ~cture and Discussion teams. 
today might conceivably Qccur as follows: 
8 
Moderatot:: 1 pr"eswne you are aware that the main issue ln 
this dtfbate is whether the.r .e is any advantage of the ],ecture 
meth()(i as opposed. to the (Uscusslon method of teaching on 
~he unde.rgraduate level. During the debate you may bring 1n 
related area.s in order to support· your argwnents but I 
request that you do not stray too far fro~ the main issue. 
Let the debate beg1n with the Lecture team. 
Lecture: The lecture method, has proved itself by the passage 
of' time. During and after the Middle Ages the result$ it nas 
produced justi't1es its existence. From 1826 to 1840 an 
.academic institution called the Lyceum was devel oped which 
preceded. and sparked the •Lecture· Moveme·nt• in this country. 
During the lecture moTement there was a great :increase 1n the 
number of' lecturers w:ho· appeared before the Lyceums throughou1; 
the country.2 Many great accomplishments in the fields of 
science, art, and human1tle.s have been products of the lecture 
system in our colleges and it remalns to this day the most 
1mp.ortant teaching· method knolfn. 
Discussion: Yes, but the fact that the lecture method has 
been 1n existence for a long per-1od of time does not make it 
2w. w .. Braden, •The Lecture Moveme:nt: 1840-1860, • 
_2.. /... Speecl't. ~~ 206-12 (194Sl. 
., 
a~y more valid than litany superstl t1ous beliefs t.hat haYe 
existed for manycentur1es. Besides. if you go back to 
Ancient Greece, Socrates did not teach by lecturing b\lt 
rather by interrogation and, evidently, was quite successru:l. 
Lecture: The point is that we are attempting to educate 
•ore people than · ~lust a rew who happened to have been fort.u-
nate enough to sit at Socrates' .teet. The Lyoeiuas already 
mentioned popularized the study f)f natural sc1enc·e~ advanced 
the c .o•mon schools and promo ted adult educa t 1on.) The 1 r 
objec.t1ves were enl1ghtment and entertainment and touched 
many people. 
DiscUssion: The word •touch• may be the weaknes.s of your 
metbod, tor it 1apl1es a super:f'lelal learning experience 
which we., as edueato:rs, wish to avoid.. Besides, we are 
primarily concerned with the teaching methods as they a·re 
used in a college class~()om toda7. 
Moderator : The hls t .or1cal prelude '(as 1ntere st1 ng, but per-
haps it a'ight be appropriate now to dett·.ine c?ur terms • Just 
what do you mean by lecture and discussion? Discussion 
teamt 
Dlsc·u.s..sl;ou: E. A. TP\'lnsend defined d1s.cuss1on by analysis 
of the wo.rd itself. The latin root aeans to •·scat.ter or 
3Ib1d. 
I 
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dissipate inf.orma_t1on.• J. Buchler x-ereJ:Ored to discussion 
as •a product that is- establ1s.hed as contrasted to lecture 
where a product is transm1tted.4 Is this clear? 
Lecture: Yes. But we wish you would elaborate: t'urtner as 
to how it 1s used in a ~lassroom situation. 
D!,souss ion: CE;~rtalnly, and if we may again re.fer to J. 
Buchler we shall <lo what you ask. Buchler describes· a class-
room discussion as •a continutng enterprise- w1th a content 
that is sectuent1al and cumulative. The classroom would be a 
community of' query, although, 1t sbo~..tld be po!.nted out that 
not every.one in the class need partic1pate--:slm1lar somewhat 
to Plato •·s- dialogues. •S T. F. Stovall det'ines 1t as "an 
interchange of questions and answers among the students. w1 th 
. . .6 the 1nst.ructor playing a role of mQdera tor. 
Lecture: Thank you, that helps cons1derabl.y. I trust that 
your- students will be astute enough to as'k these questions 
and have the nece-s-sary knowl,edge to answer the questions. 
/ But that is beside the point. You may recall that T. P. I StoPll aen.,ea lecture i!lQ •a O<>ritlrtUlllg oral presentat1 on 
~J • . Buchler, •Wl'lat 1s a Disoussion,• J .• :~·g., ,a_, 
7-17 (19.54) • 
.51bld .• 
6T. F. Stov~ll, •Lecture vs Discussion., • ~ Delta 
Kappan, .12, 2'55~.58 (1958). 
li 
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ot information and ideas by the teacher With little or no 
aet1Ye participation by ·the class. •'7 
ll 
Discussion: Which, we 01ight add~ •contributes to the happ1• 
ness of' professors and to the contentment of students.•8 
Lecture: Keep in mind that the burden ot' proof 1s on you 
and although we find your remarks amusing they are not very 
enlightening. 
f j Mqd~rator: Gentlemen, please! I assume that. both teams are 
J sat1sf'ied wtth the definitions and let us now, if all are 
agreeable, :argue the merits of each method. 
D1sguss1on: J .• Axelrod pointed out that •the a1rn of discus-
sion ls to ·make studen.ts aware of a given problem am its 
significance, and to require thelJ1 to think 1t through and be 
ready to orally pr~sent it and defend it.•9 F\lrther, J. 
Keltner and. F. Ha.iman see discussion as a motivating influence 
and a veh1ole 'for translating verbal memorization into living, 
funotlo:nal ideas which are 1nternalizea.l0 
7Ib1d. 
8J. Ise, •The Lecture System," Ed. Dige.st, £2,, 19-21 
{1955). 
9 J. Axelrod, •The Technique of Grou,p .Dlseusslon in 
tne College Cl,assroom, • il. .. Gen .. Ed., ,g, • .2·27-37 (1948) • 
10 J .• Keltner and F ... Haiaaan, •Dl,scusslon as a Tool in 
Acquiring and Using Knowledge,• Nat. Assn. Sec • .§.g,h. Pr1n. 
Bul., .1{!, 111-16 (1954). 
I 
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Lecty~: But you.r method put:s the teacher in the shadows. 
Lecture, 8.ccord1ng to P. J. Green, •offers the instructor 
opportun.ities to display leadership, personality, skill, and 
ability Which is a good experience for the students •• 11 
Furthermore, D. H. Hawse bas clearly stated tha.t lecture 1s 
superior because •tt allows for repetition or the subject 
matter by hea!"'lng, writing, studying notes, and studying for 
examinations. •·12' 
Discussion: We concede, although reluctantly, that t;he: 
lecture is as good as any method for mastery of baslo subJect. 
matter bu.t we want to indicate that, as yet, it is not clear 
cut and req~ires more experimentation. Mastery of su.bJect 
matter, though,. is not the. only educational goal. Mot1Tat1on, 
interest, and attitudes are also important and we question 
your cr1t1o1sa which referred to the place of the teacher in 
the shadows. 
Moderator! The role o.r the teacher is certainly an important 
one and yet 1t seems that it does not receive the attention 
it should. Everyone gets so involved with methods, cur-
ri-cula, and techniques in educa.tton.. lf it 1s agreeable 
with you, perohaps you shOuld clarify your pos1ttons as to 
11P.. J. Green, "The New Look: The Classr:oorn Lecture 
is not Obs_olete, • Ass.n. Am .. Col. fua.. • li. 98-104 (19.50) • 
l 2o. H.. Hawse, •rrhe Lecture Method 1n the Junior Col-
lege,• l.• Hlghe:c Ed., llt 94-6 (1952) .. 
the role o'f the teacher in your respective methods. Si,nce 
the P1~;JOUss.ton teaiJl took issue with the Lecture team they 
can beglnthe discussion. 
Discussion: The ro.le· of' the teacher 1n a discussion group 
ls a very important one. Orie of the great weaknes.ses of the 
lecture method is that the teacher does not know how much of 
what he ts try 1ng to communicate is getting through to the 
student and secondly even if the material is given back on 
an examination as stated ln the lecture, one cannot be sure 
··or how much under.standlng has taken place. Facts that are 
me.mor1zed 1n a rote fashion are. soon to be forgotten while 
ideas that are understood and integrated are likely to 
remain w-1 th the student for a long t .1Ile.. In d1scuss1on1 .it 
is the t-eac}1er's Job to be sure that understanding takes 
place and he has ample opportun1 ty to observe this.. The 
·teacher. must not only have the necessary knowledge in ord-er 
to prepar-e a lecture but he must also be prepared to aris~~r 
student questions as they aris-e and to be ready to guide the 
course of the qiscuf?~ion ~way fX"OJI dead, ends and m1sc·oncep-
t1ons that may develop. 
Lecture: We .are glad ycu said that. In a lecture miscon-
ceptions do not arise and the students do not have the 
proble~ of relearning. In a lecture the material is pre-
sented 1n a systematic way using. the blackboard and 
demonstratlona and in thts way the student •s observations, 
comprehensiqn, and learning is greatly a:ffeeted.l3 
14 
Discussion~ Your point is well taken but we· would like to 
continue wl,·th the role of the teacher ln a ~1scuss1on group 
because ·we feel .it is a misunderstood ona.. To make our 
potnt we would like to constder the progressivf! mol'eEI1ent 
which occurred on the elementary and high school level. lt 
~ be safely said that one or the main rea$ons why: ~ll 
activity curriculum is not realized in practice is the lack 
of high calibre· f3tat'f that it requ1re·s. 'The teachers must 
be familiar with the new thec>r1es of learri1ng and. must be 
reacly to re~pond to the n~eds of coildren and be aware or 
tne many stages 1n human developme-nt. This, you must admit, 
requires an exceptional teacher. 
Lecture: We would certainly concede this but aren 1 t you far 
off :from a college s:ftuat1on1 
Discussion:- Not really,. The instructor 1n .a discussion 
grou,p needs more than just r~ctu:al knowledge. ·He initiates~ 
leads·, clar1f1es, and explains as the situatlons present 
tnemselves. ·'.rhe 1mpo~ant thl:ng 1s that the students a~e 
aQtivE'IlY involved 1n the learning process and not mere 
recipients of the l.ectur~r'.s words. 
l.Jr,. H. Ki~sley and R. Garry, •:The Nat~re and Condi-
tions or :Learning,. Prentice-Hall, Inc •• New York, 1957 I p. 
111. 
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Lee tuN:· We aust dm1t ----~ ·· .. · . a • · that we are not ov~rly concerned 
with psychological theo:r:-ies or learning but we d.o tr1 to 
teach a subJect ln a clear,. stimulating way. 
D.\scusslon: The absence of psychol,oglcal orlentatlon on 
college campuses ha:s been evident for some t1111e. 0. M. 
Smith surveyed chairmen Of chemistry departments and found 
none tdlliilg to accept studies i,n psychology., counseling, 
and guidance. or sta.tistlcs as a mlnor in the .requirements 
for a Ph. D. in chem1stry.14 
15 
l'loderatq.~:.: I wish to .stop the debate at this time in o.rder 
to agree on its dlrectlon from this point to ·its conclusion. 
It" there are no objections 1 t might be wise to defend your 
positions with s.pecif1e expe.r1mental evidence. 
Leg_ture: Anti-lecture groups generally ass.ume that because 
of 9ur tradl.tional position we are not concerned wttn 
experimenting with new ideas or with .modlf1ea.t1ons of" the 
old ones. We arenot in-a state of atrophy. For example,-
.demo)'l.Strat1on has always be.en a p·owerft.J.l tool1br the lec-
ture:r to use 1~ putting across ideas in a clear and inter-
esting way. In 1953 D.. J-. Blick conducted an experiment in 
which he wished to eval~te three different schedule patterns 
140. M. Smlt)l, •The General .ChemistryTeacher-Sa);esman 
for Chemistry ,• ~r. Chem. ~·, .Jl, .538-42 (1956) • 
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in freshme:n ehe·m1stry. 15 One schedule pattern ne used was 
two one-hour lectures with two two•hour lecture periods; a 
secoiJ.<t was three one-hour lectures w1 th one tP.ree-hour 
lS:b<>:atQry period; the th1.rd studied was two one-h()ur 
lectures, one one-hour recitation, and one three-hour 
laboratory period. We admit that there were no s·1gn1f1oant 
differences between the three patterns bUt the point 1s that 
experimentation 1s going on. 
.D1scuSs1on: We should point out that in the fl~ld Of eoe~is­
try most researeh has been done some time ago. For exa,mple, 
in 1918 1t was :found t ·ha.t lect\lre was the least et'feot1ye 
method as compared to a text book course and a laboratory 
J cours.e _.l6 In one ·.fairly recent. experiment 1n a class. in 
! 
l ec.onom1cs it was :round that the discussion method was i 
superior to the leoture method in terms or student grades .. 17 
Lectq~ : But in 1918 another high school study indicated 
that an instructor method-- explanation with no experimental 
material-;.;.was superior to an. 1ndi,.vldual study me-thod--
-
1 5o. J. Blick, •·Three•Schedu:le Patterns 1rJ. Freshman 
Chem1st.ry Teaching, ·• l,.. Chem. M· 1 .JQ., )66--67 (1953l• 
16w. H. Wlle;y, •An Experimental Study of Methods 1n 
· Teaching High School Chemistry," J. E.:l. Ps;,t., !Z. 181-98 
(1918). 
17a. G. Rainey, •class Part1c1pat1on vs L~cturlng· 1n 
Econom1c.s,• ~. Sheet; J.§:, 298-99 (1957}. 
I 
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demonstration, laboratory, lecture, and rec1tat1on.1 8 ln a 
recent study 1twas found that. the lecture and discussion 
method's were equally effective in. t.each1ng h1~h school 
b1ology.l9 
Diseuss ton: Luella Cole s:urveyed the experimental work up 
t.o the year 1937 and concluded that ln subJect matter mastery 
one meth,od is as good as the other. 20 
Lecture: Yesu, and we might add that Harry RuJe. had similar 
findings in ·19.54 wtth ph1l;osoph1 and round a psy¢hology 
olass to be superior i .n. subject matter mastery wh¢n taught 
by the lect\lre 1Ileth.od. 21 
D!scuss ion: We are familiar with that work. 
Lecture: We shall tl'Y to keep our advantage by referring to 
a survey WEt mentioned .earlier. D. H. Hawse polled .about 
eighty junior college science students and found that they 
181:1. B. Nash and M. J. w. Ph11~1ps, •A .Study of the 
Belati"Ye Value of Three Me.thods of Teach1:ng High School 
chemistrT,. J. M. Res •• l.i, 37i-'79 (19271. 
19H. o. Taylor. •Lecture vs D1seuss1on 1n High School. 
Blology,•· Se1. !g., !f.l1 442-46 (1959). · 
20Luf)lla Cole, •The Backgro~nd for College Teaching,•. 
Fa:rrar al:ld Rinehart, :N~w Yo~k, 1940. 
2laarryRuja, •Outcomes or LeCture and Discussion 
Procedures in Three College · Courses, • l,.. Exp.. &. , 2.a, 
J8S-94 (1954). 
18 
preferred the lecture method. 2'2 It seems that student 
deslres are important when adopting a method of instruction. 
Discuss ion: These student surveys ·come oat with some 
strange conclusions. In the survey to which you referred, 
lt was concluded that lecture stimulates attention and 
mental activity and we :rind this dit":flcult to believe. 
Lecture: Perhaps you will 11 ke the research carried out by 
K. V. Olson in the teaching ot biology on the college leve.l. 
He compared the traditional method with a student-centered 
method in which there was 111\lch. st:t.td~nt-teaeher Planning. 
This new method 1s somewhat similar to y<;>ur method in that 
t}le student ls- acti,vely 1nvo:lved in the teaching process. 
The- conclusion was that the. subject-matter performance or 
the. traditional group was higher than that or the student-
centered group and that tnere was n:o significant difference 
in ability to think scient1f1cally.23 
Discussion: Ma1 we say at this time that E., A. Block con-
siders lectures- invalid if" they merely repeat what is in the 
22 H H · · Th L t M th ..... d in ·the Junior Col-D. • awae, " e ec ure e v · 
lege·; • l_. fi1ghet ,&1., l,l, 94-6 (19.52). 
23v. K. Olson, 8 An Experimental Evaluat10l1 of a Student-
Centered Hethcd and a Teaclting-Centered Method of Bi-ol-ogical 
Soience Instruction for General Education of College Stu-
dents'. I... ~. !d., n. 225-30 (1959) .. 
19 
text book or provides information that the student can 
readily get for .himself rrom his text book or assigned col-
lateral reading. 24 These have often t1mes been er1 t1o1sms 
or the le¢ture method. 
Lecture: You have only indicated part of what E. A. Blook 
said on this mat.ter.. He also said that lectures are valid 
because they can be used to bring together scattered material 
and they can be used to interpret and elucidate material in 
the text book. o • .s. Loud has also indicated that lectu!"eS 
are useful for introducing new units of study, sumrua:r1Z1llg 
and re-viewing material, providing f ,or demonstrations, and 
tor ut111zing vis·ual mater1als. 2 .5 
Dl.scysslon: In the same article E. A. Block also indicated 
the disadvantages of the lecture method. in that it 1s a one 
way learning situation, precludes the active participation 
by students, makes no allowance for 1nd1v1dual reaction by 
students, and, lastly, 1t can be insufferably dull for the 
class and the 1ns tru.ctor. 
Mod.e·rator: Pardon me. There 1s an area which, alt}lough 
referred to several times, requires some elaboration.. Would 
24E. A. Bloc}c, "Art Alte·rnat1ve -to Classroom Lecturing, • 
M. forum, ~. 221-29 (19.$4). 
25o. s. Loud; •Lecture and D1seussion ln General Educa-
tiont • if. .. G§n. ~- , _!l, .J0-33 (1954) • 
j 
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each. team say some thing .a'bol.lt the stu-Clent 's role .. and hP" het 
reacts to these methods? Tbe Lecture team, pleas~. 
Lecture: We have already mentioned the Junior col lege stu-
dent survey in which 1t was concluded. that the lectur~ 
me·thod was preferred. There are certain realities that mus-t 
be recognized in thts regard. · The lecture method 1s more 
appropr1a.te for the students that are coming to ~ollege from 
our high schoc;ls. J. A. Gaetner has pointe.d out that these 
students do not have the neces s·ary knowl;edge ·for discuss ton 
and, therefore, when. these students come to college they 
s.hould be encouraged to participate in discussion groups but 
this should not be expected of them nor enforced. 26 
Discussion~: W~ are deeply concerned w1 th what is happening 
to the s.tudent in the learning Situation. Students pr.efer 
to be part of an activity rather than be passive and s1 t 
ltke sphinxes in a classroom. When the student is actively 
enga:ged 1.n the learning p:roces~s the. tea.cher 1s stimulate.d 
and. J. Johnson emphasized that teachi ng thrives on free dls-
cuss1on.27 
I&c>t.urst: He also stated that · the first task: of the college-
teacher 1s to jOlt preJudgments ou~ of the students. Tbi-s 
26J. A. Gaertner, "Sphinxes in ·the Classroom, n /... 
H1ghEU: ·~ ... , ~~ 411...;15 {19.58). 
27J. Johnson, 11 The Professors and the Pol1t1clans,• 
Amer.. A§ soc. !ln.!.!.· Prof. ~. , !!:!, 269 (19S .5) • 
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is, of course, a desirable outcome and. a difficult one to 
evaluate.. A f'ollow-up after graduation. would be the most 
reliable way of determining this .. 
21 
Discus~J..On: M. Cronin believes that because the lecture 
method predom1l'lates l:n the high schools, the students acquire 
the idea that they a.re supposed to be dumb e:nd inarticulate 
and that the method seems to consider student subordination 
as a pedagogical neeess·1 ty.28 
Moderator: We ha"'e been concentrating on the JllaY teaching 
goes on in the clas~room. Sciences, of course; also involve 
laboratory and it is assumed to be a necessary part of the 
¢curse. Unles.s a student intends -t;o major in chemistry or 
must take chemistry because it is required for his chosen 
major, he ·will tend to avoid it. The point is that ln a 
laboratory science such as chemistry the classroom part of 
the cour.se and the laboratory are supplementary and should 
be discussed together. Would you care to .comment on how you 
view the laboratory in; say,. chemistry? 
Discussion: Although student enrollments l .n the colleges 
and universities are increasing there is, at the same time, 
a decrease in the number of" students taking general chemistry 
28. M. Cronin, •students are Supposed to be Dumb," ~. 
A:ssoe. Uply. -~. 1mJ.l., !f.l, J5·9-65 (.19.5)') • 
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or .any or the other sciences. Bruce Steward has offered 
several reasons for this: {1} the general chemlstry lab-
oratory has become a place where the -students oarr~ ou.t 
experiments that they have already performed in high schoolj 
and, (2) laboratory manuals outline experiments 1n. so m\lch 
detail that the students follow it like a cook book recipe 
and 11 ttle learning 1 s involved. 2:9 
; Lecture·: W. w. Knox believes that a chemistry course wl th a 
laboratory- is far superior to a chemistry course w1 tho:u.t ·<l· 
la'borato~:y.,.3° But you have the s:ame pitfalls here as you 
hav~. 1nother areas or ~d~cat1on. For example, a. T. 
J Fran~lin goes al'ong with the importance of laboratory but 
i 
I would add that if the material presented in the laboratory 
i is not 1'll.terest1ng or s.eems unimportant to the student then j 
J 1 ts value will be: lii.1.ri1m1zed. Jl There 1:s eonfl1ct1ng evidence 
j 
.l as to the vaJ:ue of Iaboratot-T. Oi:le study by F~ c. Lankford 
show.ed that the demons't~.:tion m~thod of teaching a chemistry 
.c .ourse is Just as ef'feo,tive as the laborato~y method. In 
the course taught by the dei:nons.t .ratlon method the students 
do not do the e~per1ments 1nd1vld ually J rather they observe 
29Bruce Steward, •Trouble with Science Courses.,• 
Sc~nt1f'1c MonthlY, 2t .. 165-69 (19,54). . . 
3°w,. w. l{nox, •The Demort.strat1on Method of Teaching 
Chemis·try, • ~. Chem. ~., ,u., 1.66 (l9J6) • 
31a .. T. Franklin, •A Common Sense Basi~ Qf CheiD1$trr 
Teaching in Secondary Schools,• J_. Chem. M:,., l.Q, 2.54 (l9JJ}. 
! 
i 
! 
the experiment as it is dem.onstrated by the 1nstructor.J2 
The erreet1veness or tb.e course was based on tests Which 
were designed to measure recall and thinking ability. or 
course, the demonstration method utl11zes :less eqUipment and 
the ¢lass can be large so that the financial cost 1s much 
less than the la,boratory method. In· the same article the 
author also concluded that the students preferred the 
laboratory method. 
Dl§cuss!on: J. N. Ward compared a group-study method as 
oppos·ed to a lect~:re-demonstration method 1n the teaching 
of pbysical science for general education college students. 
He concluded that the lecture-demonstration method produces 
more understanding ~f subject matter and greater recall type 
of l-earning among the less capable students and that the more 
capable students realize better understanding of the physical 
sciences in a grcup-study situat1on.33 
i Lecture: In 1927 a .study _.on the high school level was con-
j i ducted in wh-ich three methods of teaching chemistry were 
/ oompared.34 One was a pupil method. which was essentially an 
I 
32F. c. Lankford, •rnd:1v1du.a:l Versus DeQ3onstr.a.t1on 
Method of Teaching Science, .. · J.. Chem. Ed., 20, 257 (194J) • 
3JJ. N. Ward, •oroup-Study vs Lecture-Demonstration 
Method in Physical Science Instruction for General Edu.catlon 
College Students, • J. Exp. Ed. 1 ~, 197-210 (19.56). 
J4a. B., Nash and M • .] • W. P-hillips, •A Study of the 
Relative Value of Three Me.thods of Teaching High s .chool 
Chemistry," J., ~. ~., 1.5., J71-79 (1927). 
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individual study approach. The second was a method ut111z1ng 
demonstration, lecture, laboratory, and ·reeltattc>n. The 
third used esaentially an explanatory method with demonstra-
tions. The outcome of the study indicated that the second 
method was superior in academic achievement. We have men-
tioned this study be.fore. 
Discussion: Yes, but N. H. Wile1 also compared thre~ methods 
of teaching high school chemistry. One method used only 
text book material wltl'l no labora"tory ()r lecture. Another 
used only laboratory and the tl'llrd used l$ct\lre with no 
laborat()ry or text bo.o.k. He found the lecture least effec-
t1Ye.J5 Teachers in physics face similar problems as to tne 
role and place of' the laboratory and a·s to which teaching 
method 1s the most e:rfective. L. E. Dodd, for e-xample, 
calls f'ar more. oral participat-Ion of students in general 
phys1cs36 and J. S,. Miller agrees with h1m.J7 
Le.cture: There 1s much e·oncern about the way S·Clence is 
taught on the lower levels of' education, but it seems tha.t 
35w. H. Wiley, •An Experimental Study of Methods in 
Teaching High School Chemistry, • J .• E.g. .• ,Eu., .2 .• 1a1-98 
(1918). 
J 6L. E. Dodd., •Tne Old-Time Classroom Recltat1.on: 
Can it be Restored- • .!!!!. /._. Pbxstcs, 1.2., 14-17 (1951 l • 
J7J. s. Miller, •concerning Classroom Recitation, .. 
Am. J... PQISiCS, 1.2, 476 (1951). . 
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th1.s should also be or concern .1n the freshmen s·cience courses 
ln colleges and un1vers1t,ies. There is concern that current 
teaohlng procedUres of'fer llt.tl~ promise of'reallzlng such 
obJect1v.es as problem ... solving, critical. attlt.udes~ and a:n 
appreciation of science. P. Deh. Hurd and P. G. Johnson see 
an increasing emphasis upon laborat.ory work because of the 
changing conceptions of the values and purposes or sc1ence.J8 
B. Glas·s has stated that the laboratory is the place where 
one learns most readily what questions can be asked fruit-
fully. • •. • . It 1s where one learJ!S why science insists on 
prec1semeasurements 1 accurate opser:.a.tions, and concise-
ness and ~lar1ty in conzmun1cat1on.39 
Moderator: I am sorry but it is necessary to end the discus-
sion. At this time it might be appropriate to summarize wtiat 
has been debated. 
The ma1n polht of is;sue .Was whethe-r there are any dif-
t"erences in the lecture meth.od as com.!)a.red to a discussion 
methO.d of teaching. Out of this issue arose other important 
factors such as the r .ole of ·the. teacner and the student and 
the place or the laboratory in the science cQurses. 
~8Paul Deh. fht-rd and Philip G. Johnson, •·Re,th1tl,k1ng . 
Science Education • The Fifty-ninth Yearbook ()f the National 
Society for .the Study of Education, UniYers1ty Of Ch1cag() 
Press; Chicago; 1960, P• J34. 
39Bentley Glass, •c}lemistry for Non-Science MaJors,• 
A Chemical Education Report, Artcraft Printers, M·ontana, 
1960, p • . 90. . . .. 
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There 18 a f'alr a-mount of data aya.11a.ble w1 th wh1eh 
one can e<valuate the tw-o teaching metho.ds.. But a a we have 
seen, many of the conclusions are contradictory and makes 
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the evaluation d1f.f1cu1t. Both teams }lave ot.rered convincing 
evidence for their particular method and one can sare.ly say 
that both methods have ad..-antages and d1sadYantage~• 
The major portion or educ.a tlonal r~seare~ seems to be 
on the -elementary and high school leve~ls and the colleges. 
appear to be mo.re sat1st1ed with the traditional lectur.e 
method. There is evlctent1:y not much data avat.lable to 
ascertain the student • s prererence as to metn:od or instruc-
tion. 
It ts generCll.ly acoep~(!d tljat laboratory St'\OUld be 
included in a science c-ourse such as general enem1stry.. The 
e-vidence, though, is 1nc·onclu$1Ve when academ1o ach1eYement 
! 
1 is the main objective of the course. When lEt~oratory skills 
are objectives then one type of laboratory cot.a.rse t~:ould have 
to be com.pa.red wl th another t)'pe of la. bora~Qr.y pdurse ·~ But 
t.h1s kind of data was not presented by elther t~am. 
·~ . . ....... ; 
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CHAPTER III 
TEACHING METHODS 
The teaching ·procedures tor the two courses are 
described below. The lecture-centered course ts discussed 
in some detail but the laboratory-centered course 1a 
extens1velr described. 
I • LEC'I'URE .. CENTERED COURSE 
This 1s a general chem1:$try course whlch consists· or 
two parts: (1) lecture and (2) laboratory. The cours .. 1s 
highl7 structured into lecture periods and laboratory perlods 
and the 1~structor f'or the laboratory· 1a often t1tae& a 
graduate assistant;,; 
The instructor in lecturing uses an e:xplanatory 
technique to transmit his knowledge to the students. His 
lectures may or may not be interrupted by student questions. 
Discussion rarely occurs and there is little interplay ot 
the persomllties o'£ the teacher and the students. 
't'hei"e 1s some subJ'ect matter in chemistry that reqa1rea 
presentation by the lect.U:re method. For-ex.&!nple, 1t 1a 
extremel7 d1fflcult f"or the average student to stud7 and 
attain an understanding of modern ato~lc structure w1 thout 
some instruet1on. This subject involves the movement of 
negative particles (electrons) around a positive nucleus and 
-·- l 
I 
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al~hough in the past it has been likened to our planetary 
syst~a this 1dea ls no longer accepted. The t:reat~ent of 
a't;omic structure is now highly mathematical and ec:nnple.X and 
it is extremely difficult to visualize thls very complicated 
system. The student cannot picture the structure of an atom 
in terms of: physical phenomena with which he is familiar .• 
He requires, theretore, the' help of' a person who is· able to 
present an:d develop the subject in a clear, coherent manner. 
With this type of 1nt.roduot1on the student can then study 
the ma. terial himself. 
A specific text book is assigned by the instructor 
and his lectures follow the text book from chapter to chap-
ter. Problems· are ass·igned from the text book and there are 
no oral reports by the, students. The student plays a passive 
role in the lecture class. 
The la,boratory period is a definite block of time 
during which the students perf'o.rm experiments by following 
a procedure :outlined in a laboratory manual. Each experi-
ment contains questiops relat:tve to the experiment and the 
stU.dent eQmpl~tes the report pheet as he performs the e:xperi-
ment and submits 1t to the laborator-y instructor when it is 
finished. This type ot repor~ sheet requires only tha·t the 
student fill ln the necessary blanks to s~e1f1o questions. 
Because ot the separation of laboratory and lecture the sUb-
ject matter be·ing covered in the le.cture ls n-ot necessarily 
. ·. 
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that being covered 1l'l the laboratory. An 1ntegr~t1on of the 
mater tal 1s often never real1z.ed in the lecture -centered 
course. 
The lecture-centered oours~ in this study was taught 
using the lecture method. The olass met tor three one-hour 
lecture periods and one three-hour laboratory period each 
week t'or fifteen weeks. The laboratory and lecture. were 
dist-inct part.s or the course 1n which the author was the 
lecturer and a graduate student was the laboratory instructor. 
The course followed tne proc.edure as outllned above. 
Although there are de.sirable aspects to a course 
taugh.t by the lecture met.ho<l the:re are inherent weakne·sses. 
The lack of integration of the laboratory and lecture pro-
motes contus:ton tor- the student. The rigid struot.ure of the 
laboratory period does not allow the student the opportunity 
to complete an experiment at a suft1clently leisurely pace 
:SO t~t ne ()a·n attSill. some· understanding of what he iS doing. 
The student must tlnl,sh the experiment wi th1l1 the allot.ted 
time and $Ubl1l1t fl. complet.ed laboratory report she~t. O-rten 
time.s the student does not .have time to complete the expe:r1-
ment. 
I.tJ. the lecture there ts little opportunity ror the 
student to participate aet1Yelr in the learning process • 
All of these .factors have made the author aware or the need 
r ·or another approach. in the teaching of general chemistry• 
I 
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An approach placing l:{lbOratory in i;he central po.s1tlon and 
utilizing l~et~re, c11,scuss1on, and. recitation 1n the lecture 
part of the COUrse may 'Qe desirable. The descrJ,pt1on of the 
approach which follC)w$ was developed in the course ot this 
study and, to the author's knowledge,. has not been applied 
to the t-eaching of general chemi.stry on the c.Qllege level. 
II. LABORATORY-CENTERED .COURSE 
Gene:rai Description 
The classroom part Of the course .WS taught USing 
.neither lecture, discussion nor recitation but a combination 
of the three techniques and each was used to fit a particular 
situation. The laboratory part of the course forms the 
nucleus of ·the course. The laboratory and lecture are 
integrated so that o-ne supplements the ather. 
All material in general chemistry does not need to be 
explained by the instrJ,.lctor. Lectur.e, for example, is not 
as necessary for descriptive typ~ or subject matter. Desorlp-
t1ve- chemistry is ·that aspect of chemistry which chara.cter1zes 
and classifies t-he elements or ohe~ls-try• The various ele-
ments are classified often times as metals and non-metals and 
charaot~rize.d by the-ir physical and che.mic:al prope~t1es and 
their ~.thods ot pre·pa·ratl.on.. For example, to lecture on ·the 
preparation .of hrdrogen is not ess¢ntial . unless some theory 
or principle is involved in the ·preparation.. The preparation 
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of hydrogen b;y the electrolysis of water may simply be written 
as 2H20 2H2 + o2 • But thls reaat1on is complex because 
the hydro&'en gas and the oxygen gas are be-lng produced as a 
result of passing a current electricity through water .. 
Although the equation itself can be easily memorized by the· 
student the details of the preparation requires explanation. 
The class work as a whole centered around the lab-
oratory and the laboratory experiments formed the nucleus 
of the course.. The experiments were constructed so that 
lectures and discussions were a result of these experiments 
and in this way the integration of the laboratory and lecture 
was achieved. 
In the laboratory the experimental results a1;1;a1ned 
by the s tu(ierits while performing an e;xperlment were not 
evaluated ln the usual type of report sheet. ',l'hls type or 
report sheet :enly- requires that the .student till in the 
necessary blanks to .specific questions. and, unlike the 
laboratory .... centered olas·s, the students have the report 
stteet while performing the experiment.. In the laboratory-
centered course the student collects h1S data in a laboratory 
note book and does not see the report sheet until after he 
has completed the exper:iment. He is then expected to answer 
questions on the report sheet and be ab1e to state the purpose 
of the experiment and the principles involved. (The report 
sheets are 1:ncluded in Appendix F with the experiments.) 'The 
discussion that precedes each eXperimental procedure helps 
the student in understanding the material related to the 
exper1111e:r1t. 
A z:;peclfio te:x;t book, which is always used in a 
lecture c(>ur.se, was not used by the laboratory-centered class" 
Erroneous notions are born concerning chemistry (arid other 
sciences) when one text book is the only source oc informs.-
tlon. Text books are often written (s eB A D-:.1end t x C) with 
· ~ 
laws or t .heories presented in 1ts final form. For example 1 
Boyl-e •a Law is often presented this way--it is stated~­
experimental evidence is .given--and the student s.tudies 1t. 
This gives the student an incorrect impression of. how Boyle '.a 
Law was discovered and, in a more gene·ral way, g1.v.es him the 
wrong impression of how sclentiflc discoveries are made. Dr. 
Conant has. pointed this out and 'proposes a more historical 
approach for the presentation of a law or theory • 4·0 This 
approach leads up t() Boyl~'.s Law by first discussing knowl-
edge that w.a.s lmown about pump 1ng water.. the use o.f a water 
pump to create a vacuum, the air pump~ and then the controlled 
experiments which led Bcyle to formulate his gene:ral law for 
all gases.. 'J.'his 1s the manner 111 which scientific inquiry 
o:tten times occurs an.d this app-roach s}io(lld be stressed to 
the student so that he may atta1n an appreciat1on o·r science. 
40James B. conant, •On Understanding Science, • Yale 
Un1ve.rs1 t.y P.re.s .s, New Haven, 194-7, pp.. 29-64 •. 
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There are many other topics in chemi·stry which can be 
approached ln the sarae way, i.e., Dalton's Theory ot Atomic 
Structure, Mendel;yerev•s Per1<xUo Class11'1cat1on of .the Ele-
!Qen.ts, Combustion, etc. To help the student atta.in an 
apprec1ation of the origin of text book material, the students 
in the laboratory-centered course were asked to present to 
the class an art;lcle taken. from the ch:emioa.l 11 terature. 
In teaChing by a eomblnat ion .of the t -hree Ulthod.s 
there ls no rlgi.d sehedule that is followed. The instructor 
11plays lt by ear. • This does. not mean that there is no out-
line o.f material to be covered but rather that the outline 
does not impose undue rest~1ct1ons on olassrooa procedure. 
For example, consider i(he t~pic •oases and Their Properties.• 
·Tne objectives of this topic might be as follows: 
l. Tp become ram111ar with barometers• 
.2... To understand Boyle's Law• 
J. To understand absolute temperature. 
4. To understand Charles' Law. 
5. To be ~ble to make calcula.t1ons using Boyle •s Law 
6. 
7. 
8. 
£1-nd Charles• Law. 
To tmde.rstand Gay-Lussac 's Law, 
To understand Dalton's Law .or P:art1al Pr~s.sures. 
To know how to make corrections of a volume of 
gas saturated with water vapor. 
9. To know what standard temperature and pressure 
are and how they are used. 
J4 
When this topic is completed the following student 
behavior is e:xpected: 
1. He can inte'rpret tabular ma ter,ial. 
2. He· can recognize limitation of data. 
J. He can read and get information from graphical data. 
The above topic is introduced to the students by Experi-
ment ?. The experiment is directly concerned with Boyle •.s 
Law and Charles • taw and ind'lreo.tly involves abs·olute temper-
ature and. standard conditions. The instructor gives a pre-
liminary explanation of the experiment be·fore it is performed 
in the laboratory by the students. Ttiis takes place withln 
the first ten or fifteen minutes of the three hour block of' 
time. It is e.l[pla1ned (1) th,at Boyle discovered the inverse 
relation that ·exists between the pressure of a gas and its 
volume•-there-t"ore, when the ·pressure of a ga..s is increased, 
1ts volume decreases, (2) that Charles discovered the direct 
relation between the temperature of a ga$ and its volume--
thei'e:f'ol"$, wh~n the temperature or a .gas is increased, its 
volume is increased, (3) tha,t absolute temperature iS a 
temperature scale that di:f'fers tram the centigrade scale by 
27J degrees and that Charles• Law is based on this temperature 
scale., and (4) that standard · conditions are· zero degrees 
oentlgrade and one atmosphere pressure. After this eXPlana-
tion the students go to the laboratory to perform the experi-
ment.. During the laboratory period questions 111ay arise which 
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need answering or some pa:rt of the experiment may need 
elaboration. Some experiments may be completed by the stu-
dents without d1f:f'1cult_y but ,if a questiol). leads to so!De 
• theoretical point that heeds explanation. the work may be 
stopped at soma conven~ent time and the class goes· to e. 
classroom :f'or a lecture. At this t1me the instructor may 
ask: question$ to ascertain more clearly what it is that the 
students do not comprehend. This col..lld also lead to a dis"" 
cuss1on pn the basis of' what the st\ldents had previously 
read or on the work that they had completed in the laboratory. 
The experiments require rrom one and a half hours to 
two hours to complete and the remainder of the time is spent 
in a classroom during whtch time the instructor will a.sk 
questions to determine the student•s comprehension or the 
experiment or he may lecture on some aspect of the experiment 
that he believes. is required. At the end ot the two hours 
the s-tudents are given a laboratory report sheet to be 
completed and handed in at the next me·etlng. 
Anecdotal B,cord 
Below is a tabulated sequence of the various objec-
tives o:r the course and the teaching procedures and activi-
ti-es used to achieve these objectives. The objectives are 
primarily concerned with the subject content of the course. 
General. chemistry has other aillls which are not tabulated 
beoaus·e they transcend all teaching procedures apd activities 
~nd some of these objectives could be stated today as the-y 
were stated in 1935 in the following manner: 
A s.tud7 of chemistry should provide the individual 
with a broad and genuine appreciation and understanding 
ot .the chemloal aspeots of tbe un1ver.se .• cf the place 
of chemistry among the solences, and of the developments 
in chemistry and the.1r effect on modern social and 
industrial 11-fe. 
A study of chemistry shoul<t provide an opportunity 
for the a·aquislt1ons of' -experiences on the use and the 
knowledge of the so1ent1f'io method of thinking, us1~ 
chemical problems; of a knowledge of na.tural laws; 
important principles and raets; of the abtlity to draw 
generalizations trom spec1:f1c experimental data and to 
apply 1mportan~1pr1nc1ples; and of' skill in laboratory manipulations. 
Speo1f1o objectives for all laboratory work in this 
stttdy are as follows: 
l. 
2. 
4. 
To illustrate and clarif'y principles discus~ed in 
the classroom., by providing actual content with 
materials. 
To give the student a t'eeli:rlg of the real1t;r or 
sci.ence by an encounter with phenomena which 
otherwise might be to h1m no more than words. 
To make the facts of science easy enough ·to learn 
and impressive enough to remember. 
To give the student some insight 1n-t;o basic 
sa1ent1f1c laboratory methods, to let h1m4-~se 
hls hands, and to train him 1n their use .• 
The laboratory-centered class 10et for two days eaoh 
week for three hours. Fourteen laboratory experiments we.re 
performed by the students in the fifteen weeks of classes. 
The time allotments indicated below are approximate and the 
4lotto M. Smith,. "Accepted Object1 ves in· the Teaching 
of G~neral College Chemistry, • ~. ~. E.Q.., ll, 1:80 (193.5). 
42Harry I. Schlesinger,. ·•·The Contribution of Labora• 
tory Work to General Education,-'' :!. Chem. fu\.. t J:..g, 525 (19351. 
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various un1·ts of study· correspond c:loscely to the conten.t or 
the laboratory experiments. All laboratory report sheets 
re.f'erred to ln ·the anecdotal record are to be round Ut 
Appendix F. Some of the lecture demonstrations de.scrl bed 
were not actually performe d but may be per.foi'"med by the 
instructor at the time indicated. The oral repor~s we~ 
bas~d on articles froa the 11terat~.re and are listed in 
Appendix c. The students did their reading assignments rrom 
general chemistry text books that .were available. to t.hem in 
the llbrary and are also. 1·1s.te.d in Appendix c. An. analysis 
of: purposes, objectives and teaching act1vltles according to 
units (a major subdivision of' the subJect) l s as follO\fS: 
UNIT .I. STRUCTURE OF m,TTEB 
Anticipated Goals 
~or the Student: 
To appreciate the 
de~elopment o£ 
(ltQm1c th~or;y. 
Da;rt 
Time 
Teaching Proced\lres ~nd Act1T1t1es 
to Attain Tbese Goals 
lst A lecture was g1 ven in which the 
60 deyelopment of' the concept .;>f tlle 
atom was ·traced beginning· wl.th the 
ideas of the Greek philosophers up 
tO the first modern view of John 
Da.l't;()ri. 
One s:tudent was ass1gne~ an a .rt1cle 
f rom the literature dealing with 
some philosophical aspect 6t· sc1• 
ence or cent.er1ng are>und th: ques-
tion, •Why study chemistry? The 
student was asked to make an oral 
report to the class during t ·he 
fifth class meeting. 
*The approximate ttme -in minutes is given for the particular 
aet1vipy. 
Anticipated Goals 
for the Student 
To acquire knowl-
edge of the various 
laws o'f chemical · 
comblnatlon. 
To. beooxae ram.1l1ar 
)f'ith quantitati-.e 
measurement. 
To, acquire skill 1n 
the use of a chem.-
ica1 balanee. 
Day& 
· ~1me 
2nd 
15 
90 
38 
Teachi:ng Procedures and Act1v1tles 
to Attain These Goals 
The stuQ.ents were requested t_o read 
material covering the following 
t~t~: . 
Iaws of chemical comblnatl.on 
Dalton's Atomic Theory and . its 
postulates 
Relation o!' the laws o'f co!llbina-
tion to the atomic theory . 
Combining weights 
The students were. asked to read 
Experiment 1, Str\lcture of Matter,* 
before the. second. cla~s meeting. 
The instructQr led ·a d1scu5s1on :on 
the laboratory experi111ent so that 
1 t was r~lati.vely certain the stu-
·dents comprehended what the ob·Jec• 
t1ve.s of · the experiment were and 
\Ulderstood h9W it was to be 
a:.chieved. The laboratory experi-
ment was provlded so that the stu-
dent might observe the law of 
definite proportions and the law 
of oonserya.·tion or mass. The 
f'1rst law was demonstrate¢ by the 
students, individually, preparing 
copper s~lt1d~ fr~m copper metal 
and sw.ru.r~ 
Knowing the weight of' copper and 
the weight of _the product 1"ormed, 
the r ·ormula of the compound was 
eal.culated. the l~tt:er law .was 
demon:strated. by the students obs.erv· 
ing the change in weight of a flask 
and contents before a chemical 
reaction and after the chemical 
reaction took place in the f'lask. 
*All e.Jg>erlments r~ferred to .1n this arie·cdotal record are 
1nciuded ln Appendix F. 
J9· 
Anticipated Goals 
for the Student 
Day &· Teaching Procedures and Activities 
Time to Attain These Goals 
To understand 
Daltol).•s Atomic 
Theory .. 
15 
JO 
To understand the 
concept ot relative :JO 
masses .. 
Each student was give:n a labora-
tory report sheet* that had to be 
completed and handed to the 
instructor at the next class meet-ing. . . . . 
S~ve:t"al stud~nts as·ked questions 
about the calculation of the 
1'ormula of the co!lpound and at the 
o()mplet1on or the laboratory work 
the instructor reviewed this 
oalcula tlon wl th ·the students. 
The law or conservation of mass 
and quantitative measu.rement may 
be illustrated. by the burning or a 
candle. A flask containing oxy-gen 
a:nd. a candle is we 1ghed before and 
after burning or the oandl e and no 
oharlge in weight 1s obse-rved. 
A lecture was presented which 
re"f'lewed the poste.Hates of the 
theory anQ. 1ts relation to tpe 
laws or combination. ~lton con.., 
sidered the laws of def1n.\te 
proportions,, multiple propo:rt1ons, 
and conservation of mass in the 
.development of his theory. 
An explanat1on was given on how 
combining weights of elements can 
lead to relative masses of the 
elements. CombiniJl€; weights are 
masses (of the varlous,elements) 
that are chem.ieally eq~1valent to 
eaeh other--that 1s., will react 
with each othe.r or replace each 
other. Any . element may be. chosen 
as the standard to which the other 
elements are related. 
*See Appendix P. for all laboratory report sheets. 
Antlc1pated Goals 
f'or the Student 
Day& 
Time 
40 
Teaching Procedures and Activities 
to Attain The sa Goals 
Discussion on the content of this 
tint t was ericoura.ged. 
The students were asked to read 
material covering the following 
topics:, 
Matter and mass. 
K1net1c ·Energy 
Potential Energy 
Other 1"orm.s of energy 
Conservation of energy 
Equivalence of" matter and. energy 
UNIT li.. MATTER AND ENEBGY 
To learn the char- Jrd 
ae·tertsttcs of mat- 120 
ter and 1 t i a var1 ous 
r-or111s. 
To differentiate 
between mass and 
weight. 
To know wh~t energy 
is, 1:ts units and 
its various ·f"orms, 
i .. e. , kinetic, 
potential, chemi-
cal, electrical, 
and radiant. 
Tp UI.lders tan¢1 the 
conservation of · 
energy 1n chemical 
phenomena and to 
realize 1 ts limita-
tions. 
1,'0 become ~ware or 
the equivalence of 
matter and energy. 
Discussion was encouraged on the 
reading assignment. Var1oT..\S 
aspects of' ene.rgy were reviewed. 
One student asked about the units 
of" heat and the 1ns true tor defined 
these and the relationship of one 
un1 t to the other. 
The three states of matter may be 
illustrated by showing moth ball.s, 
which are melted tn a test tube, 
leaving .a watery-like liquid with 
some naphthalene vapor noticeable. 
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Anticipated Goals 
for the Student 
Day& 
Ti~ 
60 
To ·know how to 4th 
meas\lre length 120 
with a meter stick 
and, in this way, 
determine the 
volume of a block 
of wood ... 
To become pro~1-
c1e·nt in the use 
of a triple beam 
balance. 
To. become familiar 
with the use o:f a 
thermometer. 
To understand two 
met·hods or· deter-
min1ng the densi·ty 
of solids and 
liquid$·. 
41 
Teaching Procedures and Activities 
to AttalD Thes~ Goals 
In soliciting questions it was 
discovered that the students were 
confused on several aspects of 
Unit I such as relative masses. 
This pr1hc1ple t(as reviewed again 
by the instructor. 
Specific questions were provided 
on t .he cont·ent of this unit tQ be 
completed outside the class and to 
be submitt-ed at the fU'th class 
meeting. 
The students wer.e requested to read. 
mate.rial covering the following 
topics: 
trn1 t · and number 
The Metric. System 
Length, area, and volume 
Mass and weight 
Time and temperature 
He~t ari4 heat capacity 
Density And specific !;rav1ty 
The arithmetic of units 
Very large and: very small numbers 
Significant figures 
A. laborator,- experiment was pro--
vided and was concerned with the 
measurement of length, wetght, 
tempeJ>ature, and density. A meter 
stick was used to measure the 
length, width and depth or. a block 
or wood and its volume was also 
calculated. The block of wood was 
also weighed on the triple beam 
balance. The temperatures of the 
freezing and. boiling points or· 
water were mea$ured. The dens! ty 
of the. bloc;k· of ·wood ·was calculated 
and the dens1 ty or lead shot wa$ . 
determined by tb.e water displac-e-
ment method. A hydrometer was 
used to determine the density or 
benzene and carbon tetrachloride. 
Al1t1c1pated Goals 
·for the Student_ 
'l'o know the units 
ot the English 
system and those 
or the Metric 
system and how to 
convert from one 
system to the 
other. 
To appreciate the 
meaning of units 
and their origin. 
To understand the 
relation between 
Fahrenheit and 
Centigrade and to 
know how to con-
vert one to the 
other. 
To attain the 
a bill ty to manip-
ulate numbers,. 
e.xPonential num-
bers and to under-
st~nd significant 
figures in various 
types of measure-
ments. 
Day & 
Time 
JO 
JO 
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Teaching Procedur.es and Act1v'1t1es 
to Attain Thes§ Goals 
At the compl~t1on of the laboratory 
experiment the students were asked 
questions to qetermine their knowl-
edge of the subject content of this 
unit. Several typical conversion 
problems were explained to the stu-
dents. 
Plscuss1on was encouraged to try 
and get the students to think in 
terms o.f units be"lng .an invention 
of man and the inherent llm1tat1ons· 
of all k1nds of measurement. 
Numerical problems were assigned 
to the students to give practice 
in these conversions. 
Numerical problems were ,assigned 
to give t.he stuaents practice_ 1n 
the-se manipulations. The stl.ldents 
w.ere asked to su"Qmi t s.ol~tlons to 
these and the above problems at 
the s):xth class meeting• 
The ,students were requested to 
read references concerning the 
following topics: 
Chemical formulas 
Calculation of an empirical 
formula from analytical data 
The molecule.r formula 
Calculation of the percentage-
composition of a compound from 
its formula 
Valence 
The names of ~opipounds 
A one hour examination lfS.s scheduled 
ror the ninth meeting concerJ11ng . 
all topics up . to and including the 
content o:f the eighth mee-ting. 
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Anticlpe ted Goals. Day & 
for ttw Student Time 
To know what the .5th 
law of comblnlr.tg 
volumes is and 1 ts 
relation to .gaseous 
reactions. 
To attain an under-
standlng .of 30 
Avogadro's hypo-
thesis. 
To develop an 
understanding or 30 
the relative com-
bining power of · 
at-oms. 
To know the dif• 
terence between 
the ohemlc.al and 
physical atomic 
weight scales. 
JO 
4) 
Teaching Prooed.ur~s and Activities 
to Attain Thes~.goals 
This principle may be 1llustrate.d 
by the· example of the decompos1-
t .1on of water by :a.n electric our-
rent. The two ev.ol Yed gases are 
collected in measuring tu~s, and 
it is observed by the students that 
the volume of hydrogen. ls twice the 
volume of oxygen. 
An exp'lanatlon of this hypothesis 
was presented t 'O the students. The 
students should know that its 
importance 11.es in the f'acct~ that 
it makes pos·sible. the comparison 
of· equal numbers of ·molecules as 
to mass and other properties. 
'This was also explained in order to 
show that the first understanding 
of: the combin.t:r.g power of atoms was 
achieved through the analysis or 
gas~ous r~f!,.ctlpns. This al$0 gave 
the bcis1s for asslgning formulas to 
t;teveral compounds and co11s~ructing 
a table of relative combing powers 
of element.s. 
One student was a .sked to explain to 
the class the difference between a 
physical .and .a chemical at.omlc 
weight. This led the class 1nto a 
discussion of isotopes. 
An assignment was provided to give 
the students practice 1n the formu-
lation and namlng of compounds and 
iO:ns and to aid in the me.mor1zat1on 
of valences. Th1s assignment was 
to be handed in ~it the seventh 
mee·ting. 
The students were requested to read 
Experiment 3, C.hemicai Change., 
before the next meeting. 
Anticipated Goals 
tor tbe · Student · 
Pay~ 
Time 
JO 
60 
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Teac.h1ngProcedures and Aot1v1t1ee 
to Attain These O.oals · 
The assignment due was handed 1n 
and the stud.ents were asked ques-
tions concerning 1ts eo~tent •. 
These questions led 1ntoa .dlscus-
s1on of' the various types of 
energies. 
One of the students .gave an orE;tl 
report which dealt with the reasons 
~or studying chemis·tl"Y. D1s.cus-
s1on was encouraged after the 
presentation. 
UNIT V. CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL CHANGE 
To d1fferentiate 
be tween a chem1 cal 
and .physicai 
change. 
To be able to 
recognize a 
.chemical change.. 
T.o become familiar 
w1 th var lous typEis 
of chemical ch.ariges 
such a ·s decomposi-
t!Qn, combustion, 
double decomposl.;.. 
t1on, and ox1d.at1on-
reduct1on. 
To require skill in 
performing chemical 
re.actions 111 test 
ttibes and crucibles. 
6th 
180 
A discussion was encouraged during 
the f1rst 10-15 minutes t .o be sure 
that the students knew the dlf-
.f'erenct1 between a. physical .and 
chemical change and some characte.r-
1st1cs of .a chemical change. A 
laboratory exper-iment was; pr.ovlded 
so that the students could observe 
phys 1cal and chemical changes. A 
physical change was illustrated by 
heating a mixture o:f salt and 1od1ne 
in a beaker with a watch glass 
covering the beaker. Iodine sub-
limed away from the sodium c~lo~1de 
and was observed on the bottom of 
the watch glass. A chemical change 
was .1llastrated by a var1e ty or 
reactions such as combustion, 
decompos·1.t10l1. double decomposi-
tion, and ox1dat1 on-reductlo.n. In 
view of the fact that many of t ·he 
students did not know h.ow t .o write 
chemical equations fo.r the reac1;1on.s 
they were observing inPart I of the 
experiment, the students and 
instructor retired to a classroom 
for a general explanat1o:n of' this 
procedure; k~eping awa.r :from the 
specific reactions in the experiment. 
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Anticipated Goals 
f!Jr the Student . 
Day& 
Time 
To lmow tests for 7th 
¢om.rnon gases and 40 
be able to 1dent1fy 
them when evolved 
from unknown com-
pounds. 
To become familiar 
with some special 
types of chemical 
changes such as 
the electrolysis 
ot water solutions 
of salts • acids 
.and bases and o:r 
fused compounds. 
50 
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Teachillg Procedures and A.-ot1v1t1es 
to Attal;n These Goals 
This required about th1rt;r minutes 
after which t1me the students 
resumed the experiment. Since the 
laboratory work wa:s J1.ot completed• 
a report sheet was not given to the 
students. 
The stud.ents were reques·ted to read 
material on the followtng topics: 
Substances and their preparation 
Chem1eal change and chemical 
energy 
Compounds, elements 
Names and. symbols. of ele.ments 
Experiment 3 was continued and four 
unknown substances were given to 
the students so that they might 
1dent1.fy the gases that evolve when 
the proper reacting substance comes 
in contact with 1t. 
The students were given a laboratory 
report sheet WhiCh was to be handed 
to the instr~etor at tbe next meet-
ing. 
A lecture was given on tne details 
or the reacti·ons that occur at the 
electrodes t'or a solution of salt 
in water. The same was don~ fer 
the electrolysis of . fused s.od1um 
chloride. The electrolysis of 
.fused sodium hydroxide may be . 
illustrated by inserting co~per 
electrodes (with light bulb) in 
sodium hydroxide. Tne light bulb 
is not illuminated until t ·he sodium 
hydroxide 1s melted. 
Questions were solicited in regard 
to the pro·blem assignment due todar. 
The assignment dealt with nam1~ 
compounds, formulating compounds 
and valences o:f common elements. 
_· ... - --- -· 
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Anticipated Goa;Ls Day & Teaching Procedure$ and: Activities 
for the· Student Time to Attaip These Goa];s 
To know the d1f- 8th 
f"erence between 120 
metals and non-
metals and the 
physical and 
chemie~l properties 
that distinguish 
them. · 
To become adept at 
calculations invol v- 60 
ing chemical equa-
tions and percentage 
compos1tton. · 
The students were asked to read 
material on the general character-
1st1es of metals and non-metals 
and to study Experiment 4, Metals 
and Non~Metals, before the ne:t't 
class meeting. 
A laboratory e:~tperiment was pro-
vided so that the· students might ·· 
obse-rve samples of metals an:d non-
metals an& perform. test tube reac-
tions 1n order to beo.ome familiar 
with the chemtcal properties of 
the.se substances. Before beginning 
the laboratory w()rk the topic was · 
discussed to ~ sure that ·the stu-
dents were aware of the purpose of 
the experiment t and the principles 
involved. In the laboratory the 
students were able to observe 
samples of typical rion-me~als such 
as .sulfur,. brol'D1ne, iodine and 
chlorine and typical metals such as 
magnes1UD1, Aluminl.un, lead, tin, 
copper and silver. Physical · 
prope-rties such as color, nardness 
arid o~nduet'iv.ity were observed. 
Ch~:nical reactions of metals and 
non-metals ·with oxygen1 water, and 
.acids were performed by the stu-
. dent·s. 
Several mathematical problems were 
pre'sented to the students dealing 
with the calculation of formUlas 
from cherilical analysis, peJ:"oen.tage 
oompo~tt1on from a chemical formula 
and computations based on formula 
weights. .· 
One . student was a$ked . to prepare an 
oral report base.d . on an article in 
the literature dealing with some 
-aspect of the pe.riodie table. The 
student was asked to .present lt at 
the el~venth meeting. 
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Anticipated Goals 
tor the .Student 
·To perform sat1s-
factoril1 on a 
teacher-made test. 
Day& 
Time 
47 
Teaching Prt)cedures and Act1Y1t1ea 
to Attain Tbese Goait 
96t 0h A teaah~r-made test was administered t() the class. ::J:nc·luded in the test 
were l tems. _on s1gn1f1cant figures, 
handling of large- and small numbers, 
conversion from the Metric to the 
Engltsh syst·em of units and from 
Fahrenheit to Cent1grad,e and the 
nanr1ng of elements, ions, radicals 
and c::ompou.nds. There was ab~o an 
essay item on physical and chemical 
c.ha~ge and the- relation or the law. 
of d~'f1n1 te propor·t"l.ons to Oal ton • s 
Atomic Theory. · Ano.ther quest1c:>n 
dealt with a calcu.latlon 1nvol-.1ng 
the law of definite proportions and 
another based on the stoichiometry 
ot a chemical equatfon.t 
UNIT VI. THE PERIODIC TABLE 
To become familiar 
with the various 
parts of th.e 
periodic table, 
the meaning of 
groups, group 
numbers and let-
lers, and periods. 
To Ul1derstand the 
develop~ent of the 
pe!-iodtc table. 
l20 
A lec.ture was g1 ven on the develop• 
ment or the ,periodic table. The 
various parts, i.e.,. metals, non-
metals, metalloids, transition 
elements. Inert. Gases, . Lanthanide 
series, artd the Actinide series 
were indicated to the students 
ustng·.a large per1od1e table at 
the front of th~ clas.sroom. The 
instructor expla1~ed that the 
vertical rows con.ta1ned a group (or 
t"am1ly) of elements similar 1n 
physical and che~lcal properties; 
that ·the group number referred to 
the maximum valence possible for 
the elements in the gr.oup; that the 
group letters indicated some slm1-
la.r1tles between the elements.. For 
example, Group IA is s 1m1lar to the 
elements 1n Group IB;. that the 
horizontal rows are periods in 
which there is an lncrease 1n the 
atomic number going from left to 
right. and_a gradation in ·properties 
lri going .fr()m left to right or 
right to left. 
Anticipated Goals 
tor the Student 
Day & 
Time 
To understand 
trends in physi~al 
and rihelllical prop-
erties tor elemen1B 
in the same hori-
zontai rows and in 
the same vertical 
rows. 
lOth 
1.50 
To acquire skill 
in the use of 
universal Indica-
tor and in the use 
of a chemistry hat1d--
book. 
3"0 
48 
Teaching Procedures 8Jld Aet1vltles 
__ to Attain These Go:als 
The students were asked to read 
Experiment .5,_ The Periodic Table. 
before the next class meeting. 
A laboratory e_xperiinent was pro-
vided 1n order for the stucient$ 
to observe trends in the periodic 
table. The first 10-l.S minutes 
were devoted to a review of the 
experiment and 1t gave the stu• 
dertts an opportun1 ty 1;o aslc q.ues-
t ions about 1 t. The change ln 
physical properties: for the ele-
ments lh Period ) (Na,. Mg, Alt S, 
P, Cl, A) was d.emonstrated by the 
students look,lng up various pro.P-
e~t1es in a chemistry handbook 
and completing a chart. which was 
part or the experiment. The same 
was dpne for Group lA elements 
(Li, Na, I<, Rb, Cs) and for Group 
7B elements (F. Cl, Er, I). The 
trend 1n chemical properties for 
the elements in Period 3 were 
observed by test1ng the ac1d1 ty of 
their hydroxide solutions uslng .a 
unl versal indicat·or. Changes in 
ehemi.cal properties for elements 
1n the same group were observe.d by 
testing the S.c1d1 ty ot all the 
hydrOxides in. Gro.up ,SB. The 
oxidizing ab111 ties or the Group 
7B elements was al&o observed.. 
Dis cu·ss ton was encouraged on the 
subject content of this unit. The 
laboratory work. formed the- bas1·s 
of the discussion. 
A laboratory report sheet was given 
to the students and they were asked 
to have 1t completed by the next 
meeting. 
A one hour test was announced for 
the ·fifteenth meeting. 
,; 
An1o1o1pated Goals 
for the- Student 
To understand that 
the order of the 
elements in the 
periodic table is 
related to the 
electronic configu-
ration of the ele-
ments which in turn 
determine.s their 
valef!C:e{s-) • 
To -know the 
periodic law. 
Day& 
Time 
11th 
60 
60 
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Teaching Procedures and Act1v1t1es 
to Attain These Goa}:s 
A lecture was given onthe elec-
tronic configuration of the ele-
ments and the s1mllarlt1es or these 
configurations for elements in the 
same group. It was explained. that 
the el.ectrons · in the o.uteruiost 
shells deter,:t.lne the charge of th~ 
ion t:ormed by ·a :particular ele~:ment 
and ll'i . turn 1 ts vale rice ( s) • 
During thene.xt h9~.tr it wat~ 
explained to the students th~t th~ 
prQperties o-f the elt!unen~s e.re no1o 
arbitrary t but rather are ciependent 
upon the atomic number. Placing 
the elements on the periodic chfl.rt 
according to atomic number produc~s 
a periodicity (elements with the 
same properties fall w1 thin the 
same vertical columns) and this is 
kno~n as the: periodic law. 
The o~al report' due on this day was 
presen~e(,i bf the student. It dealt 
with some aspects of the periodic 
table. The remainder of the time 
was devo.ted to disC\lSS ion on the 
content ot the report. 
An assignment JfS.S g _1ven to the stu-
dents which oonslsted or val"ious 
short answer questions l"~lated to 
tne per1od:1c table,. T~e a.ss1gn-
mei1t was due on the thirteenth 
mee~ing. 
One student was asked to report on 
an article on the atomic nucleus for 
the fourteenth meeting. 
The students· were ~sJ{ed. to read . . 
Experiment 6, I ·on16, Non-Polar- and 
Polar compounds, befo.re the next 
meeting. 
i j 
I 
I 
I 
so 
UNIT VII. TYPES OF COMPOUNDS 
Anticipated Goals 
r·or the Student 
To diff-erentiate 
between 1·on1e, 
non-polar,. and 
polar compounds 
1n terms or 
solubility in 
water, freezing 
point and boiling 
po.int, and con-
duct1v1 ty of.' ·the 
electric current. 
To acquire skill 
ln the use - of a 
conductivity 
apparatus. 
Day & Teaching Procedures and .Activities 
Time to Altain These Goals 
12th The laboratory experiment provided 
120 was reviewed during the first 10-
1.5 minutes-. The experiment was 
provided so t ·hat the students could 
observe various properties. of the 
different types of compo\U'}ds. Tests 
were made to determine if sodltun 
chloride·-. w$.:ter1 methyl alcohol, 
carbon tetrachlor1de and benzene 
'(ere eoluble in one another. F:re.ez-1ng points and bci.111ng pointl";l were 
:found in a chemistry handbook. 
Various conduct.! vi ty tests were Jnade 
on so11.d and molt.en sodium cnlor1de, 
distilled water, methyl alcohol., 
carbon tetrachloride~ benzene, solu-
tion of sugar, ace~io acid, chloro-
acet"lc ac.1d, ammonium hydroxide 1 
hydrochlor1e acid, sod1l.un hydroxide 
and a s .olutlon of sodium chloride .• 
The experiment required two hours. 
The stude'lits were not confide-nt 
60 regal-ding the mean1.ng of ionization 
potential, electron af1':in1 ty and 
electronegatlvlty as 1nd1~ated by 
s.everal questions that ,ere asked. 
Since these prcpertles were pre-
sented 1n the previous e~periment 
and wer-e ·pertinent in this unit •. 
the remainder of the tlme was used 
to explain ·these concepts. 
The students were requested to read 
material on the following topics: 
Ionic bond 
Covalent bond 
Elec tronega.t1 Tl t y 
Non-polar compounds 
Polar compounds 
Partial ionic character 
A laboratory report sheet was given 
to the students to be completed by 
the· next meet1~. 
I j 
I 
I 
I 
! 
.1\ntietpa:ted Goals 
:for the Stud;ent 
To know what an 
ionic and covaie.nt 
bond 1s and to 
understand partial 
ionic; character in 
covalent bonds. 
51 
Day & Teaching .Procedures and Activities 
Time to . A tta1 n . The:se Goals · · 
13th 90 
90 
E lecture was given to make clear 
to the students the difference 
between the ionic and oovaleht 
bond. It was e:xplaine~ the ionic 
bond occurs in compourids in wti1ch 
there 1s a coinblete transfer of 
electron(s) from one atom "tC> the 
other in tile formation or the com-
pound.. ·$Odium flo\lr1de wa~ used as 
an example. Hydr¢gen ~yp1f1_ed ~ 
compound with a cov~lent bond, in 
Wtl,.ch the p$:1r Of e~ectrons form1ng 
t .he bond .is mof3t probab1y tound 
between .the two hydrogen atoms. 
Hydrogen chloride was used as E.ln 
exampl-e of a bond be:lng parti-ally 
ionic: and is due to the differe-nce 
in electronegat1vlt1.es of the 
hydrogen a:tom and the chlorine atom. 
Questions were solicited from the 
students ori the subject content of 
this unit, Polar and non~polar 
o()mpoUl'ldswete not clear to the 
students and this topic was 
reviewed. There was s(>me confusi-on 
as to the meaning of a molecular 
compound and hOW. it was Ol;-!1SS1f1ed. 
It was explained that polar and . . . 
non•polar compounds wer~ m~~ecular 
suoh as w3 (polar) -a:nd N2: (non-polar) • The physical properties of the 
Tarious types of' compounds were 
-outlined. 
The stu:dents were requested t.o read. 
material on the .following topics: 
Atomic nucleus 
Neutrons 
Protons 
Mass number . . . 
Alpha, beta, and gamma par:1;1oles 
Butherf'ord' s ex;perlment with 
. alpha ~rtidles 
Isot~pes 
j 
j . 
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UNIT VIII.. ATOMIC NUCLEI 
Anticipated Goals 
!"or the StudMt Day & Teaching Prooeaure·s and Act1v1 ties Time to Attain These Goals 
To understand 
radioactivity and 
the particles 
produced by a 
rad1oa:ct1 ve ele-
ment. 
To become aware of 
14th 
60 
the va:r1ous par.t1- 60 
cles in the nucleus 
and. some of their 
prope·rtles and know 
the dif'ference 
between atomic 
weight and mass 
number. 
To comprehend the 
experimental dete:r- 60 
mlna tion of atomic 
numbers. 
The history of radioactivity was 
reviewed by the instructor and the 
pr~pert1es of the alpha, beta, and 
gamma particles were outlined. 
Rutherford's e.xper1ment· was explained 
in whl.ch he bombarded thin metal 'foils 
with alph~ particles and its signlfl.-· 
canoe to atomic structure w·as empha-
sized. This required one hour. 
Alpha particles may be illustrated 
w1 th a Wilson cloud chamber and 11 
s.ource of alpha particles. Water 
vapor in a chamber condenses by 
coollng into a cloud and alpha 
particles fly through the cl·oud 
leavlng tracks that are visible. 
The various nuclear particles (pro-
ton • neutron, alpha, mesons • neutrino) 
were outlined :on the blackboard. with 
the students participating. The. · 
charge and mass of these particles 
were also noted and the students were 
asked to define isotopes and lsobares~ 
The class was told that the mass num-
ber was the sum o-r the neutrons and. 
protons in the pucle:Us and t .hat the 
atomlc weight was derived taking 
inti'> cons·ideration the percentage 
or -each isotope of an element. 
It. was explained that Moseley (1913) 
f'ound that :each element used as .a 
target in an x-ray tube produced 
radia.tions of a variety or wave 
lengths, but f:or each element there 
was obs:erved a group of radiations 
of short wave length Which formed 
a series of regularly spaced line~. 
These were also round to shift ~s 
the atomic number or the element 
increased. The precise relation-
shiP between the characteristics . of 
the x-ray ana the atQmic number is 
expressed in Moseley•s Law. 
Anticipated Goals 
for the Student 
SJ 
Day &: Teaching Procedures and Act1v1t1es 
Tfme . to Attain These Goals 
To perform well on 15th 
completion and 60 
essay it~ms on a 
teacher-made tes·t. 
P.roblems were as signed so that t·he 
students might attaln.some.rac111ty 
in determining the composition of 
the nucleus knowing the atomic 
number or the eLement and its mass 
nutnber. 
A tea<Zher-ma.de test was administered 
t;o the elass. Included in the test 
were completion ltems dealing w1th 
the periodic table, forces between 
atoms ln compo1Jnds, and elec t:rorilc 
oont'igurati ons of a toms. There were 
also several items on topics such 
as ionization potential, various 
types ot bonds, and the type of 
bond formed in potass1WD. fluoride. 
UNIT IX. THE GASEOUS STATE 
To .know Boyle•s 
and Charles • Laws .30 
and to verity them 
1n the laboratory .• 
150 
In vlew of the fact that the stu-
dente were not able to read the 
experiment, the instructor pre-
vl~wed the procedure-. 
The laboratory e~eriment was pro• 
vlded so that the.stud.ents might 
prove to themsel~es that the prod-
uct of the pressure and volume of 
a gas 1s constant. Thls was· done 
with a buret·te and a funnel attached 
to it by means of a p1e·ce . or . rubber 
tubing. Thls apparatus 1$ show:.n 1n 
E:Xperlment 7. The air is used as. 
the gas and the raising of the 
burette decreases the pressure on 
the entrapped a"ir 1n the burette 
and the rais:tng of the funnel 
increases the pressure of the . 
entrappe·d air. The volume of the 
gas can be read or·r· the burette. 
·There was confusion as to the 
reading of the burette bec:ausethe 
numbers on the .burette increase 
S4 
Anticipated Goals Day ~· ~e.aohing Procedures and Activities 
tor the Student_ Time to Atta).n These Goals · · 
To knqw Charles' 
Law and to verify 
it 1n the lab• 
oratory. 
from top to bottom but 1n the 
e~er1ment the burette. 1s us.ed 
with the top down. The stUdents 
stopped working and th.1s . was · 
explained. In both s1ttiatlcns two 
PV values are obtained ari.d thes.e 
should be the same. This was 
repeated a second tli'Oe and there 
was no t ·1me· lef"t · to complete the 
experiment;. · · 
The st\ldents were asked to read 
mater:1ill on. ~he . follow1rig . top1cs: 
Particle theory of matter 
Kinetic M.c:>le.cular Theory 
Dlf:tus1on 
~as VolumE' and pre::;sUI"~ 
The. eff-ect of' temperature on 
molecular energies 
The effect of pressu,re on the 
volume or a gas 
The . effect of tempera tur.e ·on the 
pressure of a gas 
Boyle • s Law · 
Charl~s • Law 
16th The e:xpe:r1rnent was prov1ded so that 
60 the students might verify Charles• 
Law• 'l'he law relates the volume 
ot gas t9 1ts temperature. In the 
.experiment t}le s.t\ld.ents measured a 
vo.lume of air ~t ope ~empera ture 
and the same gas .at another tempe~..; 
ature. An Erlenmeyer flask equlpJ>ed 
with a one hole rUbber stopper and 
a stopcock 1n th~ closed posltlon 
was placed in a beaker of wa:ter and 
thiS water was boiled so tti~t the 
.air · 1n the flask was a·t the boil-
ing pOint of water~ This gave t;he 
temperature and volume ror the . 
initial values. The flask was then 
submerged 1!1 ·water and the .stop- . 
cock opened.. Tne temperature of the 
water and the volume of water sucked 
into the f'lask gave final value.s f.:or 
the volwne of air and the temperature 
of the air. Th1S .was re~ated so 
that ·two T/V values were obtained. 
j 
J 
I 
i 
l 
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Anticipated Goals 
for the Student 
To understand the 
par1;1cle theory QC 
matter and the 
exper1:nental 
evidence for fts 
validity. 
To know the 
assumpt1ons· of 
the .K111et1e 
Molecul-ar Theory 
an:d how it 
explains dlf-
tus ion and pres-
sure of a gas. 
To be able to 
experimentally 
verit"y Graham's 
Law of .Olffuslon. 
Day& 
Time 
30 
60 
17th 
~05 
ss 
Teaching Procedu..."'es and Aotl Yl t1-es 
~-o Attain These Goals · 
A lecture was g1-.en on the the:ory 
wlth a bl"'lef review or the concept 
of the atom slnee this wa.a. e.lready 
covered at an earlier m~et1ng. 
The leetu!'e dealt. w1 th s.eve ral 
experiments wh·1ch gave support to 
the theory. For example, the 
Brownian Movement was described 
along with several other experi-
ments. 
Tl'l.e particle .nature or ma.tter may 
be illustrated .w1 th a cl.oud chamber 
(des.crlbed earlier) a ptnhOl4 
eip~ritnent. ln Which 1t 1S Ob3eryed 
that sodium atoms travel 1n straight 
line.!$ through a yaeuum. 
Anoth~~ lecture was devoted to the 
Kinetic Molecul~ar Theory and how 
1 t e_xpia1ns tbe behav1o~ or matter 
in the gaseous state. The• effect 
of' tempera.ture on molecular 
energ1.es, pre.ssure exerte9, bJ a 
gas, and the volume of gas was 
explained• 
The remaining hour of ·class time 
was devoted to a d1souss1on or 
Boyle's and -Charles• Iaw.s and the1r-
1rtterpretatlon tn terms or the 
Kinetic Molecular Theory. 
A set of problem-s.olvlng items was 
assigned to g1ve the stud-ents 
pract.lce in calculations 1n"tol"1ng 
the gas laws. Graphical problems 
were also included. · 
Tne students were asked to read 
Experi.:nent 8, _Diffusion of Gases, 
before ·the next meeting· 
The first 15 minutes were devoted 
to a review of the experiment deal-
lDg with t·he diffusion of gases. 
The experiment was provided so that 
.1 
I 
I 
I 
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Anticipated Goals 
ror the student 
To be aware that 
air molecules 
impede the d1f-
£us 1 on of gase-s. 
To know absolute 
Day& 
Time 
temperature, 30 
standard temper-
ature and p~s-
sure, and Dalton•s 
Law of Partial 
Pressures. 
To ·be able to oor-
rect the presstU"e 45 
or a volume of gas 
which is saturated 
with water vapor. 
.56 
Teaching Procedures and Act1•1t1es 
. to Attain these Goals · 
the students m1gh.t verify the law 
in the laboratory. Hydrogen 
chloride and amm()n1a wetre· placed 
at o:pposlte ends or a piece ·of 
glass tubing and the po:1nt at wh1eh 
the two gases corne in contact was 
noted (a white rlng ·of.· NH4c1 . 18 formed) and the distances from both 
ends to the ·wh1 te ring measured. 
The ratio of the two distances was 
assumed to . be 1n the same ratio as 
tl1e two veloc1t1es. Th1s rat1o 1s 
1nversel7 proportional t .o the. 
square roots of thelr densltles or 
thelr molecular weights. ·· This was 
repeated two ·more times arid an 
average value detei"mi·n~d and com-
pared with the accepted value. 
This may be illustra,ted by observ-
ing tne t1 me 1n which a gas or yap or 
fills up a elask .t .hat contains air 
as compared to the time when the 
air 1s removed from the flask. A. 
small glass capsule contallllilg 
bromine is broken in a fla$k and 
the time !'or the :bromine vapors 
to. till the . flas-k is noted. Another 
capsule or bromine 1s broken 1n the 
same flask 1n which the air has been 
removed. In this ease the time 1s 
immeasurable bec.ause. the fl.ask ta 
c01npletely filled w-ith vapors 
instantly. 
Since the students were familiar 
with standard conditions and · · 
abs·olute temperatUre from Experi-
ment 1, several pro.blems were 
worked out on the "blackboard. by 
students. These were then discussed 
with the .remainder or the class 
participating. 
The instructor expla,1.ned, w1 th two 
numerical problems, that water 
vapor mixed w:ith a gas will add to 
the pressure of the gas. Oxygen, 
ooll~eted over water, exerts a 
j 
i 
An,t1c1pat~d Goals 
for tbe Stp.gent 
Day& 
Tirge . 
To lmow how to 18th 
determine the gram 1;3:5 
inolec\tlar volume 
or a gas · h'.l the 
lab~ratory .and 
adjust experi-
mental conditions. 
To become familiar 
with certain 
safety precauti-ons 
in the use of KCI0:3. 
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Teaching Procedul"8s and Aot1v1t1es 
to Attain These Goal.§ · · · 
pressure wlt1ch 1s the sum or the 
ox;y~eri pressure and the ··water yapor 
pressure: a~t the particular temper-
ature. · 
The students wereasked to read 
E~E!rlmeti~ · 9, The Molal Volume or 
Oxygen, before tbe ne:tt meeting. 
Tl'l«! st.udents we:re requested to 
rf:)a(i material o,h the fOllowing: 
topics: 
Gram-atomic we1gtit 
Gram mo~eculaJ"welgt)t 
'rhe Av.ogadro number 
Gram ·mo.lecular volume 
General gas· equation 
The experiment was provided in order 
that the students apprec1~te the 
concept or a grammolecular volwn~ 
by eXl>eritnentaily determ1ni.ng it for 
a spE;!elfic gas iri the lab.orat:()ry. 
The first 1.5 minutes we·re spent on 
a t-evH~w of the experiment. The 
we 1ght . of a volume. of oxygen was . 
de term1n.ed by we'1gh1ng a sample or 
potas·s1wn chlorate before and after 
1 t was neated to yield oxygen. As 
the oxygen was liberated it displaced 
water fro~ a fllisk. a~d the· displaced 
vol.ume was carefully measure·d. It 
wa·s equal to. 'the volwn~ occupied by 
the oxygen. A second.. trial . was run 
and from the1.r data th.e gram IDOlecu-lar volume of the oxygen was calcu-
lated. 
The $tudehts were given a labc)ratoey 
report s~eet to be handed in at the 
next class meeting. 
one student was assigned to r~port 
on an article from the literature 
covering some. aspect of oxygen and 
gl,ve an oral presentation on the 
twenty-second meeting• 
; 
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Anticipated Goal& 
Jor toe §tudent Day& %1me 
sa 
Teaching Procedures and Act1v1t1es 
to Attain Ttl¢ s.ft ·aoals · · · · 
To understand the 
genera.r gas eq--
t16n and its use 
ln the ~lc·ula t1on 
of mol~cular 
weights or gases. 
UNIT X:. SOLUTIONS 
30 
15 
19th 
60 
To knowthe general 
properties of' 1.5 
sol.utfons with 
emphasis on the 
solution of a solid 
iri a 11<t'-l1d. 
To attain knowl-
edge of saturated )0 
and s .upersaturated 
solutions and the 
relation of solu-
bility t~ a satu-
rate.d solution. 
An explanation of the general gas 
equation was given by the 1nstruct.or. 
The remainder or the time was 
devoted to student questions and 
~eneral dl8¢USSloh ~S enC9Ur8ged 
on the s.qbject content of this un1 t .• 
'J:'he stucients were requ~sted to 
read materitll on the f(lllowing 
topics: 
General p:rope.rties of solutions 
Solid in a liquid 
Saturated solutions 
Supersaturation 
Concentration 
Solubility 
Practlonal orystallizat1()n 
Vapor pressure of a solution 
The students had difficulty with 
the Pt"Oblem assignment involving 
the gas lalis and tne general gas 
equa-tipn • . 'l'he 1hstr\1Ctor, there-
:fore_, revie'Wed several Qf tnese 
problems. 
An e-xp1anat1on was given C>J:l the 
gene.ral properties of s()lutlons 
1ntroduc1;r.Jg such terms as homo-
geneous, heterogeneous; so'lvent 
and solute. 
The concept o.f a dynamic equ111 briwn 
was ·introduced so that a saturated 
sol,utlori might be defined. A satu-
rated soluti-on, it was explained, 
is ah equilibrium that exists 
between dissolved s¢lute and undis-
solved solute at a spe~1f1e temper•. 
ature. The amount of dissolved· 
s :ob.ate 1s the solubility or ·the 
solute at the specific temperature. 
Anticipated Goals 
tor the Student 
To be¢ome :familiar 
Day& 
Time 
wfth the vapo_r 60 
pr~~sure or a 
solvent and the 
ef.fec·t a dis• 
. solved solute 
has on lt. 
To know abottt 
other ·soi'llt1ons 1.5 
such as ' liquids in 
liq~ids and gases 
in liquids and .to 
understand Henry's 
Law. 
UNIT XI. OXYGEN 
To dif:ferentiate 
·between tbe vari-
ous types of 
oxides. 
2.0th 
lJ5 
Teaching Procedures and Act1.v1t1es 
to Attain These Goals · · 
The solubj.li ties of most s.abstances 
increase with an lncr~a~;ie ln temper-
ature and, this was shoJ~n c.learly 
with a grapb in wh1cp solubility 
was pl,otted against temperature. 
~or a va:r1ety of su'bstance.s such 
as PQtl:lSSium Chloride' .potasst.um 
chlorate, calc1.wo chloride, et.c. 
A supersaturated solution may 'be 
illustrated by seeding· a super-
saturated solution of sodium 
acetate with a crystal o.t' the- .same 
salt. 
A. discuss ion wa-s encouraged on the 
basis of the students reading. 
Vapor pressure and. its relation to 
distillation was discussed 1n 
de tall • 
The retnt;l1nlng fifteen minutes were 
devoted to an e~planation of 
Henry's taw and the errect of 
temperature on tl:le solubility of a 
dissolved gas. 
The .students wer.e requested to 
r .ead Experiment 10, ()x1:des. and .. 
Their Reactions, ~rore tl'le next 
class meeting. 
The third one-hour test was 
snnoUl'loed f'or the twenty•se.oo:nd 
meeting. 
The first 10-15 minutes were used 
to review the experi~nt. An 
experiment was provided so that 
the students might observe the _ 
atrrer-e1lces in the reac tio~ or 
I 
I 
l 
Anticipated Goals 
for the Student_ 
To acquire skill 
with, test tube 
reactions, ignit-
ing var-1 ous flam-
mable substances 
with a bunsen flame 
and using a blow 
pipe to increase 
the speed of a 
reaction~ 
To become :familiar 
with se.veral reac-
tions of peroxides. 
To acquire skill 
1n the use ot a 
'blow pipe. 
To know t .he 
structure or 
o·xygen. 
To appreciate that 
science does not 
know the answers 
to everything. 
To know the 
allot;ropic forms 
of .oxygen. 
Day& 
Time 
10 
10 
10 
60 
Teae.hlng Procedures and Aet1v1ties 
to At.ta1n These Goals · · · 
various. types of oxides. Several 
oxides were heated to observe aey 
oxygen be.!ng evolved. For example, 
manganese d:i oxide, when hi!! a teci,_. 
evolved oxygen and magnesium oxide 
d1d not. The reaction of oxides 
w1th water was also observed. and 
the differences ·noted. For 
example, magnes3,um oxid(\) gave· a 
basic solution in water whlle 
phosphorous pentox1de . gave an 
acidic solution. The reaction or 
oxides with ·water was als 0 observed 
and the di.f'f'er(llrices note·d,. For 
example' rDa,gneslUm: oxide gave a 
basic solution in water while 
phosphorous pentox!de gav~ an 
acidic solution. The reaction 
of an. oxide wi~h carbon was demon-
strated by heating cupr·1o oxide on 
a pi:eee of" charcoal using a blow 
pipe. The reaction of sodium 
peroxide in water was observed. 
A laboratory report sheet was 
given to the students to be . 
comnleted and handed 1nat the 
next oias$meet1~ .. 
The structure of the oxygen molecule 
was analyzed in terms or · the elec-
tronic conf1gur·~t1on or the. two 
~xygen a t .oms. 
Two possible structures of oxygen 
were dis.cussed and 1t was· emphastzed 
that neither structure corresponds 
to the experimental data. A double 
bond structure. would have a bond 
energy or 96 kcal/mole whl.le a . . 
single bond structure would havea 
bOnd energy of J.5 kcal/mole. The 
experimental value is 118 kc_al/mole. 
The 1n·structor explained tha·t there 
were two other allotropic forms of 
oxygen, i.e., 0 and o3• The elec-
tronic 'structures or these .forms 
were reviewed. 
j 
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Anticipated Goais 
for the Student 
Day& 
Tim~ 
lS 
To understand 21st 
hydrogen bonding 60 
and the part it 
plays 1n the prop-
erties of water. · 
To know ~he 
structure of' the 30 
water molecule and 
that lt has a 
dipole moment which 
is an important 
factor in its 
ap1l1 ty ·to act as an 
electrolytic solYen~ 
6.1 
Teaching Procedures and Act1v1t1es 
to Attain '!he se Goats 
Several students were not sure what: 
was Ill~Bl'lt b,y electronegativlty and. 
elect~opos1t1v1ty.. These terms 
were explained using· oxides as 
examples. 'For example, magnesium 
oxide 1s an ionic oxide because 
oxygen is highly electronegative 
and magnesium highly electroposi-
tive. On the other hand, carbon 
dioxide is a molecular (covalent) 
oxide because the electronegat1Y1• 
tie-s do not dlffer by very much. 
The students were asked to read 
material covering the following 
topics: 
Physical forms of water 
The f'ormula of water 
PU.rifi~ation of water 
The wa.ter mole cu.le 
Water as a solvent 
The hydrpgen bopd 
The stru.ctw-~ ot: ice 
Th<! ionization of' water 
A lecture was given to elarlt'y the 
meaning of the l;lnomalous behavior 
of water as compared to the hydrogen 
compc\mds of the other elements 1n 
Group 6B of the per1odic table. 
The boiling and melting points of 
these compounds were p1otted aga,tnst 
the period number and 1t was DU!·ti.e 
evident tbat water ·was out of l1.ne 
1n both. plot$. The hydrogen bond 
which is res-ponsibl·e for this 
anomalous behavior was compared 1n 
strength with other bonds such as 
ionic, covalent, and van der Walls. 
The electronic strt.lC:.ture of the 
water molecule was explained that 
its dipole moment was a result of 
the diff'erenoes 1n the electro-
negatlvities of' the hydrogen arid 
oxygen atoms . The mechanism of the 
dissolution of a salt 1n water was 
outlined. 
I 
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Anticipated Goals 
for ~he Student_ 
Day& 
Time 
To know the various 
ways water is found. 30 
in substances. 
To understand the 
various factors 60 
affecting the 
speeds .of reactions. 
To perform satls- 22nd 
faetorily on a 60 
teacher-made test. 
62 
Teaching Procedures and Act1v1t1es 
to Attain Tnese Goals 
Th~ various ways water occurs ln 
substances, i.e., water ot hydra-
tion, water ot cry.stall1zat-1on,. 
anion water, coordinated water, and 
zeolit1c water wa·s outlined by t ·he 
:lns.t·ructor. 
This- topic was covered here because 
of que.st1ons from the· students . It 
is usuall;y included with ox7gen 
chap.ters 1n text books and we had 
not g.one over it 1n Unit XI. This 
was therefore c 'o•ered w1 th clas.s 
partlclpatlo.n. 
The third one-hour examination was 
ad.mlnist.ered to ~e.st comprehens1on 
ot sul)ject matter c6vered atnce the 
second e-xamination" Test items 
lnc·ludErd · the gaseous state, solu-
tions, and oxygen• The students 
were asked to wrl.te essays ort the 
Kinetic Molecular Theory., Graham '·s 
Law of Diffusion and hydrogen 
bonding. A variety of numer leal 
problems were included and also a 
number of chemical reactions we-re 
required to be completed. 
A atudent gave an oral report on 
60 the life of Lavoisier and emphasized 
his role bi ttie de•elopment or 
chemistt"Y:e A class dtscussi()n of 
the report foll()wed, 
UNIT XII. HYDROGEN 
To become famil-
iar with the 60 
activtty series 
of the metals, the 
significance or 
hydrogen in this 
series, and the 
equivalent weight 
of metals. 
A lecture was gtven to offer the 
student a clear not1onof the 
activity series which is based on 
their ab111ty to react with hydrogen 
1on and liberate hydrogen. gas {rom 
s-olution. The ionization potentia-l 
was defined and t he importance of 
this property to the- ~et1v1ty of 
the metals was explained. The con-
cept of equivalent weight was also 
covered. 
Antlo1pated Goals 
t'or the Studept 
To know how to 
pre pare hydroge·n 
1 n the laboratory· 
and to become 
familiar with its 
chemical prop-· 
ert1es. 
To acquire skill 
in setting up a 
gas generator 
th~ perf:ormanoe 
of a r~aotion wl th 
a gas as one or 
the reactants. 
To beeo:ne ramll-
lar \fl th the 
1s(>topes of 
hydrogen. 
To know what the 
equivalent weight 
ls and how to 
calcuia te . 1 t. 
Da.y& 
Time 
6) 
Teaching Procedures and Act1v1t1es 
to A~taln Thes§ Goals 
2Jrd 
145 
1.5 
20 
The equivalent weight of magnesium 
may be illustrated by treating a 
specific amount of magnesium wlth 
dilute acid and measuring the volume 
of bydrogen gas evolved.. ·:-he 
p,qu1valent weight is caloulated 
using 11 ... 2 11 ters as the volume of 
1 gram atom of hydrogen. 
The students were asked to read 
references on the following topics: 
-Occurrence of hydrogen · 
Prepar,'l t1 on of hydrogen 
The activity series 
Isotopes of hydrogen 
Physical propertl~s of hydrosen 
Chemical propt?r-t1es of hydro.gen 
Uses or hydrogen 
'rhe students were also requested 
to read Ext>er1merit 11, Hydrogen, 
be·fore the next meeting. 
Th.e first 15 minutes were used to 
preview Experiment 11. The instruc-
tor emphasized the care that must be 
obseryed in working w1th hydrogen. 
The experiment ,.,as provided so that-
the students might ·have the oppor-
tun"i ty to prepare bydrogen by react-
ing zinc with hydrochloric acid and 
collecting it in bot~les by the 
downwar.d displi:loe.11ent Of water. 
The students were also able to 
observe the reaction of hydrogen 
when a flame 1s brought in conta~t 
with 1t. Hydr-ogen wa,s ~lso allowed. 
to react with. curpic oxide and 
reduce lt to copper metal. 
The students participated in a dis-
cussion or this topic. The prop-
erties of nydrogen and. de~teriua 
were ·compared. 
Equ1 valent welgnt was .explained 
beca-use 1t was not dlsoussed 
thoroughly at the last mee~H1g. 
Sodium, magnesium., and aluminui:l 
\ 
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Anticipated Goals 
f<>I" the Student 
64 
D':ly &' Teacnlng 'Procedu~es and Ac.t1vit1es 
Time to Atta~n These Goals 
were used as examples be.cause thelr 
eguivalesit weights are found by 
d1vidlng the1ratomlc weights by 
one, two, and three respectively. 
The students were requested to read 
Experiment 12., Ac1.ds and Bases, 
before the ·next meeting. 
The students were also asked to 
read ma ter1al on the "following 
topics: 
Arrhenius Theory of d1ssoclatton 
Bronsted. and Lowry The.ory 
IonizatiOn or· acldS and ' bases 
Neutralization · 
Molar~ty . · 
.tl ormali ty 
Equivalent weight 
T1trat1·on 
UNIT XIII. ACIDS AND BASES; NEU'l'BALIZATION 
To kno.w how to 
test the con-
due ti vi ty o-r 
various solu-
tions or acids 
and bases and 
clas:slfy them 
~s weak or 
strong. 
To acquire skill 
in the use or a 
conductivity 
a;pparatu~. 
To become famil-
iar with sevefal 
indicator$ and the 
hydrogen 1on con-
centration at 
which they change 
color. 
24th Experimen.t 12 was discussed_ fo.r the 
180 first 1.5 minutes before .going to 
the laboratory:. The experimen~ was. 
provided in order for the st:;udent 
to obserye the capacity O:( soru .. 
t1o·ns or acids and bas-es to e()nduct 
the electric durrent. On this basis 
the student was ·a .bHt to elasslfy 
t 'hem as e1ther . · w~ak or strong con-
ductor$. 
The experiment al.s o provtQ.ed the 
students with the opportunityto 
observe the color. change of . methyl 
v1ole~ 1 !ll~thyl orange, indigo ~arnine, $rid . al1tar1n yellOW 
indicators. 
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Ant.io1pated Goals 
.for the Student 
To be able to 
determine 
experimentally 
the . degree of 
1 onlza t ·lon or a· 
weak acid and a 
weak base. 
Day& 
Ttine 
To unde-rstand the 25th 
d1ssoc1atlon 40 
theory of' 
Arrhenius. 
To know the gen-
·eral acid-base 
theory proposed 
by Bronsted and 
Lowey. 
60 
6S 
Teachll'l8 Pro.cedares and Act1Y1tles 
to Atta1n Tllese Goals 
The degree of ionization or acetic 
acici was deterralned by the students 
by testing the hydrogen 1on con-
Cel'ltratlon of a 1M .solu.tlon of 
acetic acid. wlth one of the above 
indicators. The same was d<rne w1 th 
a 1M solution of ammonium hydro.xtde 
solution. The experiment requ1re:d. 
1~5 minutes because the concept or 
degree of ionization was n.o.t clear 
and the laboratory work was stopped 
for about 15 minutes. 
The. students were g1v.en a problem 
assignment concerned with acids and 
bases. 
laboratory report sheets were handed 
to the s·tudents and :were requesteu 
to complete them by the next class 
meeting. 
The instructor presented. a lecture 
on the Arrhenius theory since 1t 
was the !"1 rst explanation of weak 
and strong elect.rolytes 1·n terms 
-of the degree of their dissociation. 
It was stated that a substance is 
considered an aeid 1f 1t produces 
protons in the solution. It was 
also explained that the theory was 
unable to account for the fact that 
hydrogen chloride ln water conducted 
the electr1o current but that hydrogen 
chloride gas did not. The instructor 
offered recent and a more probable 
e.xpianat1cn .for the. origin of lons 
in solutlon. 
A lecture was presented so that the 
stud:ents would be exposed to a clear 
sum:nary of the theory and emphasized 
the importance or the proton in 
def1nipg acids and bases and 1n 
explaining. neutra.llzation and 
tlydrolys1s reaottons. 
! 
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Anticipated Goals 
for the Student 
Day & 
lime 
Teachi·ng Procedures and Aet1v1t1es 
t.Q. Attain These Goals 
To bee ome aware ot 
molarity and 
normality as two 
convenient ·ways of 
expressing· the 
concentration of 
solutlons. 
2 .0 
To kno~ the de-fini-
tion of equivalent 60 
weight for acids 
and bases. 
To know the tech-
nique of deter-
mining the con-
centration of a 
solution of an 
acid or a base. 
To become .famil-
iar with volumetric 
glass apparatus 
and their USEt 1n 
the laboratory. 
To aequ1re habits 
of cleanliness. 
To be able to 
determine the 
equivalent 
weight of an 
unknown solid 
acid. 
26th 
lJS 
The students were asked to define 
molaz-~ty and normality and to show 
on the blackboard how they are 
derived for various acids and bases. 
Since the concept or equ'lvalent 
weight was discussed in Unit XII, 
various 1nd.1 vidual students we:re 
asked to explain equivalent ·weight 
generally and t-hen to relate the 
definitions to acids and bases. 
The students were gi~n an assign-
ment composed of problem-solving: 
i t·ems. The 1 tems were concerned 
with concentratlon calcu.latlons and 
equivalent weights. 
The s .tudents were requested to read 
Experiment lJ, Titration of Acids 
and Bases, before the riext class 
meeting. 
The flrst 10-lS mln~t.es were devot.ed 
to a preview of Experiment l:l and 
the students were shown various 
types or volumetric gl-as$ ware. 
The ·experiment was provided so ·that 
the students would have the oppor-
tunity to use such apparatus ln 
determining the percentage of ac.et1c 
acid in vinegar. Fltty m1111ltter.s 
o'f vinegar were taken with a pipette 
and put into a flask and there: 
titrated :with sodium hydroxlde 
using phe~olphthalein as an indica~ 
t()r. The sodiUm hydroxide was added 
with a burette. 
A weighed amount ot tne solid ao1d 
was titrated with a sodium hydroxide 
solution. The weight of the acid 
was known, the concentration arid 
volume of the sodium hydroxide was 
knolm al,ld the equivalents or sollc.l 
acid can, therefore, be calculated. 
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Anticipated Goals 
for tbe Student 
67 
Day &: Teaching Procedures and Act1v1t1es 
T1me to Attain Tllese Goals 
The remainder or the time was 
devoted to student que.s t1 ons • They 
were still not clear on equivalent 
weight, molarity, normality and the 
oalculattons involved. 
Laboratory report sheets were glven 
to · the students which were to ·be 
completed and banded 1n at the next 
meeting. 
The students were requested to 
read material on the following 
t()p1ca: 
~x1dat1on and Reduction 
Oxidation numbers 
Calculatlon or oxidation numbers 
from formulas 
Oxidation numbers and the 
periodic table 
Multiple oxidation states 
Ox1d1~1ng and r educing agents. 
Oxidation-Reduction equatloris 
Balanc'-ng of o:x1dat1on- reduct1on 
-equations 
UNIT XIV. OXIDATIO.N-REDUCTION 
To kno.w how to 
solve titration 
problems, dilu-
tlon problems, 
and oaloulate 
concentrations 
of acids ~nd bases. 
To understand the 
definition of 
ox1d:lt1on and 
reduction and the 
central role Of the 
electron in these 
definitions. 
27th 
90 
40 
Before the instructor .was .able to 
be.gln work on the new unit .it was 
evident that there ·was much need 
for more work on acids and bases 
and the calculations incolved in 
that u:n1 t. Ninety minutes w~re 
·therefore devoted to this w1 th a 
mixture of lecture, dlscussl.on, 
and recitation. 
A lecture was g1 ven on the defini-
tions Of OXidatlon. and reduction, 
and it was explained that the 
electron plays a role in ·these 
def1n1tions that the proten plays 
in the def1n1t'lon of acids and 
bases. Oxidizing agents a:nd .reduo .... 
ing agents were defined and examples 
given. 
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Antlclp~ted Goals 
for the Student~ .. 
To learn what 
oxidation nambers 
are and the rules 
:for ealculatlng 
them. 
To develop a 
simple series of' 
me·tals on the 
basis of their 
activity and to 
become familiar 
with some common 
oxidation reduc-
tion reactions. 
To become famil-
Day& 
Time 
50 
28th 
105 
iar w1th the 75 
oxidation-reduction 
table. 
68 
Teaching Procedures and Act1.v1t1es 
to Attain These Goals 
Oxidation numbers were explained and 
their relation to valence was pointed 
out. Since the valence or an ele-
ment was relate.d to the position on 
the periodic table it was explained 
that the oxidation number or an 
E;dement would also be so related. 
Various examples of compounds were 
used and oxidation numbers or the 
var1 ous elements in the compound. 
determined. 
The first 10-15 minutes were used 
to clarify certain points in the 
expe:r:-iment. The experiment was 
provided so that. the students may 
construct an activity series or 
metals from observ~t1ons ln the 
laboratory. Strips of various 
metals (copper, iron, zinc, lead, 
and tin) were placed one at a time 
in similar solutions (ferrous sul-
fate, hydrochloric acid• copper 
sulfate, mercuric nitrate, and 
silver nitrate) and the tlme of 
reactlon was noted and their 
strengths, as reducing agents.- were 
compared. The reaction of potas-
sium permang.anat~ with various con-
c~ntratlons of hy:drochlor1c acid 
sol.utlons was compared and the time 
of reaction noted. The reaction or 
permanganate in basic solution with. 
hydrogen sulfide was also de!llon-
strated. The reaction of potassium 
permanganate with sodium sulfide 
was obseryed. 
A laboratory report sheet was g1ve~n 
to each student, to be completed and 
handed in at the next meeting. 
A lecture was given on the oxidation-
reduction table in detail and the 
.information available in the table 
was outlined. Its use to predict 
products ot ox1datlon-reduat1on 
l' 
! 
Anticipated Goals 
for the Student 
To become t'am11-
iar with the con-
cept of multiple 
oxidation states 
and to know those 
for some or the 
common elements. 
To know how to 
balance oxidat1on-
reduct1:on reac-
tions. 
Day & 
Time 
29th 
60 
120 
69 
Teaching Procedures anti Act1..,it1es 
to Attain These Goals 
reactions was emphasized. The 
place of the hydrogen half cell 
in the table was explahted.. It 
was also pointed out that the 
activity series was a part or thi-s 
table. 
A lecture was given on multtple 
oxtdation ~tates and its relation 
to the poslt1¢n of the particular 
element ·tn the period.1c table. 
For example, chlorine which 1s in 
Group 7B or the periodic table can 
exhibit a maximum oxldat1on state 
of +7 because it is 1n Group 7B. 
It exhibits also a -1 ln ma.ny of 
its compounds. The oxidation 
numbers r-or chlor1 ne are from -1 
to +7. The electronic configura-
tion of the chlorine atom was also 
brought in to show the relation ot' 
the number .of electrons .in tne 
outermost shell and the oxidation 
numbers. Other common elements 
were discussed such as hydrogen, 
iron, nitroge-n, ete..-
An explanation given on the balanc-
ing or ox·ldat1on...;reduct1on reaction 
because it is a dlf:ficult- procedure 
to get over to freshmen students.; 
The subject ·was approached 'from a 
simple reaction, 1.e., the reduc-
tion ·of copper ion by zinc, and 
then proceeded to a more diff1eul t 
onell i.e., the reduction of' ferrtc 
ton by stannic ion. The ion-elec-tron 
method was explained to the students 
beca.11Se 1 t offers a more realistic 
picture of wha. t is happening . than 
other methods.. A:fter these two 
examples a reaction containing 
oxygen was explained. 
Several problems on balancing 
oxidation-reduction react·ions were 
assigned and the students were 
requested to co~plete them before 
the next meeting. 
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Antic 1pa ted Goals 
_for. the Student 
To know how to. 
balance oxl¢at1on-
reductlon reac-
tions. 
Day& 
Time_ 
JOth 
90 
90 
120" 
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to Attain These Goals 
The assignment d1.1e today was used 
for a class discussion. Several 
students went to the-blackboard to 
balance oxidation-reduction reac-
tions wh1le the class observed. 
The oxidation-reduction potential 
was still unclear to the students. 
and this subje:ct was explained 
agaln by the instructor. The 
various implications of the table 
were again stressed and the stu-
dents were asked questions about 
the table :from the. point .ot view 
of predlot1ng whether two reactants 
would actually react. 
The final examination covered the 
subJect content of all the .units .. 
It consisted of one essay question 
on ionization potentials, electron 
affinity, ionic compounds, al'ld 
electronegat1vlty.. The students 
were given the opportunity to 
either choose the above essay or 
another dealing with the gaseous 
state. There were two nume-rical. 
problems. One involved the calc.ula-
t1on of an empir1c.al formula and 
a true formula from analytical data; 
the other _involving a chemical equa-
tion and the calculation o'f the 
number of g.rams of one of . reactants 
was necessary to react with a s·tated 
number or grams of the other reactant. 
Two items required tne completion 
and. b~lanc1ng Of equations. Five 
items deal with significant digits 
and tour lte·ms wlth electronic con-
f'1gura:t1ons of atoms and compounds. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PROCEDURE FOR COMPARING THE TWO GROUPS 
'l'h.e experiment oorisisted or two parts which are con-
si-dered of equal importance. The flrst part was the teachlng 
of a la'bora tory-centered class and a le.eture-centered class. 
Since this work began in the spring semester 1t was impos-
sible to teach both groups concurrently. The laboratory-
cente.red group was , there fore, taught in the spring semest.er 
of" 1960 and the lecture-¢entered group in the fall semester 
of 1960. The second pa:rt was the developing and writing of 
laboratory ~;xpertments f'Or the laboratory-centered group and. 
are included ln App~ndix F. These same experimen·t-s were used 
with the lecture-centered group so that this variable could 
be controlled in the· experiment .. 
Laboratorx:-centereCj. Grou'Q 
The students 1t1 this group registered for tl'te coor::;e 
as they would have on most campuses 1n the country. In 
view of the fact that the general chemistry course is usually 
of'f'e.red in the fall .s.emest·er only eleven students were ln· 
··this group and tn. this sense this class could not be con-
sidered a typical University of the P.ao1flc general chem1s-
~ry clas·s. The st~dents in this group were not selected in 
any way. The course consisted of two three-hour periods each 
week. 
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Lecture-gentered Grou"Q 
' 
The students in this group registered for the course 
ln tne fall or 1960. Again, there was no screening of the 
students· and they registered by the usual procedure. This 
group was taught by the lecture method and consisted of 
seventy students. T.tte course met for three one-hour 
l·eottires per -week and one three-hour laboratory period per 
week. 
Matched Pair§ 
Practical reaso.ns did not perrn1t a random selection 
of' students for eaeh of the tw·o classes. Thus only one 
other method of control was available to the investigator 
and that was the method of matchir..g pairs of students on 
variables other than the ex_perlmental variable (method of 
teaching) so that any dlf.ferences between the two groups 
could be attributed to the experimental variable. Of the 
many variables that m1gh·t affect a student •s achievement and 
attitude, four were available for control: (1) intellectual 
abili.tYt (2) motivation, {J} major interest, and (4) se·x of 
the subject. The quanti tatt.ve reasoning score, one part of 
the ACE Test {Amerl.can Council on Education), that 1s taken 
on adznlSs1on, was used as the measure of intellectual ab111ty. 
An examination given to both groups during the sixth week or 
the semester was used as a. measure of motivation. (The latter.; 
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wh1.le not a pure measure or motivation certainly gave some 
indication of' how· much effort was being put into the course. 
Statistical confirmation for this is given in Appendix B.) 
Thus the investigator tried to match each of the 
eleven s.tudents in the laboratory-centered class with a 
student in th.e lect~re-centered class for quantitative 
reasoning, six week examination, and sex of the student. 
Difficultles arose when it was found tha. t two students, in 
the laboratory-cen·tered course had such low grades that they 
could not possibly be matched with members of the lecture-
centered class, des_pite the large number of students avail-
able 1n the latter class. To have included these ·two stu-
dents in the stud1 would have upset the e:nt1re purpose of 
the matching a.nd made any conclusions stemming from the 
.study of dubious value. 
T.hus only nine relatively equal pairs were retained 
for the study. Table I ln Chapter V shows the sex of each 
pair., the quanti ta·tive reasoning s_cores 1 the six wee-k examina-
tion scores .• and the mean scores for each group as a whole. 
Table II shows the major interest of the students in the 
study and it can be seen that the two groups are fairly well 
matched. The matching or pairs thus provided the necessary 
controls so that any differences that w-ould acer.ue at the 
end of the semester could with some assurance be attributed 
to the difference 1n metnod of teaching. 
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Subj·ect-matter Mastery 
'rhe same teacher-made final examination was given to 
both groups tor the purpose of ev,aluat1ng achievement ln 
chemistry.. The examination consisted or objective, essay, 
and problem solving questions. It was a comprehensive exam-
ination that covered the work for the entire semes.ter. The 
examination 1s included in Append1x D. 
Attitude Seal~ 
An attitude .scale was constructed by the author and 
is included in Appendix A. The seale was used as a means 
of evaluating the attitude of the students toward chemistry. 
Five items were chosen for this purpose because they indicated 
attitude toward chemistry most clearly and Unambiguously. 
The choice of these "five items was based on the fact that 
all graduate students in chemistry teste<i at the University 
of the Pacific gave all the desired positive responses to 
the items. It seemed evident that students on the graduate 
level majoring 11'1 chemistry should have a post tive att·itUd.e 
toward chemistry. FJ.ve qther items were chosen from the 
scale that indicated att.itude toward l-ecture and discussion 
method o£ teaching. 
Measure . Qf. Significance 
A test of significance was chosen as a way of deter-
mining~ in terms of probability, whether observed differences 
r· 
?5 
between the two groups signify that the populat1()ris sampled 
are themselves really Q.lfferent. Differences may occur 
slmply because of the Qperat1on of chance. Ttle 'W1lc·oxon 
Ma1;ohed-Pa1rs Signed•Hanl<s Test4J was used to eval.uat~ any 
diffel"ences between the two groups in subject-matter 
mastery., 1n att·1tude toward ch-emistry, and tn attitude 
toward method ot teaching. 
This teehnlque does not make any as:sumptlons about 
the distribution of the scores as ln the eas·e, for example, 
with the l. test. Tn~s •dts~r1but1on-free• aspect of the 
test. 1s not its only ad.v;~h~age for it is also suitable ror 
small samples and for th,e tre~tment or samples lria<J.e up or 
.observations from different populat.1ons.44 This technique, 
therefore, fitted the experimental design of this study .. 
The ealculat.1ons in th1 s study are based on the desire 
to either accept or reject a null hypO:ttiesls, that is, a 
hypothesis of no difference. It it· fs reJeoted then an 
alternate hypo.thesls may be accepted.. In this s.t~d;r we are 
determining whether there are differences between the t .wQ 
gro~ps in su"t;ject ... matter mastery and. in attitude toward 
chemistry and method. This was accomplished by using .the 
Wilcoxon test which will determ·ine the probab'll1ty of 
4
.3S1d.ney Siegel ., "Nonparametr1c Sta tlst1c.s for the 
Beha.vioral.. Sciences, • Mc(lx-aw-Hlll Book Company. New York, 
19.56. pp .• 7.5-8:3. 
44r91d., pp. 6•14. 
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accepting or reJecting a null hypotheses at five . per cent 
level of significance which level 1s commonly us.ed in ac1~n­
tlf.1o 1nv:estlgat1ons of this type. When the test yields 
results equal to or less than five per cent then the null 
hypothesis may be rejected. 
The procedure fo.r this -statistical test involves the 
pairing of students. Each pair has a difference (d) which 
ls ranked without regard to sign; -1 is given a lower rank 
than: -.2 or +2. Then to each rank 1s aff1x.ed the sign .of the 
d1ffereJ+oe. Now if th~ nul.l hypotbe·sts is true we should 
expect; some o.r: the la~ger difr~renees favoring the laboratory-
¢en-tered. group and soQte f~voring the lecture-ce:tltered group. 
If the sum ot the pe>sltlve ranks 1s ve-ry mu~h cUfferent from 
the sum of the negative ranks, we would reject the null 
hypothesis arid 1nf'er that one group differs .from the other,. 
A "'alue .of 1).1 1s calculated wh-1ch equa,ls the smaller sum c:>f 
like-signed ranks and various valt1es of T are ass.ociated 
w1 th specific levels of s1gn1f1cance wh1eh can be as.cer.ta1n~d 
with a sui table table • 45 It an .observed T 1s equal to or 
less than the value g1ven. under a particular level of slg• 
n1f1canoe for the observed value or N (.equals the number of 
matc-hed pairs minus the number· of pairs -Whose d equals zero)~ 
the null hypothesis may then be reject~d at the spec.1fic 
level Qf s1gn1f'1eance. 
45 C:4 
.I.l'llsl. ' p. ~ .l • 
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CHAPTER V 
DATA AND EVALUATION FOR COMPAHING THE T'lO GROUPS 
.Matched .Pairs 
The nine mat-ched pairs:, th-eir quant1tat1Ye reasoning 
scores and the six week e _xamlnation scores are sh()wn in 
Table I.. The average f'or the two groups on the- quantitative 
reasoning scores places b.oth groups; within the same per-
c-entile of' a normal distribution c.urve. The average values. 
for t-h,e six week examination scores are identical •. 
The major interest o~ the students 'in the s.tudy is 
indicated in Table II, page 79. 
SJ1bJe2£-matter Mast~r:r 
The eval\1at1:on of achievement in chemistry for the 
two groups t!fas l)ased ori the final examination grades. The 
same teac.he.r-mad~ examina~ion was adti:!lnlstered to bcith 
groups. and the grad:es for the nine matched pairs are shown 
in Ta b~e III~ ·page 80. 
The Wilcoxon test was applied to the final examlnat1 on 
scores and 15 tabulated 1n Table 'IV, page -81. Since a value 
·of 16 for T is no.t found on the table (conta1n1"ng values of 
T) the null hypothesis cannot be rejected and 1t 1s inferred 
that there .are no d1fferenc.es 1n subject-matter mastery 
'Qet;ween the two groups. 
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'tABLE I 
TBS'l' SCOReS 
Si "x Wee.k E"xam:.tna t1 on 
Lab.-Cent. Lect • .-Cent .• 
Groyp Group 
92 92 
87 86 
es 88 
68 67 
,51 .54 
63 65 
84 82 
87 88 
91 89 
79 79 
?8 
Q.uantltattve Reasoning" 
La.b. -Cent. ~Leot.-Cent. 
Grgtip Gro~p 
JJ 26 
SJ so 
42 41 
39 42. 
l2 Jl 
24 43 
20 2? 
4J 44 
S1 55 
'~ 40 
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TABLE II 
MAJOR INTEREST 
Lab.•Cent .. 
Gr-oup 
De~~al Hygiene 
Historj 
Mathema.tlf:s 
Biology 
Phys 1cal Educati .ori 
Education 
Dentistry 
Pharmacy 
Pharmacy 
79 
Lect .. -cerit-. 
G:roup 
Physical Education 
Zoology 
Psychology 
Mathematics 
Physical Education 
Educati-on 
Engirieel"l~ 
:Pnar.ui~cY 
Pharmacy 
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TABLE III 
FINAL EXAMINATION GRADES 
Lab. -cent. 
Group 
SJ 
6) 
6() 
66 
19 
49 
60 
53 
40 
.51 
80 
Lect.-cent. 
oro@ 
61 
60 
74 
39 
4? 
44 
49 
72 
8) 
59 
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TABLE IV 
FINAL EXAMINATION SCORES: CALCULATION OF T 
Pair Lab -cent . Lect.-Cent. d Rank aank With .. : ~ ·- - ...
. llronp Group of d Fr§QUent 
a 53 61 
-
8 ~3 
b 6) 6o J 1 .. 1 
c 60 74 -14 -4 
d 66 J9 ... 27 6 6 
.e 1.9 47 ..:za -9 
f 49 44 s 2 2 
g 60 49 29 1 7 
h 53 72 -19 -5 
1 40 l33 -43 -8 
T = 16 
N =· 9 
.. 
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Attitude Towa~ Chemistrx 
The Wilcoxon test o'f significance 18 also used ror 
the evaluation of the dat.a Po determine dlfterertce·s between 
the two groups 1n att1 t .ud.e. The five 1 tems used for thiS 
evaluat1ort and the· calcula.t1.on of T is shown in Table v. 
Again, consulting the taole c.onta1n1ng values of T, the 
• 
calculated valu.e of T 1s not .t'ound ln the table and ·the 
null hypothesis cannot be reJec-ted and one concl.udes that 
there are no diffe·rences between the two groups. 
ft:ttitud.e Toward Lecture .gwg .D1scuss1on 
Five otber items- of th.e attitude scale were chosen 
tha"t; 1.~d1Qated the students preference toward lecture or 
discusslqn. The Wilcoxon t .est wa$ also applied to this 
. - .. . . . ,• . 
data and shqwn 1n Table VI, page 84. The result is that 
there are no s·igrtlficant differences between the two g-roups 
as to their preference toward a le~turit method or a d1scuss1on 
method of lnst!,"\lctlon. 
Pa~r 
a 
b 
c 
d 
e 
f 
g 
h 
1 
:~ . ,. :.: .. ~ .. -· .·• ' .. . ~. .. 
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TABLE V 
ATTITUDE TOWARD CHENIS:I'RY.: CALCULATION OF T1 
La b.-Cent. ·Le(}t.-Cen.t., 
Grou.p Groy,;p · · 
52 5 
5 5 
5 5 
5 5 
5 1 
5 5 
5 5 
.5 5 
5 5 
d 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Rank Rank With Less 
of d Freoue,nt S!BJl 
1 1 
'!' = 1 
N = l 
1Th1s- calculation was based upon the following five items: 
No .• 
. No. 
· No~ 
No;,; 
No. 
3. 
8 • 
10. 
ll,. 
23. 
Chemistry haS no practical val\le. 
I have no use tor chemistry~ . . . 
I will probably always ~ interested in chemistry. 
Chemistry is·· dull. . 
Chemistry qol.lld be 'l,l$eful in my life. 
2 ·. . .. . . . . These numbers refer· to the expected responses for the five· 
lte~s which 1r,td1cat$ positive res.ponses. The expected posi-
tive responsE;!s for the five items are F, F, T, F, and T 
r~spect1vely. 
! . 
84 
TABLE VI 
LECTURE VS .DISCUSSION: CALCULATIOti OF Tl 
Pair Lab • ..Cent• Group 
Lect .... cent. Group d Rank Of d 
Rank Wlth Less 
Freqyent Sign 
a 
b 
0 
d 
e 
g 
h 
1 
3 
2 
3 
3 
5 
J 
0 
0 
4 
J 
4 
0 
2 
0 
4 
J 
0 
1 
0 
-2 
3 
1 
5 
-1 
-J 
0 
2 
-4 
; • .s-
.2 
7 
-2 
-s.r:; , . 
-4 
-2 
T • 11.5 
N IC 7 
~This calculation wa.s based: upon the follow~ng five. items: 
No. 1. I would rather listen · to a lecture than be part of 
a discussion. 
No. 5. Of the various methods of teaching, I 11~e lecture 
best .• 
No. 12. The students have much to contr1 bu:te to class dis-
cussion. No. lJ. I feel better 1n class when ~he 1nstru.c·tor lec-
tures. 
No. 2_2. I.earn1ng is easier when students participa·te in 
:clas~s 41scus-s1oris ~ -
2These· numbers refer to the expected responses for the five 
items. The expected responses are F, F., T, F, and T 
respectively. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS. ANI) EVALUATION 
Summary .2t ~ Cou~se 
The author, in the course of' this study, developed a 
different appi."oach to tne teaching. of the· first semester of' 
a general chemistry .course. Criticism or· the part the lab-
oratory play-ed in the traditional course was paramount 
because in many colleges and univers1.t1es the laboratory has 
deteriorated 1nto a "cook-book" experience. The lt;lboratory-
centered course as outlined ln qhapter III points up the 
central pos1t1,on of t}Je laboratory work and the flexibJ.l1tY' 
ot the time schedule within the two three-hour periods each 
week. In the classro.om part ot the course there is a recogni-
tion qt the importance of the various types of teaching 
methods .as .opposed t ·o the conventional course in wb:ich 
lecture is the principle method used in ~he presentation 
of the facts and p~ineiples or chemistry. 
A: review of the literature r&vealed 110 studies of 
this spe.clftc type at the high school or college. levels 
although several somewhat simiiar experiments are recprded 
on ·the high school but are of a fundamentally different 
natur¢~ In the study by w. H. Wlley, in 1918, three methods 
or teaching chemistry tor factual knowledge were compared.--
text book, laboratory, and lecture. First, the study was 
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86 
not o·oncerned wl th the learning or principles but ortl.r wtth 
faots. It 1s dlf"'f1oult t'C>r the memory to retain factual 
mat~r1al and J • s .. Brun~~ has pointed out that 1t is the 
learning Qf a g~net'C1l idea which can be used as a basts ror 
rec9gn1z1ng subsequent proQletns.-46 Second, the three methods 
employed one specific technique of teaching. Fo:r example, 
the laboratory method only e10pl-oy.ed, laboratory work and 
there were :no leotures or text 'books used. Wiley •·s s .tudy 
ls. therefore, unlike this study because of' the e!'llphasls 
piaceC1 on facts rather than principles and 1n the methods-
used to .transmit these facts. 
The experiment by D. J. Blick in 19~3 was primarily 
conoerne.d with varying the t-ime sche(itlles of the lectur.; 
and laboratory periods but each schedule was taught by the 
lecture method. The three lecture-laboratory patt.erns were 
as follows: (1) two one-hour 1ec·ture and one three-hour 
laboratory periods, (2) three one-hour lecture and one three-
hour laboratory periods, ~nd (J) two one-hour lecture, one 
one•hour recitation and one three~hou-r laboratory periods. 
Ther~ was n-o attempt 1n this experiment to alter the met.hod 
of teaching or the laboratory work in any ;,a,.. In this 
dissert~t .lon th~ trad1ti,onal lecture-laboratory pattern watf 
changed radic-ally lnto a flexible t1rne schedU.:I.e w1 th1n the 
three-bour block of t !me • 
46 Jerome s,. 
H:;irvard University 
17. 
B r •The Process of Education, • 
P
rune 'cambridge, Massachusetts, 1960, P• 
ress, .· · .. 
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The experiment of H. s. Hash and M. H. w. !>h1111p& 
compared three methods of teaching high s .chool chemistry. 
One method, referred to as a. pupil method, was an individual 
st.uay approach in which the students prOceeded at their own 
·speeds;: another was the combination method which employed 
demq.Qstrat19n, laboJ"atory, lectwre, and re-citation.; and the 
tl'lird was the 1nstruct()r method wnich was eJq>lanat1on with 
demonstration but no laboratory. The experiment has some 
common ele.ments wlth the present study but differed fn some 
f\lndament~l respects. This d1sse·rtat1on was based on the 
premise tpa.t lal)ora~ory work is a.n important pa;rt of a 
science coutse and one Qf the groups 1il the above stuQ.y 
omitted laboratory completely. The above literature clt.a-
. . 
t1on d1d :not include bow the v.ario\ls techniques in the 
combination method were utilized, when lect~re or recitation 
was used1 and did not include any discus::Jlon p~riods. It 
was not clear as to the- type of expe.riments us~4 in the 
laboratory, how the laboratory period was conducted• tne 
type of report sheet~ used, when the instructor leetur~d, 
and whether the recitation took place at a spec.1f'1o time. 
The laboratory experiments, d.eveloped ln the course 
ot this stl.1dY and included in Appendix p·, were performed by 
the indi-vidual students t .o give them some insight into basic 
scientific laboratory methods and to illustrate and .clarify 
principles discussed 1n the cl~ssroom;. It is often times 
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d1:ff,1cult to prevent s·tudents !'rom slavishly following. the 
directions in a laboratory manual with no understanding of 
what they are doing. The laboratory report sheet is, there-
fore, not given to -the students until they have comple-ted an 
experiment.. This forces the students to ·keep a notebOok and 
trains them to observe carefully what they are doing 1n the 
laboratory. In the laboratory 1t is sometimes dif:f'fcult to 
stop the class in the middle of an experiment in order to 
have a lecture or discussion since the students work at dif-
ferent rates. Nevertheless, a.n attempt should be made to do 
this because it .is· better to interrupt the laboratory wor.k 
than have the students continue an e.Xpel"'iment which they do 
not understand. 
The classroom dlscussl.ons are as effectlve as the 
students deslre tnem to be. The analys 1s of the course in 
Chapter III shows that a reading assignment always preeedes 
a spe~lfic· subject area. If the · students do not take the 
respons1blli.ty and read the material, then the discussion 
will. occur with only a few participants or perhaps fail 
altogether. The teacher must be able to generate sufficient 
interest 1n chemistry so that the students wlll do their 
readings carefully and at the proper tt me .. 
The analysts 1n Chapter III would be very helpful to 
a new teacher of general chemistry because the outline can 
be followed with little effort. The time allotments are 
approximate and may vary by plus or mtnus ten minutes. 
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COmparison of :the Two . Groups 
This study has shown the et"teet of teaching o:ollege 
general chemistry by a la.borat·o.ry-eentered method as .opposed 
to a lecture-centered method which 1s the way it 1s tatigbt 
1n most colleges and universities. Two groups or st.udents 
at the University of the Pac1f'1o we-re used ln the · study. The 
groups ea.n be cionsid~red typieal gener~l chemistry classes 
at u_. o. P., although the general chemistry eourse lft11eh is 
usually given in the fall semester was offered. to the 
laboratory-centered group during the sp.ring seme.ster. 
One objecti-ve of this experiment was to de.term1ne 
wheth~l' st;udents in ~· l:al)or~tory-centered course w.ould attain 
the same level of achi.~v·ernerit as students ln a leoture~ · 
centered course. This was found ~o be the case !'or the two 
groups 1n this study and the s1gn1t1catic.e of the results 
lies in the fact that there is an alte.rnate method of tea¢h-
1ng general chemistry t ·hat is comparable to the lecture 
~tho.d at least for the investigator. 
This is .important information for a new teac-her of 
.general chemistry who ha.s had no -exposure to me.thodology. 
The results of the study clearly lndica.te that, for the 
autho-r, one method ls as good as the other. However, it is 
possible that the results might have been dH"ferent with 
another teacher. Some. teachers are very comfortable in a 
lecture sltuat.ton where. the le·arnlng process occurs ln a 
1 
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more formal ·setting. Ont;the other hand1 some prefer a 
fl.exible class structure. and are s tlmula.te.d by the part1c1-
patlon ot the students in discussion groups. This experi-
ment, therefore, sugges-ts that a ne.w teacher has available a 
cholce of two equally effective methods which. permits hlm to 
choose the one most suital;:)le to his style or teaching. 
Th1s study bas also snown that tnere wer.e no differences 
in attitude toward chemistry between the laboratory-ee.ntered 
and l.ecture-centared classes. This is a negative finding_ 
inasmuch as 1t was predicted that the laboratory-centered 
group, because of a more active participation in class·., 
would have m()re positive feelings toward the subject-matter 
than the lecture-center_,d group. The fact that no difference 
in attitude was obtained fol* the two groups: may be explained 
by the following: (lJ The !'act that attitude m~~sure was 
not a sens-itive ins-trument, that ls-, not able to differentiate 
real although subtle differences in .attitude ·to\'lard chemistry. 
The attitude scores shown in Table V, page 8J, suggest that 
th:is may indeed be true ror there is practically no v·aria-
tlon 1n scores from one student to the next. (2) Another 
possible explanation 1s that an effective and enthuslastl.o 
te.acber in general chemistry can be stlmula t1ng to the 
students inde,pend.ent of the rne.thod. that he chooses. 
This stud.y was concerned with the importance or lab-
ora/tory·w.ork in gene·rai enemistry and was, therefore, given 
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a central position in the laboratory-centered course. The 
laboratory experiments were developed in order to achieve 
in the laboratory a truly learning experlenoe. The flexible 
time schedule for· the laboratory·-centered course, w.as a 
recogn1 tion of the necessity of students having sufficient 
time to carry through on a11 experiment and not be limited 
by a rigid block· of ti.me for the laboratory period. Tbe 
central position of' the laboratory and the experiments 
developed during this research emphasizes the lmportartce 
of the laboratory work in general chemistry. 
Future Investigations 
In a comparison of two groups significant difference$ 
are sometimes obse.rved .:which are no.t the result of the treat-
mentJ in this case, the teaching metho(l. If one or the 
groups has abler or more motivated students the performance 
·or the two groups, after the 41fferent le~rnlng ·experiences • 
may notacourately reflect the relative effectiveness ot the 
twa teaching methods because other variables are creating 
differences 1n performance. Orte way to overcome the d1f-
ficul t7 imposed by extr~neous variables between two groups 
is to use related samples which may be matched by pairing. 
In this way an effort is made to select each pair or sub-
jects as <!.1.1ke as possible wlth respect to extraneous var1a-
'bles which might ill.fluence the outcome of the research and 
each pair of students, therefore, should be of equal ability 
and motivation .. 
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A ~teh1ng design 1s o.nly as gclod as the experi-
menter's ability to match the pairs. and this abll!ty .is 
:frequently limited. This study had to be carried out with 
such limitations because it was impossible to exclude all 
va~iables in selecting the nine pairs or students upon . whi.ch 
the evaluation was based. The ~iring was decld.ed on the 
basis. ot the s-ix. week examination (involves intellectual 
ability and· motivation) and the quantitative reasoning 
scores (measure of intellectual ability). Certainly it 
wou~d have been desirable to have had other sco.re.s upon 
which to base thelr ability but such scores were not ava11-
abl~ for all th.e students ~n the study. Little was known 
abol.lt the time a student devote.d toward his studies, a 
factor which would certainly have atfected his achievement 
s.core and perhaps been .related to his att1t~de toward 
chemistry. 
It was stated above that the data shewed no d1tfer ... 
ences tn attitude between the two groups and. it was sug-
gested that perhaps the it~ms 1n the attitude seale were 
not able. to discriminate slight differences. Attitude 
measurement is a complex technique which can be. influenced 
by a variety of factors. For example,. 1t seems evident that 
the small student to teacher ratio should have been .an 
advantage to DIOtlvated s t .udents in the s·mall laboratq.ry-
eentered class. On the other hand such a small group put.s 
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pressure on the individual student particularly 1f he 1s not 
IDOtlvated and, because o-f this added pre.ssure, may develop a 
hostile attitude toward the class and the subJe.ct matter. 
Therefore. there are two forces operating against each other: 
{l) the smail student teacher ratio allowing more of the 
1nstructor·•s tl:me for eaeb student1 and (2) the hOStlltty 
tha.t may d~velop becau_se of increased pressure. 
The results of thl s experiment may also indicate that 
the laboratory-cent-e.red course may not have been the best 
course or this type. For example, this group d.id not use a 
specific. t-ext book and the lecture class did. lt is pos-
sible that if' a specific text book had been .used by the 
U:lboratory-centered class that they may have per:formed bet-
ter. This has been indicated by the students themselves. 
In answering three specifio questions about the laboratory-
centered. course (see Appendix E)t they would havepref'erred 
to have a specific text book. 
Certain changes in the experimental design sug.gest 
themselves and these s.hould be considered f'or any future 
research in this area. As many extraneous variables as pos-
sible should be ,removed and an equal number of students 
shOUld be 111 eac}lgroup. The two groups chosen might con-
tain matched pairs of motivated and non-motivated students 
and it would be interesting to compare, not only the two 
groups wlth one another, but also the motivated with the 
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non-motivated students within each group. lt would also be 
desl.ra.ble to develop an attitude seale. that is a little more· 
d1scr1m1nat1ng. A subsequent investigation would be helpful 
because it would provide continuity in the studies and an 
accumulation or much experience and data on one particular 
problem. 
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ATTITUDE !SCALE 
Please cl.rcle T {True) or F {False},. 
**L, T F I would rather listen to a lecture than be part 
~. T 
*.J. T 
4. T 
**.5. T 
6. T 
7. T 
•a. 'I.' 
9. T 
*10. T 
*11. T 
**12 .• T 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
ot a discussion. 
Recitation (qu~stlon-answer) periods ·are ttorthless. 
Chemistry has no practical value. 
Te~t books are boring,. 
Of' the various methods of" teaehtng, l like 
lecture best. 
Chemistry is a very abstract sclence. 
The met.hod of" 1.ns tructlon 1s very important. 
I have no use f'or. cbemist~y. 
I have many f'r1ends ,.n claS$. 
I will prol;)ably always be 1nterestere-d 1n eh~m1stry. 
Chemistry is dull. 
The s·tudents have much to contribute ln class 
di'seus slon. 
**13. T F I feel bet'ter 1n class when the instructor 
14. 
15. 
16• 
1?. 
T F 
T F 
TF 
T F 
lectures. 
1 was never interested 1n chemistry, but now I am. 
One text book is necessary for et'f1e1ent l~arr.lr.g~ 
Stud,ent reports are worthwhile• 
·~ learned by a select grc'UP or 
Chemistry should l;c 
students• 
-----· 
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18. T F When the students get toge'ther they never talk 
about the course .. 
19. T F I have feit frustrated in class. 
20. T F I :f'e~l more secure wlth one text book in the 
course. 
21. T F Beading artiQles in magE).Zines ia .more· interesting 
tr.an reading a text book• 
**22. T F Learning 1-s easier wh.~n students· participate 1n 
class discussions. 
*23. T F Chemistry could be very useful in my ~if·e• 
24. T F Chemistry would be more understandable if the 
co1,1rse had b.eeri qrganized d1ffe .. r-ent1y. 
*Items use.d. in at.titude e.va.luat1on. 
**Items used in evaluating attitude towa:r<i le<f~\i.re arid dis-
oilss1on •. ·
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COB.BELATION OF THE QUANTITATIVE REASONING SCORES 
Mm THE SIX WESK EXAMINATION SCORES 
104 
It was stated in Chapter III that there ls a motiva-
tional factor influencing the six week examination s~0re. 
This would be true if it c.an . be shown that the cor-relation 
or this seore with th.e quant1tattvt! reasoning score 1-s sur-
~icientlr far from perfect because this would suggest that 
other factors other- than intellectual ability are influencing 
the s1x week examination score. 
A "scattergra.m'• sbown·:1n Figure 1 was constructed f .or 
the seventy students in the leeture-cent-ere.d class. 47 The 
scattergram is a correlation table and even a superficial 
exam1natt on of the diagram reveals that as the quanti tat1 ve 
reasoning soore of the group increases the six week exam1na-
t.tan S.COf'e or the group increases. There is, therefore., a 
positive c.Qrrelat1on bet-ween the quantitative reasoning score 
and the six week examination score. 
The eo:rrelation c$-n alsc:> be determined. quanti tat.1vely 
·· .. · · ·· · 48 Th data d by ·the method of rank ... d1ffe.re.nce. · e same · · use to 
construqt tne scattergra.m was ~l:so used. to calculate rho, the 
correlation coefficient, wh.1ch 1s a ~easure of how well the' 
; 47Henry E. Garrett, "Statistics in Psychology and 
Educat,..on., • Longman::;, Green and Company:, New York, 275-78 
(1947). 
48 . 
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two sets or scores are corr~Jated.. Fo.r th1s data the 
calcul,ated value for rh~ is o.s~· 
If rho had. been 1.00 th;en. there would bave l;)een 
1()6 
per"fect cor~1at1on l:)etw.een the two. sets of scores and tl:l,1s 
resu];t would ~ve Oind.icated th~t 1ntelleqtual ~blll,ty was .. tbe 
only variable since the qua.nt-1 tatlve rea.sonlng score . 1s. a 
measure of intellectual abll1 ty. Stnee the correlation was 
suf'fle.1entlJ far from perfect, the result sug·gests th!lt 
intellectual ab1l1 ty is not the only variable.. Toese c,ould 
be e.d\lC€!-i:1bMl ~x~rtence in high school., 1nteres~s, f'al!lilY 
ba.ckg)."ound, etc.,. which can be' sununed up as mot.1vat1on. 
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FINAL EXAMINATION 
v.... 1n e.ach o.r the I ·. How manr significant dig.its ·a .r· e· tn•,;..• . 
following numbers: 
A. 302· 
B. J .2 X 2 • 76 111 8.832 
c. 1,200 ,ooo 
D. o.oo120 
E. l.o20 x 1.0-0:3 
ll.; Gtve the el.~ctron1c: structV.re by shell and sub-shell 
ot tbe £ollow1ng atom$: 
A.. Ne (Atomic Numbe.r • 1.0) 
B. Ca (Atomic Number • ·zo) 
III. Sketch. the ;electronic .stru.cture of the fol.iow.tng 
m.olecules using onl¥ outermost shell electrons. 
snow for each .element how tne o(}tet rule appl1es. 
A. o
2 
(Atomic Number = 8) 
B. l'lgF 
2 
(Atomic trU!libei'S ar'l 1.2 and 9 respeottvely) 
IV. Balance the followicng equations: 
A. caco3 + c:: cac2 -t COz 
B. c;a
3
(P0
4
)
2 
+ a 2s.o4 C.~so4 + H:3P04 
· ··{a· .a··~.· .· d· .. · 11 com-o. o. un.d) has the fol• 
V. A eerta1n borotrydride u '"' 
lowing analysis by weight: 
21.8 per cent .H·tdrogett (Atomte wetght. • l.oos) 
78.2 Pel" cent aoron (Atomtc lii>1g)1t = 10.82) 
• 
-
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A. 78.5 ml ·sample cr tb~s gas at l00°C and 320 mm Hg 
weighs o.;o g. Make calculations to show· the rollo)flng! 
(a) slmpl.est formula and (2) true formula• 
VI. H'ow many grams tJf potasstum dlchroma.te are required to 
react w1 th 12.7 gr~:tms of fenoc>us chl.or1de to t:orm 
chromic chloride arid fer.ric ~h.loride? (Atomic 
Weights are as follows: k = 39.1, Or = ,5·2.0 1 0 = 16.o, 
• 
-Fe =- .55•9• and Cl = JS.;5) 
VII. Answer one of the following questions: 
--~-··" ... , . .. .. . . 
A.: The vol\,UDe of" a certain weight of gas is decreased 
while at the same time the temperature is increased. 
Using the Kinetic Theory of Gase·s name thr~e inde-
pendent effects wh1cb would cause the pre$s.ure t() 
rise. 
B. DiSCUS$ 1on1za,t1on pot~ntltil and ele·ct.ronlc. arr.fnlty 
un~er the f:.ollotdng headings--: . 
l• Pef1nit1ons. 
2. I.onic compounds (Why are theY formed?). 
). Electronegat1v1ty (Wht ar-e 1on1z~t1on pot:En'ltHll 
al'ld. .electr<>natt1ri1ty both 1mpe>rtant?). 
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I. What ·aspects of th~ ~purse. :did you llk., ges~? 
II. What aspects of thf3 99ur~.e .dtd you llke ~et;lst't 
Ill. What changes wo~lc:l you make to. imprc'fe the cours~? 
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LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS WITH STUDENT REPORT SHEETS 
EXPERIMENT 1: STRUCTURE OF MATTER 
As far back as about 400 B. c. Democrl tus proposed an 
atomic theory t ·o account f'or the observable properties of 
matter. He suggested that matter was composed of atoms 
which. were indi vi.sible and, therefore, were the ultlrn:1te 
division of all substances. Democritus • theory was pure 
speculation and much too general to be useful. Its impact 
was felt more in the area of philosophy rather than 1n sci-
ence. It formed the basis of the philosophy of matertalts·m 
which was opposed to idealism. Idealism: was sparked by 
Plato who viewed the material world as geom~trlcal constructs 
of the mind. Arter some 2000 years this fundamental dl v1s1on 
of Philosophic thoue;t1t still exists and has been revived by 
modern atomic physics. 
To which camp does the scientist belong? The sc1ent1s.t 1s 
philosophic posi tlon. is undergoing tranl:liti on--from tnc'l ter1al1sm 
to idealism. He has forced himself into thls change by his 
imagination and his 1nsatiabl~ curiosity. In the early sci-
entific period (beginn'lng in the 15th century with the Renais-
sance) the atom was assumed to be 1nd1'gfsible and the sc1ent1st 
adhered to a. material concept of the world. At the turn of 
the .20th century, with the discovery of i"ad1oaqtlvlty, a 
transJ tion period began not only in the methods and tech-
n1ques of science but also 1n it.s ideas about matter.. The 
nucleus of the atom was snllt and its composition studied. 
·The structure of the atom-became more abs~ract. The mathe-
mat·lcs used to describe tbe atom offered no comprehensible 
physical picture. The elemental particles of modern physicS; 
llke the bodies of Plato, are defined by the require:nents ot 
mathematics. They are not eternal and unchanging and, there-
.fore, cannot strictly be termed real. 
Th.e structure of matter became clearer when sc1en.t1sts 
began to understand the way atoms combined with other ato:ns. 
In 178..5 Lavoisier showed that there 1s no change 1n mass dur-
ing a chemical reaction. In the reaction 
Hg (NOJ ) 2 + 2 KI - tigi2 + 2KNO) 
t·he mass o'f the products is equal to the mass of the react.1ng 
substances.. This general statement is ~ailed the Law ~f Con-
servation of' Mass. In 1799 Prout stated.that the el.em-nts of 
any sample of a substance are always in the same proportions. 
For example, ln the reaction 
I 
I 
i 
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H.2 + l/202 - H2 o 
2-grams of' hydrogen combine with 16-grams of o.xygen to form 
18-grams of water. Dividing by two to get the smallest whole 
numbers 1-gram of hydrogen combtnes w1.th S-gr~ms of oxygen to 
form 9-gra~s of water. Th.e proport1 on of hydrogen to oxyeen 
is 1 to 8.. This proporot.lon for any sample of water 1s 1 to 
8.. A general statement for the abo\l'e 1.a the Law of Constant 
Proportions. · · 
In 180.5 Dal t.on proposed his a tomlc hypothesis w-hich 
was lat.er verified by exper1me.ntal work to elevate 1 t to a 
theory. In ess·enoe, he hypothe.s1zed that all substances con-
sist of' small particles. of matter, of several different ~lnds, 
corresponding to the different elements. The particles were, 
of course, called atoms. All atoms of one element are 1den-
t1cal and that compounds result 'from a comblna.tlon of a cer-
tain number of atoms of one el ernent with a c.erta1n n~tnber of 
another element. In this way he gave a slmpi e explana~1on 
of the above two laws. Da lton carried th1 s a step furt}ler 
and formulated the Law of Multiple Proportions... Whe·n ~il ele-
ment like o~ygen combines with hydrog en two compounds are 
possible--l'later and hydrogen per_oxide (H202). We saw above 
that ·the ratio in water of H:O is 1:8. In .hydrogen peroxide 
the ratio is 1:16. The oxygen in both compoands is 1n a 
ratio ot 8:16 or, to get the smallest int egers, 1:2. Carbon 
monoxide arid carbon dioxide are another example. (Show that 
the ratio of oxygen in both compounds is l :2 • .) 
Dalton had no way of determining the correct formulas 
of o.ompounds. During the second half of the 19th oentur1 
chemists began to discuss thE! properties of substances 1n 
terms of s:tructures of molec."~A,les and the arrangement of a toms 
in crystals • Precise info!"mation about the s tructure of a toms 
and molecules was obtained beginning about 1920. 
Procedure 
A. Law or Def1n1 t .e !'roport1ons • 
Weigh two clean, dry cruo1ble·.s and covers .to :a_n accuracy 
of o.Ol g and. record their combined weight. Pl~ce in each 
crucible a _piece of clean copper wire (No. 22) weighing 
· ·· 1·· ·t 1 o . c. d o 8" g resp~ctlvely and w!11ch have approx ma e 1 •.J g an .... · - · · ·. ·ibl been wound into a spiral. Reweigh the cruc es, covers, 
and copper wi re and re·oord these weights. 
Cover the· wires with s ulfur, . rep~~~e i~: ~~~c~~!~ the 
covers and place the crucibles in the t ng 
........... ____________ ,. -
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o.rucibles and .contents. Heat gently at flrst, t ·hen heat to 
red. heat for ~0 minu.te13. (Be careful of the sulfur fu!ne.s 
wnioh, are evolved. ) Should they become too dens·e, place the 
crucibles 1n the hood or on the window s111 unt11 the fumes 
·are evolved. · 
Allow- the cruc1 bles to cool and. then welgh and reo oro 
these weights. Reheat for )-minutes, rP.cool, and rewelgh. 
Repeat this procedure until a constant weight (two con-
secutive weighings should be within 0.02 .g of each other) has 
been obtained. · 
Calculate the formula of the compound formed. 
B. Law of' Conserv~tion of Mass. 
Fit a 125 ml Erlenmeyer flask wtth a rubber stopper. 
Introduce into t .he bottom ot the flask about cne crystal or 
pot.asslwn 1od1de dissolv.~d in 15 ml of water. Place 1nto a 
thre.e inch test tube ab<:>ut 5 ml or mercuric chloride -so.lu• 
tion .and place 1t in the. flask. W1th the rubber s.topper· 
tightly in the flask. weigh .the flask and 1ts contents. 
After w:et.gh1ng invert the ~Iask to allow the r>ot·ass1.um 1od1de 
to mix with the mercuric chloride solution. Weigh ·the flask 
and its contents again. was their any change lil weight? 
Student Report Sheet 
1. Calcu,late th:e weight of s.ultu.r that has combined w1 th the 
.coppe~. 
2. 
J. 
4. 
s. 
6. 
?. 
Calculate the weight of sulfur that will com't>1ne wl th one 
gram of copper. 
Calculate the formula ·Of the compound. 
Why are the crucibles weighed to constant we1ght1 
How did Dalton explain the Law of Constant (.~finite) 
Propol"tl ons? 
Give a specific exa!llple {do not use Hz:O and H2o2 ) of .two 
1 t th t 
1-. .i e to exemplifY.· the Law or Mult1P"le 
e emen s · a com"" n .. · · · d d h t ·1· · 
P · t1. · I di ate t ·he compoun:ds- forme an t . ~ ra o ropor ons. n o .. · ds 
of the two elements in both compoun • 
Wha:t was the o"Qject1ve of thiS experiment? 
,-------- ·-
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EXPERIMENT II: MEASUREMENT 
One way that the scientist makes the physical world 
intelligible is to make measurements. The more accurate the 
measurement the more that is known about some particular 
object. Measurement, of course, is not restr-icted to the 
physical and natural sciences. The psychologist and the 
educationist also measure and attempt to use it in predict-
ing a person's future behavior. For example- in the field 
or education. a per.son 1s I. Q. is determined. which is help·-
ful (along with other information) to predict his ~uture 
success in school. In this area of human measurement proph-
esy is difficult because of so many variables which are 
involved, I.e. • env.1ronment, motiva.tlon, etc. 
It .is not intended to be implied that there are no 
problems in physic-al science measurement. There is no 
doubt that this ·type of measurement has· been developed to a 
high de~ree of' refinement. The scientist; though. realizes 
that the process of measuring necessarily involves a mutual 
interaction between the object to be measured and the measur-
ing device, and that this must, to a certain degree, change 
the measured object. For example, in using a wire gauge to 
measure the diameter of a wire, the instrument causes a 
slight de.r·ormatton of the wire and a slight e-rror is thereby-
introduced. The diameter could be measure:d und·er a micro-
scope, but .now the wire must be illuminated with light which 
heats the wire and makes 1 t expand thus introduc.ing an error. 
It is evident that the.re are errors 1n physical measurements. 
The accuracy of a measurement has a natural 11:ni t which is 
tmposed both by the instrument and th.e objec.t being measured .• 
The same d1.fficulty also occurs when using glass appa-
ratus. A 10-ml pipette, for example, will deliver a little 
more or less depending upon the temperature which can e1 ther 
expand or contract the .glass. · This error is largelr avoided 
by using the pipette under the conditions u.nder which it was 
standardized. 
Convenience is an important cr1 terion in choosing the 
type of units (grams, inches,. quarts, etc.) for making a 
ph:ys1cal measurement. In England and the Un1'ted States the 
British System (inch, pound, quart) is used while in the rest 
of the world the Metric System (meter. gram, liter) is the 
legal system. England and the United States cling to the 
British Sys-te.m mainly ·because of economic reasons. Think of 
the mon-ey involved 1n.changing over to the Metric System, 
say, 1n the automobile industry. The Metric System is pre-
ferred beaause it 1s stmple and convenient due to its decimal 
--------· - ' 
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;relationship between its units. 
1/10 or a meter; 1-centimeter is 
is 1/1000 of ~ 11 t .er, etc. This 
not exlst in the British System. 
equals 1-i'oot and that 1.6 ounces 
120 
For example., 1-decirne.ter 1s 
1/100 or a meter; l-m1lliter 
ty.pe or relationship does 
Witness that 12 inches 
equal 1-pound. 
lt is important to realize that un1 ts are- inventions 
of man. Any units may be used as lo.ng as tney are used ~on­
slstently. You cannot compare inches and centimeters any-
more than you can add.. apJ?les and peaches. The tollow1.ng pr.o-
oedure will be helpful 1n gaining some understanding 1n the 
handling of uni't s. 
PrQCedur~ 
A. MeasuNments of Length,. Width, Depth. 
1. . Using a meter s.tiqk • measure the length, width, 
and depth of a block of wood. Keep in mind at all times the 
errors which might be made due to PNljudice of the m1nd., 
sensitivity or accuracy of the meter stick, and parallax. 
Record the measurements .1mmed1ate.ly 1n your data 
b>ok. 1'1eike at least f _i ve measurements. 
2. Calculate the volu.rne of the block of wood, using 
the averag~ length, width, · .and depttt" 
B. Measurement of Weight. 
Find the res.t point of an unl.oad.ed triple b·eain balance .• 
Place the block of wood upon the pan ot' the balance a:r,~d adjust 
tl'le sliding weights in order, beginning w1 th the la.rgest. The 
6orrec·t weight of" the block in grams is the sum of the scale: 
weights used after the rest point has been re-approached.. 
Record the weight. How does weight compare wi;th ma-ss? 
c. Measurement of Te~erattire. 
Suspend a thermometer by means of a wire or string so 
that 1 t is immersed in a beaker conta1ri1vg a mixture of 
crushed ice and water.. The bulb of the thermometer must not 
to·uch the sides or the bottom of the beaker. Read the thermo-
Jl).eter arter 5 minutes of immersion to 0.1 degree cent1g.rade. 
Record this temperature • . Also record the barometric pressure. 
Clamp a 12.5 !Ql distill.ing flask to a ring stand and 
place the flask on a wire gauze,. Add 100 ml of dis:t;1lled 
,-·----.... 
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water and a bo1i1ng chip (.calcium carbonate) to the fl~sk. 
Suspend a .thermometer in the flask so tba t the bulb i~ just 
below the sidearm. Boil the water for 3 D11riUte~. Rea:d the 
temperature to 0.1 degree centJgrade. Record th~s temper~ 
ature and make pressure corrections for t~e two tempera.tures .. 
D. Measurement of Densi t1es. 
Dens1~1es or so].1(ls may be calculated .. ·by weighing 
them, and then determ1n:1ng th,eir volU!De • either by ~asure­
ment or by their dJsp],aceinent .of ~liquid 1n which they are 
insoluble • Density .of a liquid may be obtatned by weighing 
a measured volume or by specific gravity hydrometer$. 
1. Caleula te the densi t;y of the block of wood used 
in Al. Show your calculations in the data book. 
2. Calculate the. dens.ity of lead shot by the water 
displacement method. Record your measure·ments and show your 
cal.oulations. 
3. Determine the density of Benzene and of Carbon 
Tetrachloride by the hydrometer method 1f a hydrometer is 
available. lf 1t ts not . available' calculate the density 
or these two substances frOm th€d:r specific gravity .• 
Student Report §beet 
1. What is the purpose of" this experiment? 
2. What 1s the volume of' your- block of wood. in Engll.sh 
System of units? 
3. 
4. 
s •. 
6. 
COJ:1vert your temperature readings 1n Part C to de·grees 
F~h:r~nhe1t a!l.d. degrees- Absolute. 
Conve-rt the barorne trle :Pressure to English .System of 
units. 
Is there any bas 1c dl t'feren¢.e as to l\ill:ch units you use 
to report the various .measuremen1;s? 
Write the .following number.s . ln e;x:pcmenttal f"orm·: 
26 .ooo, o.0058, and s,ooo,,ooo. 
conver.t the foll~!fing exponen~1al nuniber~8to ordinary 6 numbe.rs: J X 10 z, 5.06 X 10 , 1 •. 7 X 10 t and 7 X 10 • 
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EXPERIMENT III: CHEMICAL CHANGE 
Certain substances can be changed into entirely dif-
ferent ones merely by heating the-m. _ For instance, if the 
red powder called mercuric oxide is heated, it 1s changed 
into two new substances:- oxygen gas and merctn"y. This pro-
cess of f'Ormlllg new substances out of old -ones 1s called a 
chemical change, or a chemical reaction. 
Such changes are possible because the atoms in the 
original substance can break apart and t -hen recombine in new 
l@ys. ln mercuric oxide, for example, there are two kinds 
of atoms--mercury atoms and oxygen atoms--and these atoms 
are paired together into billions of tiny diatomic units 
called mercuric oxide mole.cules, which are attached to one 
another and form crystals of HgO.._ Each molecule of mercuric 
oxide contains one merCUl"Y and one oxygen atom and .is repre .. 
sented by the formula HgO, where Hg stands for mercury and 0 
for oxygen. When the mercuric oxide is heated. the HgO 
molecules all break apart into separate atoms, whereupon the 
oxygen atoms recombine w1 tb each other (instead of with 
mercury atoms) to form new diatomic molecules containing only 
.oxygen atoms (formula o2 ). These_ oxygen molecul-es do not 
clump t -ogether to form a solid 11ke HgO molecules 1 but 
rather they form a gas--oxygen gas---at room temperature. 
The mercury ate~ from the original HgO molecules are left 
behind as liquid mercury. _They do_not recombine into_mole-
culesJ and the liquid mercur-y simply consists of a very large 
number of separate mercury atoms 1n close contact. The 
entire react1o:t:l is represented by the chemical eguation 
2 HgO ~ 2 Hg + o2 
All chemical changes -or reactions are similar to this 
thermal decomposition of mercuric oxide in that new sub-
stances are always formed by a recombination or regrouping 
or atoms. But in most chemical. react·ions there are a-t least 
two different initial subs·tances, called reactants, that 
take part ln the r~action, and the atoms from b.oth of these 
reactants are used to form the new s-u:bstance or subs-tances, 
called the produo ts of the r'eac t1on. 
An example of a reaction involving two reactants ls 
the reaction of the two salts silver nitrate (AgNo3) ana 
sodium chloride {NaCl} to form two different saltst silver 
chloride (AgCl) and sodium nitrate (NaN03): The equation is: 
AgNOJ + NaCl -- AgCl + NaNOJ 
f-
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Notice that. 1n th1 s _reaction 1nvol ving ·two reactants th.e 
atomic grouping N01 stays intact; 1t appears in both the 
reactant and the pf<oduct.. It often happens 1n chemical 
reactions that the initial molecules do not break apart 
completely into separate atoms, and that a particularly 
stable grouping remains intact throughout the reactl.on. 
Such a stable grouping is known as a rad1cal • 
12) 
.Another special feature -of thi.s second reaction 1s 
that the reactants are dissolv.ed in water before they are 
mixed. together and react. The dissolving of the reactants 
usuall-y causes the reaction to occur much more rapidly than 
otherwise, since the d1ssol·ved substances are 1n a much 
finer· state of subdivision and can mix together much more 
readily. In fact, the process of disso.lv1ng the reactants 
1n the present case accompl1shed half of the chemical reac-
tion itself, since each salt splits apart in 1ts solution 
into charged atoms., or ions: 
NaCl - Na+ + cl- (in solution) 
AgNOJ - Ag+ + No:r (1n s-olution) 
When the solution of the reactants are mixed together, the 
· Ag:+ · i·ons and Cl- ions combine according to the equation 
Ag+ + Cl- - AgCl 
The formation of the silver chloride (AgCl) salt occul"s 
immediately upon mlx1ng the solutions of +the rea~tants. 
Since AgCl cannot be dissociated into Ag and Cl atoms in 
solution as can NaCl AgN01 , and NaN03 , the AgCl appears in the s~lution as a he·avy ~hi te prec1pi tat~.. The o~her 
product, NaNO • remains dissociated into Na and NOl units 
in the final ~elution, and oan be obtained as solid NaNOJ 
by evaporating the water from the solution. 
The essence of a chemical reaction 1s the r.,ormat1on 
of n least~ new substance. or. course, 1t is impossible 
to see the atoms of the reactants actually breaking· apart 
and recombining into the new substances, but a chemical 
change is always accompanied by some observable change 1n 
the physical properties of the react1l"'.g mixture • For . 
instance, a gas may be evolved, or the mixture may ~hange 
in color, or a precipitate may appear in a previously clear 
solution. 
11 · · · 1 experiments have been selected The fo · owing simp e . ., . . 1 . 1 0· t'langes and to t · d o t. · ariety of chem. ca .. ·.:. ' o 1ntro uoe Y u o a v 1 the products of such develop your a'b111 ty to recogn ze · · ·. · · 
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changes. Observe each reao.tioncarefully for signs of a new 
substance. If you are in doubt~ repeat the experiment. 
. There are no· new substances formed in a physical 
change and therefore this type of change 1s quite distinct 
from a ehe.:nl.cal change. A substance tna.y merely undergo a 
change o~ sta:te (solid, liquid, or gas) and by adjusting the 
cond1 t1ons--that 1st tempe·rature, pressure--the original 
·substance can again be obtained. For instance, carbon 
dioxide (C02 ) at. room te~perature changes from a solid to a gas, or lumps of sugar may be ground to a fine powder. In 
each case, a new substance was not formed and the chemica'! 
properties remain the same. 
Procedure 
In each experiment make careful observations of every-
thing that occurs. 
A. Recognition of physical and che!l11ca1 changes. 
1. Prepare a .mixture of :5 grams of ~odium chloride 
(NaCl) and 0.1 gram of iodine and mix intimately by gr.1ndlng 
in a mortar. {When. quantities are given in ·weight unit!:~, 
such as grams, the substances are almost certainly sol!ds; 
when quantities are given in volume units, .such as m1111-
llters, the substances are probably liquids or s·olut1ons.) 
Place the mlxture in a dr7 600 ml. beaker. Cove.r the ·beaker 
with. an evaporating dish or a round-bottom flask containing 
cold water. Gently warm the mixture. (CARE: Iodlne fumes 
are very harmful when inhaled.) Observe .what. happens. Con-
tinue the gentleheat1ng until the vapors of iodine disappear 
from the beaker. 
2. To 0.5 grams or. sodium carbonate (Na2co1 ) 1n a 4-1nch tes·t tube add one ml. or· dilute hydrochloric acld (HCl). 
Record your observations. 
J. Put 0.5 grams of cupric sulfate· (CuS04 • SH20l 1n a 
4-inch test tube and. heat. Record your observations. 
4. Place one ml., of nickel nitrate (N1(No3l 2 l solu-
tion in a 4-lnch test tube and add to it a few drops. of 
sodium hydroxide (NaOH} solution. Record your observations. 
s. Place o.s grams each of lead sulfide (PbS) and 
·cadmium sulfate (caso4 ) in a crucible. Place tne cover on 
the crucible and heat wi.th a hot flame ror about 10 m1nutes. 
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B. Identlf1oat1on of a substance. 
A.subs.tance can be identified by conducting a test. 
The test is based on some specU'lc physical or chemical 
property Of the s·ubstance being tested for. One product of 
a reaction frequently tested for 1s a gas, and you should be 
able to identify the more eommon ones • 
. Procedure:. In each experiment that follows observe 
the eolor of the gas and note its odor. 
1. .Place 3 grams or lead dioxide (Pb02) 1.n. a 4-inch 
test tube and heat strongly. Test for the gas evolved by 
plae1ng a glowing (not flaming) splint 1n the test tube·. 
Observe what happens and record your observations. 
2. Place a piece of mossy zinc 1n a 4-inch test 
tube; add 2 ml. of dilute hydrochloric ae1d (HCl).. After a 
f'ew moments bring a flaming (not glowing) :splint to the 
mouth of' the tube. Observe what happens and record. 
}. Place a pleCf! of sulfur the. s.ize of a pea in your 
def'lagratlng. spoon l.n the hood. Sm~ll c~utiousl1 and record. 
4. Place a small piece- of ferrous sulfide (FeS} in 
a 4-inoh test tube. ln the hood, add 2 ml. of dllute HCl. 
Smell cauttoysli· Test gas wlth moist lead acetate 
(Pb{CzHJ02)2 paper. Record the results • 
.s. Place one gram or ammonium chloride (NH4Cl) in a 
4-inch. test tube art.d ad,d. ~ ml. of dilute sOdium hydroxide (NaOH}. Test the ga:; with moist red and blue 11 tmus paper 
and record the results o.f your test. 
6.. PlacEt a small piece of copper turning:; 1l1 a 4-inch 
test tube and ~dd one ml. of dil.ute nitric acid (HMO)). 
Smell cautiously. Record your observations and tests. 
7. Fit a 6-lnch test tube with a one~hole rubber 
stopper and a bent gl~ss tube. Place orie gram of ealci'-lm 
carbonate (caco3 ) in the test tube and add 2 ml. of dilute f{Cl.. Allow the gas to pass into clear lime-water (Ca(OH) 2 ). 
Becord :your obsel'va:t16ns. 
8. Identify the gases given off by four unknowns. 
Place one gram each of unknowns L • M, N • and 0 in separate 
test tubes. Add 2 ml .. of dilute HCl and heat gently 1f .. 
necessary. If no gas 1s erolved, add 2 ml. or dilute NaOH 
to a new sample of unknown. IdentifY the gases by the test 
used above. Record your identification of these unknown 
gases in your data book. 
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Stud§...n! Report Sheet 
A .. Beoogn1t1on of ottem1cal and physical changes • 
11}. The color of' iodine vapor 1.s __ ....... ......., __ • 
lb-.. Where (ii.d the 1od..1.ne vapors condense? _____ .._ 
WhY did they condense there? 
...._...._.....___._T.his was a {physical, chemical, neither·} 
change. 
ld... Is there any evidence that the :sodium chlOride 
sublimed? ____ _ 
2a. Is a gas evolved? ____ _ 
2b. is the name of t;he ~s. 
--=~--~-~-~----....:are the name an& f()rmttla 
of an(;)ther product. 
2d. Complete and balance tbe chemical equation for the 
reaction: Na2co3 + HCL 
2e. 
:)b. 
)c. 
4a. 
4b. 
4o. 
This is a (physical, chemical, neither) change. 
----- is the substance which coll~ots on. the 
sides of the test tube. . . 
-~--- is the color o.f the solid left in the 
bottom of thE:! test tube,. 
Complete the o·hemical equation for the reaction: 
cuso4 • 5H2o 
is the name of the precipitate produced, 
it' any. 
----- is the color of the precipitate produ:eed, 
1f any. 
complete and balance th.e · .. chemical e·quatlon for the 
reaction: Nl (No3J 2 + NaOH 
_____ _.:are the formula and the color .of the 
first reactant. 
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Sb. are the formula and the color of the 
second reactant. 
5e. are the .t .ormula and the color of one 
of the products. 
.5d• are the .formula and the color of the 
other product. 
.5~. Complete the chemical equation for the reaction: 
t'bS + CdS04 
B. ldent1f1catton of a substance. 
la. Why doesn't the splint burst into fla111e when held 
~tMa~? · ·· 
lb. -. Mercuric oxl<ie (HgO} and silver oxide (Ag20) can be 
used hi plac~ Of l¢a.d dio:itfde. Fo:r> each, ~rite and 
~lar1<~e tne eq_uatl(>n tor the reaction: 
2 . . 
.). 
4. 
6. 
·HgO + 
Ag2o + 
Magnesium, tin, and lead. can be used in place of 
zinc to produce .hyd:rogen. Write and balance the 
equation for each. 
Mg + 
Sn + 
Pb + 
D1].ute sulfuric acid (H2S()1l<) carr be w~ed in place. of 
HPl to produ.ce HzS. Wr1te and balance the equation. 
Dilute potassium hydroxide {J<OH) can be used 1n 
place of NaOH to produ~e _ammonia {NR3). Write and 
balance the equation using KOR. 
Silver can be used in place of copper in producing 
NO. Write and balance the equat1onuslng Ag. 
Potass_1um Ca-rbonate (K2co,) and strontium carbonate 
(~~OJ) cotqd have been USed to produce _carbon 
dlO~lde. Wrlte and balance equations using these 
two carbonates. 
K2C03 + .. 
sreo3 + 
' . I' :~ 
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(· J :~ 'j. 
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7. Unknown Reagent Which Observed Prop- Name or Gas 
Produced Gas ertles of Gas 
L 
N 
0 
EXPERIMENT IV: METALS AND NON-METALS 
Metals are elementary substances that have the oharac-
teristlc pr·opertles o~ high electric and thermal conductivity, 
luster, malleability (the ability to be ham11ered into thin 
sheets J, and ductility (the abil1 ty to be drawn into wires). 
On the basis of tl'le a.bove properties some el.ements 1 which to 
the chemist are considered metals, would be excluded. For 
example, to the chemist, sodium 1s a metal. but it is soft 
and cannot be ham:nered into sheets or drawn into wires. 
Another important criterion for the class1f1caticn 1s the 
chemical properties of' the element. Sodium. is a metal because 
it undergoes characteristic chemical reactions of met~ls 1 
i.e., forms a positive lon., displaces hydrogen ion (H ) from 
water or frcm an acid solut1ort, etc. A me tal such as aluminum 
undergoes s1m1lar chemical reactions similar to that of sodium. 
The metals are found on the 1ef't side and 1n the center of the 
periodic table. Li thlum, spd1um, Q:aloium, etc., are light · 
metals. Iron, copper, nickel, etc., are heavy metals. 
Non-metals are elementary substances that M.n.Q..k have 
metallic properties. Oxygen and ch,lorlne are typical non-
metals and undergo similar chemical reactions. F.or example 
each element forms an anion in solution, joins with other 
non-llletals to form molecules, etc. Non-metals gene,rally 
have very low msl ting points and ext·st as gases at room 
temperature (25 C). If at this temperature. a non-metal is 
a li. quid {Bromine, Br2 ) then. 1 ts boiling po1nt. is relatively 
small. I:f 1t 1s a ·sOlid (Iodine, I 2 ) then 1 ts melting point is relatl vely small. Among the non-meta'ls are the inert 
gases: Helium, Argon, Neon, etc., which do not form stable 
compounds with other elements or with each other .. They are, 
therefore,. always conslde.rea as a special group of non-metals. 
The non-metals are found on the right side of the periodic 
table. 
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The metallic propert1es are. most pronounced for ele ... 
menta in the lower left hand corner of the peri odic table 
and the non-metallic properties are most pronounced by the 
elements in the uppe.r right hand cor.ner. There is no sharp 
break in properties- when going from the left side to the 
r1gb.t side of the periodic table; but rather there is a transi-
tion in which some of the element.s have properties inter-
mediate between metals and non-metals. These elements: 
Boron (B) , S111aon (Sl), Ge.t"manium (Ge·), Arsenic (As} 1 
Antimony (~b) • Tellurium {Te), and Polonium (Po), are called 
metalloids-• 
It was stated above that a metal .forms a positive ion 
{cation) in solut1 on. If sodium i.s placed in wat.er, 1 t 1e 
suff'1clently reactive to dl.splace the hydrogen ion f,r()m the 
water and the reaction that occurs may be written as follows: 
Na + H20 - H2 + Na + OH-
In the above reaction there 1s no need to apply heat be.cause 
suff-icient heat 1s supplied by the reaction itself.. This Is 
not the case for a less active metal suoh as iron {Fe) for 
which a similar equation may be written as follows: 
Fe + H20 - "H2 + Fe(OH)J 
It is necessary that steam be passed over the iron 
for the above reaction to occur. The resulting solution in 
the sodium reaction can be tested with red litmus, which 
turns blue because of the basic sodium hydroxide (NaOH) solu-
tion. Notice that the ferric hydroxide (Fe(OH)~) is not 
written with charges because it does not exist as separated 
ions as does the NaOH, but rather it is a solid. If this is 
tested with litmus, t·he solution will be close to neutral, 
which is wha.t water is; 1~e., neither acidic nor basic. 
Metals and non-metals differ in the properties of the 
compounds that they form with oxygen (oxides). All form 
oxides. except for the inert gases. L1 thium forms· an oxide 
·when it 1s heated with oxygen accor.ding to the equation: 
2Li + 1/202 - L120 
The equation could also h$ve been written as follows: 
4L1 + o2 .- 2Li20 
Both: equations say the same thing and both are balanced 
beeause the same ·number o£ lithium and oxygen atoms are on 
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both sides of the arrow. If the so1id lithtum oxide (Li20) ls placed in we~.ter it produces · a solution that turns red 
litmus blue 1ndicat1~ the · o,Clde is basic. The basic solu-
tion is produced as 'follows: 
.LizO + H20 - 2L1 +OH-
Sulf'Ur (a non-metal) forms an oxide by hea t l ng sulfur ln the 
presence of oxygen to produce a gas, sulfur trioxide (so3 ): 
2S + J02 . - 2S03 
If the so3 1$ passed into water it. produces a solution which 
turns blue lit~us red. The acidic solution is prOduced as 
tollowa: 
so3 + H20 - H2so4 
. The above are general _reactlons of oxides. A metal• 
llc. oxide is a basic anhydride because it produces a basic 
soluti.on; a non-metaliio oxide is acidic because it produces 
an acidic soltltion. Thl s oxide is also called an acid 
allhyd.rlde, l.e., lacks water. Note that the only difference 
between so3 and H2so4 is a molecule o£ water. · 
The ab()ve discussion is only intended as an introduc-
tion to the subject. There are other properties: more funda-
mental than those menttone·d that will be studied at a lat~1" 
time. It 1.s. nece,ssary, first, to have some knowledge or 
atomic structure. 
Erocedure 
A. Physical pr~pertles. 
1. Examine sa!Ilples or typical metals such ·.as magnesium, 
aluminum, lead_; tin, copper, silver, and also samples of 
typical non-me:tals $UCh as chlorine, bromine, iodine, sulfur. 
carbon. Note color, physical state, luste·r (shine) and record 
these in your laboratory note book. 
2.. With a hammer, strike a piece of magnesium ribbon 
sharply, repeat with a lump of sulfur. Record your observa-
tions~ 
3. Using the special apparatus (elec trical conductiv-
ity-), test the electrical conductivitY of magnesium, a typical 
metal. and of sulful", a ty:f)1oal non-metal. ·Touch the e.nds of 
the wire briefl;t to the magnesium and then to the sulfur. If 
·-- - ·--- - · .. · - -~-· 
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the blll.b lights, an electric current 1s being transmitted 
through the elements. Record the results. 
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4. Hold a 4-inch piece of copper wire 1n the Bunsen 
flame.. Do your fingers get warm? 
B. Chemical properties 
1. Comblnatton of metal and non-metal. Mix about 2 
g.-ams of zinc dust and about twtc.e as much powdered sulfur 
thc)roughl;y iii a cruc 1 ble. . tt;nder ~- h.2rul1 1gn1 te with a -4-
inch piece of magnesium ribbon held in tongs and lighted at 
a BUn.sen burner. Examine the prod.uct. Does 1t resemble 
zinc or sulfur or neither? lt is z1n(J ~ulfide, ZnS; it con~ 
tains neitt}er zl:r;ic nor sulfur ~toms--even as a solid lt i.s 
composed of electrically c-harged ions. It is called an 1on1c 
substance. · 
2. Combination with oxygen, an active noii•metal. Hold 
a. strip of magnesium rfbbon about 3 inches long with tongs. 
Light it in the Bunsen flame. (Do not stare at the flame.) 
Drop the ash (What ls it?) l.nto 25 ml. of water 1n your small 
Florence flask, and shake thoroughlt. Drop pieces of red 
and blue litmu:s paper into the water. 
Put 25 ml. of water into your large-mouthed bottle. 
Place a piece of sulfur the size of a pea into your d~fla~ 
grat.ing spoon; 1n the hood heat the spoon until the sulf~r 
catch~s fire (note odor and record), then place the spoon. 
with the burning sulfur in the bottle above the water an<i 
eover the m.o\lth as completely as possj,ble with a glass pl~te.. 
When the sulfur has burned completely, remove spoon, and 
shake the water thoroughly to mix i:t with the gas above. 
Drop pieces of red and }:)lue litmus paper into the sol.ut1on. 
Record your observations. · 
J. Reaction with water. Place a piece of calcium the 
size of a. small pea (cu1; or break a fresh su~face) in .5 ml. 
of water in a. 6•1nch tube. Hold over sink with a test-tube 
holder~ W}len the rea:ction q\l.fets' down, test the gas evolved 
wi.th a flaming splinter to identify it. Test the solution 
wl.th red and blue litmus paper. Repeat using magnesium 
ribbon and ziric. 
Test chlorine water with red and blue litmus 
paper. Note od.or-~CABE. 
4. Reaction of metals· and non-metals with acids. 
Place a small oiece of zlnc in 2 ml .. of dilute hydrochloric 
acid, HCl. ldent1f;y the' gas evolved by testing 1t w1 th a 
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flaming splinter.. Tr7 the same with a small piece of 
bright copper. . Bepeat wl th copper and dilute n1 trio acid, 
HNO~. Try a non-metal, sulfur, with dilute- hydrochloric 
ae1a. 
5. Replacement of a less active element by a more 
active. one. Place a small piece of zinc in 2 .ml. of 0.1 M 
cupric sulfate (CuS04) solution. Allow to stand for some time. 
Studep.t _Renort Sheejl_ 
1. From ·your observations in part I of the procedure, how 
would you summarize the various physlcal properties of 
metals.and non-metals? 
2. Write chem1Cf:tl. equatlon(s) for the reaction(s) which 
occur in 
a. Bl: Zn + S 
b. ·az: 
c. B): 
Mg + 02 
s + 02 
Ca + HzO 
Mg + H20 
Zn + HzO 
Cl2 + H2 0 
d. 84: Zn' + HCL 
Cu + d1.1. 
e. B5.: Zn + CuS04 
HN03 
3. What 1s litmus paper? What 1.1-Se does it have ln the lab-
oratory? 
4. I.s there any general statement that you can ma1t:e a.bout 
metals and non-metals on the- basts of the tests you made 
with 11 tmus paper? 
EXPERIMENT V: THE PERIODIC TABLE 
In any scienc-e an attE!!IlPt 1s always made to sum up a 
variety of' observed phenomena by a gen~ral mathematical 
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expression or by some .general law. Th1s is t-rue 3,n Chemis-
try wl'lere it 1s especially advJintageous to do so because of 
th~ great number of facts tba t ar~ included within this 
science. As Ch~mistry has grown the number of compounds 
and their reactions has increased tremendously so that it 
became necessary. to sy..stematize this chemical knowledge. 
The perlod·1c table ·was an outcome of th! s need. 
there are many forms ·f:>f the periodic table but the 
one most generally used is the .I&.ng Form. It is the o,ne in 
the. lecture room and is found in most general chemistry text 
books. The horizontal rows of the perlod'ic table are called 
PerJ..ods. 'l'he·y consfst of a very short ·period containing 
hydrogen (H) and Helium {He). two short periods of etght 
elements each, tw·o long pe.r1ods of 18 elements each, a very 
long period of 32 elemen~s ~ and an 1ricotnplete period. It 
will be helpfUl to remember· the important sequence of num-
bers 2, 8, 8, 18, 18,. 32, and )2. 
The properties of t ·he. elements, in a period, change .in 
a sys.tematic way. It the density of the elements is plotted 
against the atomic number (consult a text that includes t :h1s 
.graph) 1 t is seen that· there. are f1ve m1ntma (low polrits) in 
the curve. , These minima .o.ocur 'fe>:r the elements Sod!~ (Na) , 
Potassium (K), Rubidium (Hb), Cesium {Ce) and Franclt.ttiJ (Fr). 
These, along with .Lithium (Li) have very similar properties 
and c-onstitute a group of elements. 
The vertical columns of the periodic table ar:e the 
Grogp§ ot chemi~ai elements. These elements have el-ose·ly 
related phys:1C;al and chemical properties-. The gro"':ps lA-?A 
are on the left side., lB-?B are on the rlght side, 8 in the 
center, and zero on the extreme right. The groups of ele-
ments may ·be described ·briefly in the following way: 
Group 0 . . 
Group lA: 
Gr.oup 2A: 
Group JA 
Group 2B: 
Group JB: 
Group 4B: 
Group .5B: 
Group 6:8: 
Group 7B: 
The Noble Gases 
The Alkali Metals 
The Alkaline-earth Metals (strictly speak-
ing . Berylii·um and Magnesium are hOt alkaline 
earths.J 
to lB: The T.rant>1t1on Metals (elements 57-71. 
are the Lath.anides and 89~101. ar~ th~ 
Actinides.) 
The Zl.no Group 
The Boron or Aluminum Group 
The Carbon Group 
The Nitrogen Group 
The ()xygen Group 
The Halogen Group 
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The properties in a group also change from top to 
bottom. For example, t ·he atomic volume increases ln group 
lA in golng from lithium to francium. In group 7B, fluorine 
{F2) ls a gas, chlorine (Cl2) 1s a gas, bromine (Brz} is a 
liquid, and iodine (Iz) is a solid at room temperature. 
When the elements are placed in the .periodic table, 
the above groups are fo.:r.med and the physical and chemical 
pr·opert1es of the elements in a group are similar. Out of 
this. obser~atlon the Per1od1~ ·Law was evolved. It recogni.zes 
that the properties of the elements are not arbitrary, but 
rather .are dependent upon the atomic number. The important 
pOint 1.s that th1a dependence produces a crude per1odic1 ty, 
but nevertheless, a very helpful one for the experienced 
chemist and for the beginning student. 
The fact that the prope rt1es are dependent up·on atomic 
number was suggested earlier in the discussion when 1t was 
stated that the dens1tfes may be plot~ed against atomic. num-
be.r in order to obtain a characteristic plot. Other proper~ 
ties, i.e., volume, melti.ng point, a.nd ionization potential 
have "been plotted in the same way.. This should sugges·t that 
the electron conf'igurat1ons of the el~ments ar~ related to 
the perlod1c law since the atomic number and the numbe-r of 
electrons of an element is the same. Indeed, elements in 
the same group have similar electron configurations. This 
ls important to the chemist because it 1s the outer electrons 
that are involved 111 chemical reactions.. 
The number of electrons in the outermost shell of an 
element corresponds to the number of the group 1n. -which the 
element is located.. For example, group lA .elements have one 
electron and group 2A elements have two electrons in their 
outer shells. Group .5B ele:nents have five electrons and group 
1B have Cfeven ele.c.trons in their outer Shells. The group 
number also corresponds to the maximum (most positive) valence 
an -element may have. The maximum valence for 11 th1um is +1, 
for magnesium +2 1 for phosphorous +5, and for ohlortne +7. 
iha, .JJi DQ! ~- .2nlJ: valence .till! element M:i,. ~. We shall 
see, for example, that chlorine can have a valence from -1 
t .hrougA +7. Although 1n most of the lnert ga.se~ there are 8 
electron~ · in the outer shell, the group .number is zero and 
they do not have a valence. 
In t"h.e experimental work that follows we shall lim1t 
01U'selves to the so-called Main Group elements. We sh~ll not 
concern ourselves w.1 th transition elements, la thanides and 
actinides. This .1s necessary ln order to be able to s.i;udy 
tJOends in the periodic table. The inert gases are included 
in the ta.ble because they begin and end a particular pe.riod. 
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Prooedyte 
A. Changes in properties 1Ii a. period • 
l. Physical properties. Fil_l in the group numbers 
and ~tOQ11c . volumes in the table. The i<?!11zat!on potential 
ls the strength of the electric f1~ld measured in volts per 
em. req1.1,ired to detach on:e (or more) electron from the 
gaseoWJ atQm ~nd thereby form a positi-ve Ion. O:r ·one might 
say that 1 t 1::; a measure or an: element 1 s ab111 ty to act as a. 
•tal. Would an active metal have a high or low ionization 
potential? Many properties of the elements a~e now bet.ter 
understood. when ionizat-ion potential and ionic or atomi 6 
volumes are eonsider.ed. 
2. Chemical propert1~s. 
a. The relative acidity/basic.1ty of solutl..ons 
ot hydroxides. Place ane ml. each of 0.1 · N NaOH, Mg(OH)2 , Al(OH)3, Si (0H)4, PO(OH) 3 , so2 (OH)z and Cl0:3 (OH) in clean test tubes. Add on~ dro}:> of universal indicator to each and 
shake thoroug~ly. Record the c.olor of the solution in the 
su~table place in the table. 
Universal indicator 1.s a mixture or actd-.."base 
indicator designed so that from the color one can tell 
whether the s·olution 1s. strongly acid (pH less than 2) • 
we£lkly acid (pH about 4), neutral (pH = 7l, weakly basic 
· '(pH about 10), or strongly basic (pH above 12). Refer to 
color chart to te-ll what each color rneans, and record in 
table in line headed Hydroxide is • • • a strong or weak 
ao1d, strong or weak base, or neutral. 
b. Valence, oxidation states, formulas. In 
writing the formulas of the oxides, and chlorides, you should 
kllow that fluorine .- is the most electronegative: (4~0) (rton-
me~ll1¢l of -all the elements,. and oxygen (J.5) i -s next, 
wlth clorine (J.O) immediately followi~. In a compqund of 
pb.osphorl!s .and chlorine tor example, the phosphorus ls l ess 
electronegative than chlorine and therefore more electro-
posttlve, and the symbol of phosphorus should be written 
first in the formu).a,. 
In writing the formulas of the hydrogen co-lJl-
pounds, remember that hydrogen is less electropositive than 
main-group metals, but more· electropositive than the non-
~etals. .((lso remember tha.t 1 ts shell 1s complete When it 
contains two eleetrons. When it combines with the less 
active non~metals, it· forms covalent (shared electron) 
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compounds whieh do not ionize. In these hydrogen 1s written 
second, stnce. 1f it were first, 1t would imply that ·the 
compound 1.s an acid • 
c. Relative ac·t1v1 ty of metals l.n the same period 
toward water. Put 2 ml. water in each of five six-inch test 
tubes. To the first add a small piece of sodium, to the 
next a small piece of magnesium, to the third a small piece 
ot potassium, to the fourtb a small piece of cale1~m, and to 
the last a small p1e~e of aluminum. Caut1'0n: Cover the top 
or the test. tube with a glas.s plate as· soon as you have added 
the metal. 
B. Changes or properties in a group. 
1. Cnem1ea1 properties. 
a. Acidi ty/basic1ty of hydrox1de·s. Into clean 
ro.ur-1noh test tul)es-, .Put one ml. respectively of NO(OH) • 
A$(OH):h BiO(OH}; and P(OH)J solutions. To each add one 
drop of universal indicator. Ustng the color chart, deter-
m1ne their apprpxtmate ~c1d1 ty or bas 1 c 1 ty. 
b. Reaction with water to produce }1ydrogen. 
Refer to Ale above. c·ompare tne activity of sodium with that 
of potassium, and that of magnesium wtth that of calcium. 
c. Oxidizing ability. 
A bill ty to o:x1d.1.~e lron to ferric ion. The 
presence of ferric ion 1s indicated by ·the a,ppearance of a 
blue color when potassium ferrocyanlde (K4Fe (CN) J) is added. 
The intensity of the blue color is an 1nd1ca:t1on of the 
amount of iron which has been oxidized. Put one gram of 
iron filings into each of the six-inch te·s:t tubes. Add to 
one J ml. of bromine water and to the other J ml. of iodlne 
solution. Shake thoroughly for several minutes, le·t settle 
decant liquid into clean test tubes , heat to boiling and add 
J drops potassium ferrocyan1de solution. 
Replacement. Take six four ... 1nch test tub~s. 
Into one put 2 ml. 0.-1 N NaBr soll.l.timi and 1 ml. chlorine. 
water., into the s~cond put 2 ml. 0.1 N N Nai solution and. 
1 ml. chlorine watert and into the third put Z ml •. 0.1 N N~I 
solution and 1 ml. bromine -water. 
To those mixtures which show .e-r!de;nce of 
reaet.ton, add 1•2 drop~ carbon tetrachloride and sha·ke 
thoroughly. Also, in ·two more test tubes t for a blank, 
shake one ml. carbon tetrachlo~1d~ with one ml. of bromine 
water 1n one tube and in the other shake one ml. carbon 
tetrachloride w1 th one ml. of iodine wate'r. 
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S~udent Report Sheet. 
1, How does the io~ization potenti.al change ln going from 
left to r1gJ:lt alo:pg per lOd 21 
2. How doe.s the atomic volume change 1n going from left to 
right along period J? 
J. How doe·.s the atoml,c raqlus change in go1ng from left to 
right along periods 2 and 3 (omit the inert gases)? · 
4or How does the atomic radium cp.ange in go 1ng from top to 
bottom 1n groups Al and: A.2? 
5.. How does tne state (solld, 11q • . , gas) change from top to 
bc;>ttom in Group 7B? 
6• Is Mg(OHJ2 less oos1c than Se(OH)4? __ _ 
? .. Is H3P04 more t>Ss1c than HzS04? __ _ 
8~ Make a general stt:i,tement .about the. oha,nge in· bas1c1 ty or 
the h;ydto.xi<les ot th.e elements in period 3. 
9. Is HN02 , nitrous acid, mor~ acidic than a.,.Po3 , phosphorus 
acid? "' 
---
10. ~ke ~ general statement about the change in acidity of 
the hydroxides or the element$c ln Group SB .. 
11. Is there an.y diffe~nee in the activ1 ty of sodium and 
potassium with water·? 
12. From your data in part Blb wha:t can yoq say abo\lt tne 
relatlve. react.iv1ty or the thre.e halogens? 
13. What is the purpose of the carbon tetrachloride? 
:t4. Does sodium have a higher 1ontzat1on portent~al than 
cesium? __ _ 
15~ Make a general statement about the change in j,.onization 
pot~ntial in Group lA. 
EXPERlMENT VI:' IONIC, NON;..PQLAR, AND POLAR COMPOUNDS 
Al.l compounds can be classified as ion1o 1 non~po~ar 
or PolaX'• The "fundamental cr1t·er1on 1s the type of 11nk~ge, 
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i.e.; chem1.ca1 bond, t}lat holds two atoms together. The 
chemical .bond 1s determined by ~he properties of the atoms 
~uch as electron:egativity and ionization potential • 
. Con~pound.s containing ionic linkage$ are character1~ed 
by rather well-defined ~properties. Among these are the fol-
lowing; 
1. Ele.ctrlcal conductance in the fused (melted) 
state and in solution,. This is due to tne ions present. 
2. Relat1v.ely high melting and boiling points. 
Large amounts of energy a.re required to overcome the forces 
1n ionic linkages in orqer to melt or vaporize the compound. 
3... Solubility oc~urs in llqutds that are polar and, 
·therefore, similar in stru.cture to the tonto compound. 
. An lonic compound fs formed by· elements tnat dif.fe.r 
greatly in electronegat1vlty (and, therefore, ioll.iZation 
potential). That .1.s, one of the elements must have a strong 
desire to lo~e electrons and the other must: have a strong · 
attraction for electrons. In thiS situation there is a 
complete transfer of one or more electrons. This is what 
·occurs .in the formation of .sodium fli.toride (NaF). A sodium 
~t.om and a fluorine atom readily combine to form a sodium 
ion, Na+, and a fluorine ion, p-. This reaction may be 
stated in e-lectron dot symbols as fol1qtiJs: 
Na· + 
... ' + ..... . 
• F; - Na + ;F; 
·-··· . ... 
The electron transfer oceurs because the electron 1s at a 
lower energy level in the fluorine atom than in the sod1~ 
atom. The difference between the two ~nergies is released 
in the t"orm of heat. 
+ -
. . The linkage between. the Na and the F . is an ionic or 
ele.ctrovalent bond. They are held together by an e~ectro­
static force since there is an attraction between two charges 
of opposite sign. Generally, the element losing the electrop 
1s a metal and the one gaining lt is a non-metal. Non-metals 
have high eleoctroiiegatlv1tles while metals havelow electro-
negati vit1el3 (or high electropos1t1v1ty). Another way of 
stating the Sfl:D1e th1-ng is to say that 1on1e . compounds are 
formed by ele.ments that are widely separated on the _periodic 
t .a.ble. 
In non-polar compounds, the linkage 1s a .covalent 
bQnd in which there is no transfer of ele.ctrons but rather 
there is~ a sharing of e.lectrons. Thus, two hydroge.n atoms 
join to t:orlll a hydrogen molecule: 
a· + .H -- H:H or H.-H 
.. - ~- ----· ·- ., 
. . -~· .... ________ _ 
··---- -- -
The two electrons are share<! ~.nd do not belong to either 
atom, but are to be counted for eac}). The bond ts a. very 
s~rong one· and to accomplish the reaction~ 
H2 ....,. 2H 
1)9 
about 100 ,ooo· calories are requ1 red to .dissociate two grams 
of hydrogen. Si,m1Jar bonds are found 1n. fluorine (.F2 ) and 
chlorine (Clz). 
In the cases cited tb.e elements rorm1ng the compound 
are the same and, ther.efore, thelr elec·troneg~tlvlties are 
1dent1cal. Covalent bonds are also formed between carbon 
and hydrogen and many other combinations. In these various 
combinations 
1 
the difference in electronegatfvlt1es 1s not great~ Generally •· ce>valent bonds form . ~tween two elements 
whose elecitronegativ1t1es are e.1ther identical or s1m1lar. 
Thes e elements will be round close together on the per1odi.a 
table. · 
The extreme situations were dlseussed abOve. In 
practice the extremes are appr.(>aohed in a l1~1ted numb~r or c~ses but the c l asslf'ioat1on is still a very useful one. 
There are a large grou.p of oompQunds in wni~h the linkage 
is a covalent bond but they are classified as l2,0lflr ~-
pounds. This 1s the situation wtth HCl gas ana water. . . 
Although there 1s not _complete tralls rer of eleo~rons, there 
is ne ither an equal sharing of electrons.. In H~l th~ 
electronegat1v1t1es or hydrogen and ohlor1ne are d1t. erent 
but the- difference 1s not great~ Tl'lt! electron pair forming 
the bond is situated close_r to the chlorine because t.he 
elec·tronegat1v1ty of. the chlorine 1s gre:l_t-er than tha.t. or 
the hydrogen. The situation can be· sh.own as 
+ H :¢~:-
wher e ·the charges shown are partial charges .• 
W'ater can be shown as 
:0:-
+H •• a+ 
Slmtlarly. 
. as having _artlal 1on1c 
We talk about compounds like these be eharacterlz~d 1ri 
e.haracte.r:, indeed, most compounds c:on exa:nples of th., 
this way. Below are listed some co · ·· 
three types dls.eus sed• 
l 
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IONIC 
NaCl 
KF 
N~;t~S 
~~s~ 
A No.;. g -;) 
Cai2 
NON~POLAB.~ 
c~ 
Br2 
lz 
C6H12 06 { sugarl ~iia<>J (glycerine) 
CCl4 
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~olub111ty will oecur t .or compounds when they ·are 
placed in liquids which have similar structures. SodlWI 
chloride ., therefore, dissolves 1n water. Although water 
is not ionic. it is polar and solub111tY 1s to be ·expected, 
Sodium chloride will not dissolve in carbon tetrachloride . 
because 1 t 1s a non-polar liquid. N1 trogen gas w1ll. riot 
dissolve in water, etc. The .general statements whleh follow 
are 1.. ionic compounds dissolve Jn polar liquids .. 
2. non•polar compo\mds dissolve in non-polar llqu1:ds. 
A special situation occurs when. a polar comp~und dis-
solves in a non-polar liquid. Fo.r example, when HCl gas la 
bubbled through benzene the gas dissolves to some e:xtent 
but the l!Cl does not d1s.soc1ate appreciably into 1ts 1ons. 
In a polar 11qui<i like water the solubilltJ or+HCl 1s. !ery 
great and the resul tlng solution consists or .H ~nd Cl • . 
There . are no HCl molecules present as there 1s .1n the 'ben%ene 
solution. This is verif.led by the rac1; that the water solu-
tion conducts el'ectr1c1 t;y wh.lle the benzene solution does. 
not. 
The melting points and bo111ng points of :on1c com-
pounds are consldera.bl1 higher than th,ose or JlOn s P:~~~c~ies 
polar compounds. Ionic compounds do not ex 1st a . . . . (ex~ept in extreme situations} but rather as c~ys;~~;~~ient 
subs.t.ances. In order to melt a~ 1on1c cornpoun •1.11 
. . . . · t b eak down. the crysta ne 
energy must . be supplied o r ·.. · .. · electtoostat1c attra.,-
structure which is held together by th: The s1 tuatlon wtth 
t1ons or the pos1 t1ve an<i negative-/_on t Alttrou.gh the bOnd 
the covalent compounds is much . dif er~r. ·1 s sirong, .. t .he band 
holding· the atoms togeth.er 1n $ m~leclt 1.8 ,;o "eak that sol1d 
between the . molecules is "6e.ry wea t. room temperatu~ 1. t 1s a 
hydrogen melts at -259·11} C a~d attraction t;>etwe9n th~ h.J:S.ror.en 
gas. There is no electrostat 0 a · d~r waal 's boni &J'ld is 
JD.Olecules. The bond iS called a v:n coyalent mole::uleS. . It 
a very w~ak one wh1Ch exists betwt ~onic. co:npo:.lnis w1ll also 
follows that the bo111.ng po1n1ts to comnou."ldS. be higher than those of cova en · 
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Procedure 
A. .Solub111.ty 
The fol.low1t.l$ S\.lbstanoes· are on the reagent shelf: 
Ionl9: sQdli.lm chloride 
l;>olar: watez'l . methyl alcohol 
Non-Polar: carbon tetrachloride., ~nz-ene 
141 
~ry each sub$tance . w.1th every other one to see whether 
one dissolves in the other. Be~qrd the results in your lab-
oratory note book .. · 
B. Freezing po1t;ltS and boiling points 
Becord in your note book the fr~ez111g points ancd potl1ng 
points . of the f'ollow1ng substances. (T~e value' T.D3Y ... ·be 1n 
any text book. or, better, in a chemistry bandbook.) 
sodium chloride 
potassium bromide 
magnesium. oxide 
methyl alcohol 
water 
9arbon tetrachloride 
C.o Conduction of electricity 
.In testing for cond\lc·tion t;tf electricity a clean 4-1nch 
test tube 1s half filled with the s()lid or liquid to be 
tested. Before pl\lgging 1n the apparatus insert the ·two 
£lean electrodes into the test tube. Now plug in the 
apparliltl.\s.. If the ·bulb l1gb.ts brightly the substance 1s 
a good conductQr; 1.t' 1t glows dimly 1 t iS a poor conductor·; 
if 1t does not glow li1t all it 1s a nol:l-conduotor t)r a very 
poor one • .. Pull the :plug .out_ and re·m-ove_ the ele<;trodes from 
the solution. QQ. ~ allow -~ electrod~s ll . touc;h while 
- current ll flow·itls,. The electrndes are c1ear1ed w1 th a 
stream of distilled water. 
1. Ionic .compound (solid): Fill a small crucible 
about half full with 3 :l mixture of so~1.um chlpr1ds and 
sodium carbonate.. (The purpos~ of the so~1.um carbonate _1s 
to lower the melting point of the sod.iWD chloride.) Test 
the dry crystals to s-ee :tf th-ef conduct the electric cur-
rent. Heat the crucible Ull.t11 the mixture 1s melted and 
place the e leotrod.es mt·o tbe melt. 
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2. Distilled water: Test to see 1f distilled w~ter 
conducts electr1ofty~ c·an. you. account for the result? 
;J. L1q.u1ds: Test to see 1t the f'ol],ow1ng liquids 
conduct electricity: 
methyl alcohol 
carbon te-tt'achlor1de 
be~ene 
4. Water soluti:ons: Test to see · if the followfJ}g 
solutions conduct elect~icity. Se careful to use clean test 
tubes and to wash. tne electrodes before each test. 
sugar 
acetic acld 
chloroacetic acid 
B.mnionlum hydroxide 
hydrochloric acid 
potassium sulfate 
sodium hyd.I'oxlde 
sodium chloride 
D. Effect of chemical reaction on the conduction of electr1o-1ty 
. For every ()Om.binat1on listed, test to see if ea~h of the 
solutions. conducts electricity. Repeat the te.st after mixing 
the two solutions togetner. 
NaOH solution 
Ba.C.l.2 so~ution 
N·iNO, soiut ton 
Na40B solution 
Student Reporp Sheet 
H2S04 soll.ltlon 
H2S04 s<:>lUt1on 
Ni!iOH solution ·H~2H3d2 solution 
·1. Make a general $tateme.nt regarding the: so1ub111ty or 
various types of substances~ 
·2 • Make a general statement regarding the mel~lng and boiling 
points of 1on1c ana mol~.cular compounds. 
3. Why is Jt that ionic compounds do not conduct the e1ectr1c 
current? 
4. Does· distilled wa.ter conduct the electric current1 __ _ 
Explain. 
.5• Why does a solution o'f Hc;l conduct a current better than 
water? 
6. WhY d,oes the acid HCl conduct a current better than the 
acid Acetic Acid? 
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?. Doe·s carbon tetrachloride d Explain. - eon uct the 'tleat·rto our rent t 
8 • . Wr1 te ionic equations for h 
mixing each comb1nat· 1on .... tpe reaetton that 
· · · · ~· art D~ 
9. Did NiNO; conduct? 
Did NaOH conduct? ---
Did the final · solution conduct? 
--- Explain. 
10. \tlhy 1s carbon tetr~chlor1de elaaslrted •• a n~ .... fllolar 
compound? · · •• ,. 
EXPERIMENT VII: THE OASE·ous SfATS 
Pr oxim1:tX 1s a ke-y t(Ord 1n deser1b1ng the dtrfft!"',.r.~u 
between the three states ot matter.-~so114, . U<tul4, ar.~ r.u. Ato~s or ions cannot get closer together thal'l tM7 1\rfl sn a 
solid .• . Even if high pressures a-re applied, tht .,olu• cr 
the . sol.id does ·not decrease to ailf appreciable extent. • . sf)~· 
what the same can ·be said about l1qu1dS. The appHeat 1t-n of 
high pres·sures on most l1q_:u1ds does. not alt'r tt;• ~<ilu:M. 
Evidently, the atoms or tons or a 11q.u1d are .,~ry eln ·ut to~fttt~•r. 
The 1ons in mol·ten NaCl . as we saw 1n the pre•1eut •:xr-.rh•r.t, 
are 01\~Ch freer than in ~.ol1d NaCl, but ne.er the lU_IIt u· . 
pressl1re 1s applied to the melted salt, 1ts ,cluiM vo·.Jld,.r.ot. 
decrease. In contra-st, the molec\.llea or a gas ·~ •ert • ~r 't 
apart• Wh(!n the pre.s~ure on a gas 1a 1neree!e~. t~ .. • -ole .. u.•r 
distance qecreases. If more and m.or' preuu.e t.• •t•U•.!• 
the molecules will get so close _ toretber that th~re •1 Hr·t• 
an attraction arid the gas •ill condense to a Uq.,d4!. n:• 1 
the temp"ratura 18 beloW a certain cr1t1oal •alu•;! •• ;;;:s • 
very much like the condensation of water. or ar.J ... 
metal wh1c.h is dooled. d uquldl-, gatel ar• ,u, 
In comparison to soltds an . 931 t-c ,tu-!1 J•••• 
tc;> describe. · That 1s, 1t 1S rel_at1f'!"whiC~ can llluoUat• 
and formulate mathemati-cal expr~ss1.ole!lenU tt:at wlll ~ ~:•· 
properties· peculiar to gases. The 8 are E:ase• a~ <'~!~r.-n 
cussed. below are those elements vhlCh n carbon 41cxl ~·, •Je. 
tempe·rEi_tu:res, 1 • e • ., hydrogen, n1troge • 
. . sttuat~cn• to &M"l•• at 
It is adv.antageou~ . 11'1 ma~Y . i!!ali~~~ ''' o!' ctre:s .. 
laws .or theories by conslcier1i'lg ant.rlctei tc tl'.t ;:~r~t~•· ... _ 
stances. This approach iS not t!:ri usecl b~ th• tcc.a .. u-'•·· 
and natural sciences. It ha!.. Weber usee . 1~ to Jt~J 
t1st as well. For example, , ..... x 
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eert.ain ~oc1al ·phenomena. He analrzed forms of governments 
by a comparison to an ideal goverll!Jlent. · 
. This is done in the case or gases.. .By ~se of Boyle •s 
Law {PV~k, where )r 1s a constant) at cons~ant temperature 
and Char.l:es·• Law . (V=T· xk) at constant pressure. it 1S pos-
sible to derive an ideal gas equation~ ·pv•nRT, where P is 
Pressure {atmospheres) • V is volume. (liters) • "R ls $ constant 
(0.,08205 liter-atm./degree-mole), T 1s temperature (°Kl, and 
n is. the number of mol·es.. According to k1net1c molecular 
theory, ·tbe equation is valid when the fol.low1ng assumptions 
are acknowledged: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) (4) 
(5) 
The molecules are in constant motion at all 
temperatures above cabsolute zero {-27J°C). 
The molecules move faster when heat 1& 1JUppl1ed 
and the temperature rises. 
The moleoule:s move in straight lines. 
The volume· of the moleeul.es is negligible ln 
c.omparisol.l to the d1stanc~ between. them. 
The.re are no rorc·es or attraction between the 
molecules. 
Slnee the above characteristics dO not define a Real 
gas, it is obvious tha.t otber equations would have to be 
developed. Th1$ had been done and t ·he equations are much 
more complex. Nevertheless. the ideal gas equation t·s ver1. 
useful and has many applicationS. 
In the practical use of Boyle's Law one set of condi-
tions is compare,d with anot.her and ln both situations the 
temperatut'e ls the same. If a gas is at P1 and V1 and. the!l, 
by changing the pres.sure, they become P2 and Vz, the product 
f()r the two PV •s should be equal. 
(1) P1 V1 = P2v2 (T s Cons·tant} 
ln the same .way Charles ' Law can be used as 
(2) T1 = T2 (P ::a Constant) 
Vl vz 
Whe-n p, v, and T chang~ together the two laws can be combined 
.so that, for ex~mple, Vz· can be found by 
(J) V2 :;:: Vl X T-emp. Fra-ction X Press. Practlon 
Whether the fractions acre less than one or greate_r . 
than one depends upon how tlle temperature and press-ure have 
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chaJ3ged and \!POD how each aff'eQts the volume. Th.e Vz can 
also be found by using the ideal .gas equation and knowing T2 
and P2 ·and tne number of moles (m) of gas present. The R is 
a constant which always has the above 
(4) V2 = .nRT? = n .X 0.0820,5 X ~2 
Pz Pz 
value for the units at' T, P, and Vgiven above. 
. . The ideal gas equation can als.o be used to calculate 
molecular weights ot gases because n = number of grams/mol. 
wt. and thfs is substituted into the equation 4 to give 
{5) PV ... ~ 
M 
and calculat.1ng for M 
.(6) M = gRT 
PV 
If in equation (4.) stanfu;ird ccnd1tlons (STP) are sub-
stituted (T = 273 •A; P 2 1 atm.) and n = 1, the value of the 
volume ls 22.4 liters. This means that 1 mole o-r any gas, 
at the ·same teroperatu.re and pressure .. · . will o. ccupy the same 
volume.· At STP cond1t·1ons this volume (22 ... 4 1} is called 
the gram-molecular volume or the molar volume because one 
mole (one gram-molecular weight) of gas · is present. It 1s 
seen, from equation (4), t ·hat any two gases at the same 
T, P, and V will have the same v.alue of n. For gas A the 
equation will be: 
(?) nA = PAVA 
RTA 
For gas B lt will be: · 
(s) ns ;: PavB 
R'l'a 
I·f th$refore PA • PB, VA = v8 , and TA • T13. then it follows that nA -~ na. ··The number of moles or gas eli A af}.d B are th-e 
same. 'l'hls also m:eans that the nu.mber of molec:ules of A and 
of B are the same, because 1 mole of any molecular subst.ance 
contains 6.023 x lo2j molecules of that substance. If the 
substance is a tonic, then there will be 6.02 x 1o2J atoms. 
Tnl;s number 1·s always designated by N and 1s called Avagad.ro 1s 
number. 
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Consider . hydrogen gas t wn1 ch 18 a d1a tomt e •olecule • 
i.e., H2. If there is present one mole or hydrogen ga-s, tnl• 
means that there 1:s 1 gram-molecular weight or hy4rot.en cr 
2. 016 grams and 6.02 x 1023 molecules. The nusber or a toss 
present are 2 x 6.02 x ro2J or l.Z.04 x 102J ator.as. The yolu~ 
that one mole of H2 .occupies. at STP cond1ttons s1 2z.a. Htera 
1s easily determined using the ideal gas •:tuauon. 
·The student should consult ant text or prohle:ll book 
and apply .the above equat1ons 1n practtcal proble~ns .. Vhen 
you do a problem, be sure yo.u understand the oondttlona under 
wblch a partlcular equation 19 used and to know wh1ch unlU 
are necessary before an equation can be applied. 
Procedure 
A. Boyle's Law. 
Allow about JOO ml of water to oQme :o rooll t~llrer-At.ure. 
Set up the Boyle •s Law apparatus as follows • To one r1n«. 
. . . . . · d. · 1·th the open end c:·or.t~t,n-stand mount a burette upside. own w · .· · b• 
ing a one hole rubber stopper with 8 ~1e~:e~rrf!;':t!~.d·~ 
bent to an angle of ninety degrees • no The· runnel and the 
mounted with a long stem glass fut~elith tour reet of rut~r 
piece of glass tubing are conneo e · w 
tubing. 
. . . the water 1nto the fuMel 
W1th the stopcock open, pou:; bure·tte reads 26·27 al. 
until the level. of the water rif1!~ with water. Xou uy nn•• The funnel should be almo~t .. · . 1 to· aohUYe th~Ue cor.i'!1-to adJust the height of the t'l.lf:11 wtt1l the water tn· tn• tlons. .Now raise the funnel s 0 ust pas.t the stopcock; 
burette reaches the burette tiPhe Jrunnel to the ela:;-. H' 
close the S topcoOk and return ~ ette d06S nOt Ch&~ f 1~U.r 
the level of the water in the ~r can nOW' proeoed. to Ytrl. 1 
apparatus does. not leak, and 1° · 
Boyle's Law. 1 tn• 'u.r.:-:•1 
oek and allOW the wat~k :n,i re~o:d 
Now open the st.opc . Close the stope . !hU u 
and the b1.1rette, to level off~ the nearest O.l • 1• ;.u.~e. 
the reading of the burette tetta at atmospnerlc ~~~. ar.~ t~• 
the volume o:f air in the ~~ting barcmetrlc ~!1 th tt:~ tun-Record the reading, the ex Place the ring sta . e turette. 
temperature of the room. eful not to upset ifo the r.e•~·•t 
nel_ on the floor being oar reached. aeasure n., t•o lt'f"lf 
After equil1brlU.'1l has bee~e diStance 'bet"e'~etne• r!l.,ll"~ c11 
mm) wl th a meter stick, t · lue along tt1 tb t · 
of water and record thiS va 
·-- ~- -
- ------------
~ · . ~-· 
·.,: 
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t~e burette. (Was the nressure increased or deorea$e1 ·wh~~ 
the funnel was lowered?) Now place the funrtel r1nt stand on 
the table and _ the burette ring stan~ on tqe floor. fl!easu~ , 
again, ·the distance between the two levels of wat~r a·nd ~cord 
along with the burette r~d1ng. · · · 
Yo~ now have sufficient data to verify. Boyle •s la•-· 
The two P x V values should oo the same, aporo~1mately. 
B:eme!!lber that the dlstance between the two l~v~ls was for a 
column of water and. not a column of mercury. You :nu'!t, 
therefore •· .convert the column of water to -~ colu!!ln or 
mercury l:>Y using the density of mercury,. which ls 11.6 ,-rn!11s 
per lD.l. (The barometric pressure l$ given in mm or m•reury. 
When you d~crease or 1ncrea~e the ?ressure on the ~nol.os~d. 
gas you e1 ther ·subtract or adi this from the ba.ro111•tr\c 
pressure. The units must, therefore, be tl'1~ ~ame. On your 
report you should show the data and the ealeuV~t1ons for two 
values of P ,x V. Repeat the experiment. 
B. Char-les 1 Law. 
A w_. 250 ml. Erlenme.yer flask equipped. -w1 th a s topoe ··, 
glass tube, rubber tube, and pinch clamp, 1s cla-:lped. r1 r!'Jll~ 
in a beaker filled with water. Boil the wa~er 1n th~ ooak~r 
tor 5 mlri. Re~o.ra the temperature of the bo1l1ng. wat~r R.9 T~ 
( 0 A}. While the water 1s stlll bo111pg, close th~ ptnch _ . 
ela·mp. _ Remove the _flask and com_pletelJ S\,lbmerge lt (lne~~i· 
· . . d 1 ,) in a trough .full of wn .. . ~r. ing the rubber s-topuer an c a'llp _ . ~ , ... fac• . Q! ~ ... ~ w!)t-:r. 
Cool,. then open the pinch clamp . un_d-et1t · .. JUiowet tn~nask After water ha$ ent~red the flask, ~aiseeo·~al to thf w'it~r 
so that the water level in the flas 9- . -~ while th" !'ll's'k 
level tn the trou·gh. Close t}le pinch el~~~e or th~ 'ffater 1n 
is 1n this position. Reoor.d the tempera · · · 
the trough as T2 ( 0A). 
. water 1n the flask ·ty pour-
Measure the volume .of the · d ·re-co,..~ th1 s val u~-. 
1ng 1t 1nto a graduated cyl1nier an and r~~lace th~ step!'!!!!". 
Fl;ll the flas),< completely with kai!rthe vol~~e cf a1r 'n tt':-. 
TJ:te \lfater remaining 1n t.tte flas bdiUn w3 t'!~. ~'!-a-su~ u~:_' 
flask at the temperatu!"e of the --. d t~e- M·ro~tr1!) p~e3s.u . ~. 
volume and record 1 ts value. Recor · 
. d·ata to v~r1fY Cha!"!.;s' ~,w. 
You now have sut"qc1ent · ShoW the .13 ·" 8 .. .. 
T/ ... ld 1;,..ft the sa!tle. . -. . . t•• .. t The two . V values shou 1,;-"J:;' - es 3e?e$t t~-= exp~!" ... . ·· • 
the calculatlons ror the two valu ·' 
-- .. --.. 
. .... . . ~- ' . 
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Student Report Sheet 
A. Boyle 1 s Law 
-B. 
c .. 
1. Why should you allow the wate't'. to oome to rO<l• 
temperature? 
2. 
J. 
4. 
:5. 
6. 
Why (3,.1:>es the water in the funnel and tht buroeue 
lev~l off when the stopcock 111 opened? · 
Was the pressure tnareased when the twmel wu 
lowered? 
What are the u.rt1ts tor the constant (PV • k.U 
Wh~t are the llm1ttit1ons or Boyle'• .Lawf 
Pl ot the following ~ta on graph paper and l\lln~ lt 
in with. the report sheet: 
Pressure (mml Volume (eel 
--76ij 10~0 
840 9.0 
950 6•0 
1080 1·0 
Charles• Law 
l. 
2 .. 
J. 
4. 
S· 
Why is the wat~r boiled? 
. · ·4 whtle tn:e ... t-.r- " 
'Why 1$ the pinch clamp cl~~eu not ~11 '""' 
p0111ng rather than when 
the rlask?. Why does water enter ·· 
1 tl':.e sa.:41 '~'hy· do . t the water le•~ • 
"' you -wan . ···· 
. . ·. . . . on. graph pa~r an:\ 
Plot the following da:et: · 
in with this report 6 · 
0 
10 
lS 
20 
2.~ 
JO 
lpl 
'15 , / ._ ... o. 
What. was the purpose 
,rper·---··--
of doing an 
i 
t 
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t 
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EXPERIMENT VIII: DIFFUSION OP CASES 
The fact that gases diffuse thr h- h . · · 
a common place observation that e-v~r 0~~g e t e • t 201Phtr-• U 
ai.d of hls s·ense of smoll If·· r·· .. "/ xperleneu With tt:e 
1 
"" • ·• • or exupll, .cuphn .. 11 ph~•~ 
n. one corner of a room, 1t can be det~oted ln en~1 pll:-t or 
the room w1 thin a relatively short t1D1e. The an~ wH 1 oc()l!r 
witb other substances such as hydrogen ault1de atoonu 
chlorine,. etc. ' · · • 
A gas or vapor that dltfus~s through the • t~o•pl\._re 11 
hindered by. the molecules 1n the a1r. The gaseout aol•~ul•• 
collide with the alr molecules and the1r •eloo1t1 l• d-.ortt6" .. ~. 
·With no air molecules present, the gas would han a au;,~ 
greater ve1oci ty. This can be shown by the tol\Olttr~: 4 
capsule of bromine on the bottom ot a .rlatlc 1t brolctn wl th 
a glass rod and after f:Ome time the red .. brOlfn ,aport: -o! 
bromine are seen throughQUt the flask. In a thlhr rla•lr 
the air is removed by suction and when the _capault t•. ~:t'>k•n 
the vapors are seen throughout the flask w1th1n a rr•ot.on or 
a second. 
. The Kinetic ,Molecular Theory ot gas~s IMk:t• U P~!t\ble 
to derive an important equation wnlch relates th• P11111i· • 
and volume of a gas to the k1net1c energy or ~he- K.ol•~...a ••· 
The· equation is 
PV = 2/'J K. E. 
. . . · . molec ult 11 1/Z. .,..,1• 
Since the average kinetic ener~ P~~ of tht •olt:ule, U 
where M is mass and V .is the ve oc 1 sa:M· te%p$:"&-.1.1:"1• h: 
w111 be the same for all gases a~ th~ght hani au• u ccr.n.ar.t 
the above equation, there fore, t e ~ihle tr01:1 tt• al>OYe ••~· 
and tnls is Boyle's Law. It 1S posthe yelocl.tJ of·• ~u .~'1 
t1on to derive a relation in whtcn oth-r gas u tnell':'l. li .•ft 
be calculated .i f the velocitY of =~ 41irere~-t guts ar•.-u~• ~ 
t he pressure and temperature of ! are equal to tte lr.!• · •• c. 
same, the ra tip of the velocitie ot the two gaua. ...r.e 
the s quare roots- of the a~ndttes · 
mathematical re~atton ls 
' 
J 
~ 
l 
f { 
t 
i 
i 
\ 
,........_..-.-· -· . . · .. - . ·---·------...,........ _________________ _ 
molecular ·weights may be su.bs-t1tuted tor the «•n• • _ 
Qualitatively the eq.uat1on s1mpl;r statea that u u .. n~ • 
travel fa_ster then heavy 1110lecules· whlon 1D.tulttcl!'\& 1•~••1 ·•h• quite reasonable. • '' '• • 
Procedure 
_ Calculate the ratio of the welght• of H:l tnt •u • 
Repeat the experiment so that you han ttu"tt r.tlo utt..~•. 
The velocity of the molecules -and the dta·tanG .. t~•1 ,.,..,. 
travelled are in the same ratio. The abou e1u~t-~o" a., 
there-fore be written: as 
-~. !I 
Dz Kl 
where D is the distance travelled and ft 1·• th• ·•t)l•o;ahf' 
weight. 
The_ a __ pparatu_s. consists- or a gla•• _ktube1•t--~--~_,.~0 •. ~·,.: 1 , •• . . . di t tWO ~OJ' I W n .. ' • • - "' . •- • ~ long and about 1 em • . 1n ame er, . ___ _ ,. otton- Hu• aull• 
in the small end, and a small atllount o. o - • 
able a means o'f mrk1n_g the gla$s tube. 
. d . 'n111 can tot d~n• t1 
Be sure that the tube _u 1'1• t wlth -a b&U or aottt•• 
heating 1·t gently and swabbing 1t ou on ea~-h cork &1'A· t~ -~-~ 
Place a paper disc and straight ptn nd to tht ot~4r a14 ~4"•· • 
add some cone. HCl w1 th a dr.opper :-s or the tu~ a,t t~• ••M 
Na40H. ·Place both corks 1n tho egbs-er•• where ~· r.u• 
time and make note o.f the time. ot& th& tlM 1D u:~,r.i~ .,_~,_ 
deposit forms • make a roar-k and n two cork• ar.j t~• ~ eu ·•· 
Measure the d:lstanoe betweenft~~e curks. (How .wo-u•4 ... !;*t :.. 
from the ~white ring to one ~th a cnang4! 1n _u•r•"::.-..~ ,f)t 
expect the time to change w · e that t.he \.\1~ ,.• a. ue., 
this two more times makil'lg sl1rl. eulaUM th• .. h~ ~ til•~~··' d be f h After oa . . · . per ct!':t tn ... •· ry .·. ore eac .run. lculate the 1 ucn get an average value and ca. thiS use tr.t rt- • · 
in your measurements • To dO ·· • i slut ' 1::: 
1"'2!_ )hf_ '--
~tudent Report S}le&t. 
1. Average 
Average 
Average 
tal value ... c-., l e 
-
j 
! 
I 
~J 
.. ·---·-- .. - --~~~ . 
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2.. The veloclttes of the molecules · ·. · 
the distances they have travelle:re ~ha th@t. •a• r.a.Uo •• 
ratio as you d;etermlned 1t in th. \ b... t la the •••rag• 
What is your .% error? e a orator,.? ----
). How would you expect the time (a.bove) to h ·· 
change in temperature? Explain, c ange val\ a 
4 •. If _the ratio of 'the weights- or the moleeulu or two hypo .. 
thetlcal gases, A and B. 1s 2 to 1, where woul4 th• · 
deposit be formed 1n a tube 100 CM. long? Show how 1ou 
arrive at your answer. · 
EXPERIMENT IX: THE MOLAL VOLUME OP OXl'~El' 
Theoretically, any gas could be used to c!eter~~lne the-
value of the molal volum~, but practical cons1~eraUcns au:t't. 
be recognized. Oxygen is eas111 prepared rr011 che:~le·all 
which are cheap and easily accessible anct 1 t haa the- c!esl rab.h 
physical property of being relat1vel)' 1nsol&able 1ft t'At•r• 
It is evident t-hat a spee1no numbe~ or lt"alll of an 
oxygen oonta1111ng substance will yield a spectOo yolu• of 
oxygen on decompos1t1on. The substance us~d wst deeo:1~os• 
under the heat of a bunsen burner and rteld s1m;'llt proi;.aot.(a) 
plus oxygen. :.For example; 
2Hg0 - 2 Jlg + Oz 
2KC10J ......,. 2 KCl + )Oz 
·. . .. It 1s. relat1vel7 easy to. ca~cul~~~g t~t ~~~:~.0~-~=~.ui. 
of oxygen _produced. lf, for examP • • · d . 1 (olt ""': 
then the amount of oxygen can be calculate a · 
X ·g 20 g 
2Hg0 _.,... 2Hg + Oz 
2(216.6)g ' 2 ( 
x ~ J2 x zo • l. ~-~ or Oz nil6.~ 
~--·-- .. ----[ l 
I 
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V = 22.4 x l/5/J2 = 0.105 liters 
'l,'h1s volurne oould have also been calculated from the 
stoichiometric equation as follows: · 
20g 
2Hg0 . _. 
2(216.6)g 
X 1 
2Hg + 02 
22.41 
1.52 
X 
22.4 
X = 22.4 X 2.0 -= O.lOJ liters 
2(216.6) 
'!'he 22 .4-11ters follows from the fact that 1-mole or any gas 
at the same condlti ons or ~·" V, a:nd T bas the same nutri'ber of 
molecules, i.e.~ 6.02 x 10 "'• (See Experiment· VII.) 
From an experimental point ot view it w9ul<l be d1f-
.f1cult to oQnduct the experiment at STP conditions. · It would 
require that the flask and beaker be kept at 0°C and that the 
pressure on the oxygen be ?60 mm of Hg. It ls muc.h easier, · 
therefore, to conduct the experiment at ro.om temperature 
(usually about zsoc) and at the existing barometric pressure, 
and then,: from your results, calculate to STP conditions. 
Tl_?ls can be done by combinlllg Boyle's and Ch.Srles ,. Law.s. 
(see Expe.riment Vll ... ) 
·Procedure 
Place in a dry test tu~ (6-inch) about 1 -gram o-r dry 
potass ium chlora t .e and about 0.2 g_ram of manganese dioxide. 
Caution: Do not allow these substances to c-ome 1n contact 
with paper or rubber. Be s·ure that when Y9U place the sub-
stances in the· test tube none .remains on the sides of' the test 
tube. · · 
M.ix the materials tntlnia tel7 (not wl th a mortar and 
pestle:; do not grind], place 1n the test tube and weigh the te~t tube on the analytical balance {see the tnstructor) to 
the nearest o.OOlg. Record th1$ weight. Set up your apparatus 
as f _ollows: Place the test tube on a rliJg stand at an angle 
of about. 2.0 degrees wlth the table top. Place a 1000 ml~ 
Florence flask, filled with water .and supplied w1th a. two hole 
rubber st.opper, about one fo.ot from the test tube. About one 
f'oot to the right of the flask place a 600 m.l. beaker on the 
table. The test tube 1s connected to the flask by means of 
seven millimeter glass tul;:)ing--which is just below the one 
ho1e rubbe·r stopper in. the test tube artd just below the 
stopper in the f'lask. Thl$ piece of tubing 1s referred to 
r ; 
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as tube A... Another piece of glass tubing extends from the 
'bottom of the flask to the beaker w1 th a rubber tubing and 
pinch clamp some where 1n between, preferably closer to the 
beaker., This is referred to as tube B. Tbe tube in. the 
beaker lies below· 50 ml. of water wh1c.h 1s in the beaker. 
Disconnect tube A from the test tube, fill the flask 
with water, siphon water to fill tube B and clos.e the pinch 
cl.amp. Ref'111 the flask, place 50-ml. of water in the beaker 
(be sure that the tip of tube B. is below the surface and 
reopen the pinch clamp. Raise· the beaker so that the water 
level 1n the beaker is even with the water level in the flask 
and then close the pinch clamp. Now the pressure inside th.e 
flask is equal to the pressure outside the flask. Measure 
the amount of water in the beaker. 
Put the test tube in position and with the beaker in 
positl .on open the pinch clamp. (Have the instructor check 
your apparatus before proceeding.) Heat the test tube strongly 
until about 'half the water bas been driven into the beaker. 
In the meantime- be sure that the tip of the delivery tube 
staya beneath the surface of' the water. When the test tube 
reache_s room temperature raise the ])eaker to allow water to 
siphon back in:to the flask 1n order to equalize the pressures 
as abo.ve. Finally, he>ld the beaker so that its water level 
and the water level in the f l ask are the same. While the 
beaker i.s in this position, close t.he pinch clamp and lower 
the beaker-. Measure the volume of water in the beak.er and 
record as the volume of oxygen .formed by the decomposition 
of KClO~ -· Remove the test tube, weigh to ·the nearest milli-
gram, ana record the weight. Measure the temperatl.lre of the 
water and record it together with the barometrle pressure. 
Do a second trial using the same mixture ilt the test tube. 
From your dat a calculate the weight of a liter of dry oxygen 
a .t STP and the molal volume of oxygen. 
Student Remon Sheet 
1. Transfer the data from your laboratory notebook to the 
following table: 
RUN I BUN II 
Wt. of test tube + KCl01 + Mmo2 : Wt. of tes·t tube + resiaue after heatlng: 
Wt- of oxygen-: · ---
Volume of water collected: 
Barometric Pressure: 
Temperature: 
Vap9r Pres.sure oC wat-er: 
__ ....... ......... ------·- ·-
I . 
·; 
!: 
I 
! 
I 
! 
L_ 
~·--· · · · · · 
Volume of oxygen -corrected to S~P: 
Volume oecupled by 1 g• ~ at STP: 
Volume occupied by 1 mole 02 at STP! 
Average 
% Error 
154 
HUN I RUN II 
2. What effect will the f'ollowing have· on: the experimental 
value for the volume occupied QY 1 m·ole of oxygen? 
Explain. . - · · · 
a) A bubble of air was contained. in t .ube B but -.,as forced 
out during the experiment. 
b) A student completed the experi:ment wi.thout waiting 
for the test tube to cool after the heating. 
c) A catalyst was used which itself evolves oxygen on 
being heated. 
d) Pb02, which ~lso decomposes into oxygen on heating, 
was used instead or KC103_. but the student thought it was KClO_}• 
e) A compound that decomposed to give off N2 was used 
ins-tead of KClOJ, but the student thought it was 
KClOJ• 
EXPERIMENT X: OXIDES AND THEIR BEACTIONS 
Water is generally· studted independently because- o~ 
its unique role as the medium 1n wntch many reactions occur. 
Ver:r often lt is one of the reactants in wat~r-solution 
chem1s tr:r • But water is an mtld.e of hydrogen which iS 
sfmila~r- in some resp~cts with the. oxide of sodiwn {Na2 0) and yet similar in other respects with, oxides like so3 and C02• 
Oxides are cl~ssLfl.ed as ionic, molecular and those 
oxides that form extensive. covalent structures s uch as 
silicon dioxide (SiOz) ·and. selenium dioxide (Se02). The 
ionic and molecula.r oxides are a speol:fic group of compounds 
(See Exper"lm~n.t VI). Thererore~ ionic o.xides will be formed 
wl th .oxygen (-electro1legat1 vi ty .of J. 5) and an e lee tropos lti ve 
element.. Molecular oxides are formed with oxygen and ele-
ments of fairly high electronegativity, i.e., a . non-metal. 
An ionic· qxtde does not exist as independent molecules, but 
rather, l l .ke NaCl, has a crystal lattice. A molecular oxide 
exists as independent molecule s 1n the same way- that ammonia 
gas (NH3 ) does. 
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The electronegat1v1ty of hydrogen is about 2.1, it 
may be placed in GrOup lA or 7B of the Periodic t'a't)1e, and, 
genera-lly it exhibit$ a va1ence of +1. Theref-ore~ one of its 
most common compounds with oxygen is H2~ and it is -polar .and 
is :responsible f'or its wide use as a solvent :tor inorganic 
compounds~ 
Because .of the large difference in electronegat1v1t1es 
or .hydrogen and oxygen, one molecule of water exerts con-
siderable influence on the relatively positive hydrogen atoms 
of neighboring water molecules. This force is an electro-
static one and is strong enough to constitute a bond betwet!n 
the molecules.. This is a bydtoe;en .122n!l ~nd 1s shown by the 
following: 
H H 
r 1 
,o, . ... o... .. .. o, 
H H' H' H 
The hydrogen atom does not lie .midway between the two oxygen 
atoms since the two bonds are very d1f"fe~n:t 1n strength. 
The hydrogen bond is much weaker than the covalent bond. 
This association. of water molecules has great effect 
upon thE!! physical propert!~s of water. This 1it; seen in th~ 
fQllowlng data: 
Meltlng Point 0c 
0 
-82e9 
-64 . 
-48 
Boil1pg Point 0 c 
1 ·00 
-59.6 
-42 
- 1.8 
Because of the eTectrostat1o origin of the hydrogen bond, 
only the most ~lectroneg~tive atoms--fluorine, oxygen, 
nitrogen--form these bonds. 
. 'l'he reasons that water 1s so effective in dissolving 
salts are that it has a very high d1electr1o; constant a:nd 
its molecules tend to combine with ions to form hydrated 
ions. Both of these properties are due to the large el.eotr1c 
dipole moment of the water molecules. (An ele-ctric dipole 
moment occurs anytime there is a separation of positive and 
negat.1ve charge tn the mo1eaul·e .) 
Solid magnesium ·ox.1de Is an 1on1c oxide and, therefore, 
a crystalline substance. When 1 t is brought 1n contact with 
____ ........ ____ _ 
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water, the crystal lattice 1s destrored because of the high 
dielectric constant of water. Mg(OH)2 is formed, the Mg-0 
bond . is ~~oken, an(! the tnagne_s1um ion is hydrated to give 
Mg(H20)6 • The hydroxyl ions produced give the solution 
lts basic ch~racter1st1cs. When a mole.cular oxide, 1.e., 
C02; is passed into wate·r, car-bonic acid is formed whose 
structure 1s 
o· 
n 
c 
H-0' 'o-H 
In 1;h1s case the 0.-H bonds are broken and the hydr.oge~ ions 
produced give the solution its acidic charaotertstic_s. 
Procedure 
A. Metail1o Oxides:. Take a samp-le (size of a grain of rice) 
or each of the following · oxides, place in test tubes., hea:t 
for about . two minutes and cheek for the presence of oxygen 
with a splint; mercuric oxide (HgO). zinc oxide (ZnOl, 
cupric oxide (CuO), magnesium oxide (MgO) 1 lead oxide (PbO), 
magane-se- oxide (Mn02) and red lead. {Pb304J. 
n·o not heat the oxide lo~ enough to cause the glass 
t;o $Often and the oxide to stick to the glass. Record your 
resul,ts in your notebook. From the formulas • calculate the 
percentage by weight of oxygen 1n each oxide., Is the-re any 
relation-ship between the percentage by weight of oxygen and 
the ea.s·e by which the oxides decompose? Consult a handbook 
and record the melting points of the oxide.s. 
B. Reactions Between Oxides and Water. 
1. Take a sample (size of a grain of rice) of eac}l of the 
·rollow1 ng oxides t place it in the center .of a watch glass t 
drop water on it fr-om a m~dlclrte dropper and test the 
resUlting solution with. litmus paper: aluminum OJtide 
(Al2o3), baril.lm oxide (BaO) • calcium oxide {CaO), 
magnesium oxide (MgO), manganese dt,oxl.de (Mn02) and 
phosphorous pent oxide (P2o5 ). Clean the watch glass 
arter each test and record results. 
2. Obtain samples of sulfur, carbon (charcoal) and r-ed 
phosphorus (about half the s 1ze of a grain of rice). 
Do not m·ix these samples. A deflagrati"ng spoon w1 th a 
card board square pierced lnto the handle may be used to 
l. 
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ignite the ~ample. Ignite the phosphorous and hold the 
burning sample 1n a, gas bottle that c,ontains a tl,al'f~.1neb 
layer of' water.. Close the top of' the bo.ttle wl th .card 
board square. When the burnlng stops, shake the gas or 
the smoke in the bot·tie with the water. Remove the spoon 
and check the water with 11 tiDUs paper. Repeat with · · 
sult"ur and carbon. Record the results. Make a table . 
in which you class1:fy the oxides :re>u te$ted under three. 
headings: (1) acid t"orm1ng, (2) base forming, (J) no 
reaction with water. 
C. Reaction of an Oxide. Hollow ou.t a piece of charcoal 
near one end and make a depression about 1-cm. wide and 5-
orn •. deep. .Fill th.e depressio-n with cupric oxide (CuO) • and 
heat 1 t with a bunsen flame while at the same time blowing 
through a blow pipe. A blow pipe 1s . us.ed to supply :excess 
a1r necessary to attain a su:fficiently hlg.h temperature. 
D. Reactions of Peroxides. 
1. Place about 0 .. 5-g (use ~ rn:ther ~. more) of 
sodium pe-r~~1de (Na202l in a s.rz. test tupe, add a few 
drop$ or water and test 'for the evolution of C)xygen. 
As more water is added, what happens to the material? 
Test with litmus paper. · 
z. Place approximately 10-ml. of J% hydrogen peroxide 
(Hz02) ·in a test .tube and add .a small amount o:f MnOz. 
Test the gas which is evolved with a glowing splint. 
Student Reoort Sheet 
1. Write a balanced equation f'or each oxide in Part A that 
gave off oxygen. 
2. Write a balanced equation for each oxlde in Part Bl that 
reacted with t~ater. 
J. Write balanced equations for the i gnition of suTfu.r and 
phosphorus. 
4 . Does the oxide of sulfur g.ive an actd solution? 
Explain. 
5. Write a balanced equation for th.e reactl.on that occurs 
1n Part c. 
a. Which reactant is the oxidizing agent? __ _ 
b. " • • • reducing • ? __ _ 
c. " • • reduce/d? __ _ 
d. • • • oxidized? 
·;:t1 
. ! 
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6. Wrl te a balanced eqtiatlon for the reaction in Part Dl (consult ·text). 
1. Write a balanced equation for the reaction 1n Part D2 (consult text). 
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8. On the basis of' this experiment make a general . statement 
about metallic oxides. · 
9. On the bas.1s of this experiment make a general statement 
about non-metallic oxides. 
EXPERIMENT XI: HIDBOOEN 
The hydrogen molecule is the simplest example of a 
covalent mOlecule. (See Experiment VI.) The electronic 
str~c·ture Is written as H:H. · By the study 'or tts spectrum 
and by quantum mechanical calculatl.ons 1 the hydrogen 
molecule. ls plctured with the 2 electrons moving. a.bout 1n 
the region of the two nuclei. The ~ot1on ot the electrons 
is largely concentrated in the :region betwee~ the two 
nuclei and the two electrons held 'Qy both atoms constitutes 
the bond. 
We have seen that there is strong tendency for ele-
ments. to either gain or lose electrons and th~rel)y acqutre 
the $t~'l:>le e1ect:ron ~On,figuration of the near~st inert gas. 
For ex~mple, the -sodi~ti) atom lo·ses one electron to a~ta1n 
the configuration o.f neon; the chlorine atom .gains an 
electron to become like argon. Thls same tendency operates 
in the formation of m·oleoules .containing covalent bonds. 
The hydrogen atom can take on an electron to form the . hydride 
ion (H: -} as l in the salt sodium hydride (NaH) • But 1t can 
also achieve the helium structure by sharing 1ts electron 
w.ith another hydrogen atom. The shared electron palr is 
counted first for one atom and then ror the other. There-
fore, each has the helium s·tructure. 
. In sol\ltion- hy~rogen generally exls~s as the +1 ion 
which 1s hydrated {HJO ). and called hydronium ion. It has 
been demonstrated (see Experiment IV) .that so~ metals 
react with hydronium ion to evolve hydrogen gas: 
Zn + 2HJO+ - Hz + Zn++ + 2Hz0 
It was also found that some metals, 1.,e., copper, do not 
unCiergo this reaction,. lt 1s evident that the mstals 
reactive power (or activity) could be compared on the basis 
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of their activity with hydronium 1<'n• This has been done 
a:nd the activi-ty of metals is quite variable ·. It 1s con-
venient to arrange the metals in the C>rder of declining 
~tb1~. .· 
Ac"t1 vltv Series of the More Common ·Metals 
P'otass1um 
Calcium 
Sodium 
tfagpesium 
~luminum Zinc · ·· 
Iron 
Tin 
Lea.d 
Hydrogen 
Copper 
r-tercury 
Silver 
Gold 
K 
Ca 
Na 
Mg 
Al 
Zn 
Fe 
sn 
Pb 
H 
Cu 
Hg 
Ag 
Au 
1S9 
In gen~ral, metals l"ith low ionization potentials ~lid 
small e~ectronegat1"{1 tl~s have large+activ1 ties. rrhose 
~etals above twdrogen react with a3o 1n dilute solutions Qf ac.1ds ·to li'berate H2 • Tnose l:>~low htd.rogen are not r.n~fflel~iltl.y 
active to do so. A.• metal can react with allJ 1on lying below 
it in the ser·tes. This zinc atom will .react with copper loris 
according to the roll owing equation: 
Zn + Cu++ ~- Cu + Zn++ 
. . Metals 41rrer 1n the numbe; or electrons which their 
atoms lose l'fhen reacting with H:30 • For example, consider 
the fe>llotdng equations: · 
Na + . H 3ot - Nat+ + Hz 0 + H (l) Mg + 2liJO+ ~ Mg+++ + 2H20 + 2!1 (2) 
Al + JH.30 ~ ·Al · + JH20 + JH (J) 
.+ 
In each case the metal is reduc.lng the HlO • The met.~ls are 
~herefot'e redue1l".g agents and the-y ·l..Q.§§. ~leetrons. In the . 
above equations 1 mole (l .... gram mole.ou~ar weight) of met~l 1s 
usf3d,, but they do not react -with. the sa~ number of H10 . • 
Lets re\'f'r1te the equations by dividing equations (1) by 1, 
(2) by 2, .and (JJ by J. · 
Na + 
Mg+ 
Al + 
+ H30 -.. 
H3o;-
UJO --
Na+ -+ HzO + H (4) 
Mg•· ++ + H20 + g ( 5} Al+++ + H20 + H (6) 
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We now have 1 mole of H o + reaet1 . . . Uo 
the mol.es of metal al'e ~ot tha ,,: 1n •aoh tq:.attt ta. ~ 
the metfll ,_ we have in (4) 23 g· or k In ttnaa c! 1~, et 
g of Mg and in (6) 2?/) ... 9 g or Al. • ;n (~) ~"•llll • u.u O:f 2) g of Na, 12.16 g of Mg and 9 .· he rthO\f'#. u~a·nt: ... It should be· note<l that THESE ABE i~~E~lAl, :!'e ~~~;~~~··~• 
Na, Mg, . and Al. lt should also be · ·. ·· VAl.!~v .. oJr • . , ,., 
discussion that: · ••ldent trOtS t'1'A rcNC•lAW 
.Eq •. 'Wt. c G. At. Wt.lnlenoe 
Procedure 
A. Recall the reaction of sodium, p()ta••tus, ·aft! .. ltt• 1a 
water as performed 1n Experiment' IV. VrUt tl'&UIOM 
illustrating the reactions Which to~k pltot. 
B. Reactl.on of metals with ao1~s. Plaot 10 al. or 4Sl•t• 
HCL (2M) in se-veral test tubes. Add a ·l~ll-ll rt~~ .·tt~· ft., •• 
one test tube. Note the vigor or the reaotl"D L"t1 wttH• •~ 
reaction 1$ still taking pla'ee, hold an ln~4rU4 ~lt?~r '"''· 
tube directly over the ot).e with the reaa-Uon. At't•" •~.' 
15 seconds., place the mouth or th.e ttoond tA•t t~ablt '' ,.V!• 
flame of a bunsen burne·r ·... Reoord 'lout' <,.Oitrnu~, • ·• 'Z. 
out . similar tests using Zn.:. Fe, Sn, and C\1- 1n tn• tul •• 
wlth HCl. 
('"AU'l'•:t: f_,.. •~toe 
c. Labor~tory preparation or hydroge~. "' ~.. -~· J:1 
seen one property of hydrogen wh1c)h A:,Jc 41.~at r•~"'''t-~ •• BR~NG A FLAME N.S4fi THE OENEBA'l'OB. _ 1 · vH?: a t•' .._~!• 
follows: Eq_U:\p a ~50 ml. Erlenmerer ~~::lrto t!)t ~t\~ •f 
rubber stopper, 8 f't1nnel ext~nd1ng1!!a tu':lr,g nt•!-..~~ t4 : .. , the flask and a right angle bent g to th1l ,uu t•~~w. 
below the rubber stopper..- Attaeh~dlect ot Jl't.l t·~~~~ .n~ 
thro.ugh a rubber conne.otton,. 11 a P lnet1 4tl~• ~!">·~ •. t~ 
thirty degree bend a. t one e.n.d a.'1d • . n 9'!,.. '!"n u ~.··~·. •-- · · • ~. 
· · · t the other e.,... ttt:~ •. •-
the oppos1 te d1reot1on, a . · ·.·· . te"" trcUih ·«: tM · • · ·· · 
be made long enough to reaeh a ~a th• trout"• 
reach j,nto a. gas bottle plaeed n .· -•· t ""...,. 
tlld .1-M •· · . • . 
. 1 ~ 1 n th• .· . ·. ,. . , . -·• • J • 
. . Place 8 g of mossy z n tstle tu~ 0'",:. ~.;..~. • f~ 
water to cove:z:- the end Qf t~~ thPoUr 40'W11 t~; ;~~~· •·'··•• 
WRAP A TOWEL AROUND THE FLA •. 1n1~ )0 ill· 0 • ... . • 
ml. at a time, a solutton conta 
an<i 1 ml. cuso4 • . . . 1 1 u .1 ~ -'-• ti111 -~ .. · ... ,~'! ,. 
1185 o•~r . . ..~·· r.::, • The 'first gas . whieh ~~t l 11t!l. o! rt!" •· 
a1r and hydrogen.. After ab 
I 
I 
I. 
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(}Ollec·t two bottles of the re$ult1ng gas by wate-r displace-
ment.. Leave the bottles mouth dOwn un:til you are r~ady to 
use tnem. 
Botti~ 1. Test for pure hydrogen us.ing a candle 
attached to a long prile. 
Bottle 2. Apply tt, mouth downwa~d, to a beaker of 
air", mputb upward., Keep them in this position for 
several minutes. ·Then touch the· c.andle to each 
opening. Record your observations. 
D. Properties or Hydrogen. 
P·our the liquid out of the generator, leaving the 
un.rea.cted z1no. Add more zinc 1:f needed. Alter the apparatu$ 
above as f<:>:Uows: Remove the s .econd piece ot tubing and 
replace with a calcium chloride drying tube. By means of a 
one hole rub'ber stopper and a short piece ot glass tubing 
connect the drying tube to three-quarter 1ncb glass tubing 
about six inches ln lell.gth. Some copper oxld,e is placed in 
the. eent:er of this tube. A piece .of glass tubing* w1 th a 
ninety degre.e bend, is attacl1ed to the slx inch tube by means 
·or a one hole rubber stopper. The end of this tube ~s con-
stricted so that the opening ,!s app~.oximately one millimeter 
in diameter. 
Generate hydrogen for 2 min. to cl'ear the apparatus of 
a1r bef'ore heating the copper oxide. Heat the oxide while 
the PUre hydrogen 13 pass·1ng over it. What changes do you 
observe? · 
Stud,en~ R~port S}le~ 
1. Write balanced equations for the reaction of water with. 
.sodium, potassium, and calcium. 
2. Classify the sootals Zn, ·Fe, Sn,. and Cu as active or 
Inactive on the basis of your observations 1n Part 8. 
). Write ba.lanced equations for reactl.on that occurred in 
·Part B. 
4. It is· a curious f'act that pure z1nc will not react 
vigorously w1 th ac.ld and that metallic copper will 
catalyze the reaction. Wh~;t has this to do with the 
use of a copper . sulfate solution in Part C? Write any 
pertinent reac.tions. 
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6. 
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Ut 
Why was zinc chosen as the metal r· . . 
hydrogen 1n Part C? or geMr•~lnc th• 
Why was the calcium chloride tubo used 1n Part D' 
Write the r.eactfon that occurs between e 0 -1 H 
A.. Which is the reducing. agent? u · ar. .z• 
B. Which is the oxidizing agent? 
C. Which is oxidized? -
D. Which 1s .reduced? 
-------
8. Wri ~e balanced equatlons tor the react1Qn of hJ4rc~tQ 
with Fe3o4 , wo3 ,. MgO, and ZnO. 
EXPERIMENT XII: ACIDS AND BAS~S 
Acids and bases are ge~erally defined tltMr tn un.e 
of electrons or protons. The nrst is rererre4 to •• tt.t 
.Lewis' system and the second as the Bronstsd statt:a. -:t.• 
Brom$ted system 1s especially oo}'lvenlent wh~n tM •ol•tr.t. 
is water .and. when the reacting specles contain h74regtn. 
Xhls system will be discussed below. 
An acid and base 1s de!1ned in teru: er trot sau particle~ 1 ~e. , the proton (H ) • By def'1n1 tl on, t~•~r c:-•, 
an a~1d is a molecular or 1on1o substance tro:a whi· .. h prot.o!\1 
can be detached. For example: 
HCl - · H! + c1: (l) 
HAc ~ H + Ao (2) 
l.· •t 1"!\r'o · · H"l d1Uoe a .. J "!.,-., 
The. single arrow 1nd1catill8 that the ·~ .· en 0~ a:t~.1: a:~~ 
the double arrow ind1cat1~ that dtssol!a~; tM an" e~~.~· :· ~~­
UIAc) is incomplete. lf we h~d a bai\on ror=e! tn ~~clttt!~~ 
tl.on of HCl and HAc, the amount of . on (1). !"!\U c'~ . ;-
(.2) would be a lot less ~han in e~1,1a.tl the ccr.~u:u:o.!t ~~ ... 
shown in a qualitative way by oh~..,kinglm•nt 11. ~ ~r:" ·• • 
the tw-o solutions as was don: 1n Experatin a~?Jtt cf .H 1:~ 
ness of the light. indicates .. he compar 
in both cases. . ...... 
· dsflr.tt :~~ •·· • ·; 
Equatio.ns (1) and (2) aot.uali} tak~s plt.:t ~~ Jr'·!'• 
way Arrhe.nius did in 1887. Stnoet!~n .,a'!l ,.a:tr t4·"' c:J~ 
1 t should be included 1n the equa · · 
of the reac tan to$~ · · 
HCl + H20 
HAe + HzO 
.. ~ .----------~ 
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A base ls any s1l'bstance. m()ltcular or 1on1~, ~tch 
acc.epts proto!ls from an ac1d. _ Originally the ter:. ban .,_1 
limited to those £lUbstC1nae,s which. c·ontained hJdrox1de -toni~ • 
. But- this has been broadened by Bronsted as the 4et1a1t~on -
indicates. Any hydroxide compound 1a a base becau:it lt --
accepts a proton. -
0- + H + HJO :;::: 2H20 {Sl 
+ _ __ R~action (,5) 18 called neutralizatton, _ beca!lse the 
H 0 -neutralized the OH-. Note that (3) and (4) botb 
-irldioate that water 1s accepting a proton and 11, t·heret'ort. 
a base. 
The reac·tton of an acid and, a base 1r a .err -coa~on 
type of reaction and because in all or these there ls. a 
donatibn and acceptance of a proton, it 'is ealled protolr•1•. 
A simple reaction 1s : 
+ - + ... + ... Na- OH + H Cl - Na Cl + H20 
which can be re-wrl tten as: 
- + OH + H -;:::: H20 
but more correctly as in equation (Sh 
In Experl·mant X . we def1n.ed C02 as an ae14le o~U•· 
· · "' • ·. · ltten ••: The- equation f'or the reaotlon can now be tn• 
· - H CO 
S·teP. 1 .. · co.2. + H20 . ...- _)$ 2. "1+ 
. . .. . . • _· .· -- CO + 2H Step 2. H2COJ ._ J 
. l e llt•us paper tvrr.lr.l! 
The protons famed aceount for the b 1~8 • · The equat~ en rcr 
red.. Na,20 was defined as a basic ox 
this reaction ls written as: 
Na;20 + }izO ~ ~~OH 
NaOH ...._.. Na + 
··· · .· a ut:su.s tu...""r.!r~ 
ount ror the re ·.· an bt The byd:ooxide ions formed ace · · .. 1 tndlcator t~.at c . · l)lue. . L1 tmus paper 1s not the. on ~n u ac1410 ()r tast:. 0~ 
used to ... determ1ne whether a solut1 'but 0an also gl~':.! ~e!cr 
In<iicators. not only. indicate ~hat• because tr.~7 ct';l·;r.!~~•-:crt 
idea of the concentrat1 on of . Jg o+ some or then . 
at d1 f'ferent concentrations of . J • 
are used 1n the procedure belCTo~h 
t ~-· --- -- --· 
,_ 
I 
r--'-···-··--- .. ··· -··- . ........:._ ... _ 
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Procedure 
A. Conductivities of solutions or acids and we•. 
1. Test for conductivity or !l . · . ·. ,. {hydrochloric acid solution) an~o!ut1lon or K,.l h\ lft.\ • . r.' 
to1uene. · so utl on ot 11:1 1ft 
2., Com·p.are the e.onduct1v1t1es ot 0 ·1. "'o-....1 . l .. · 
o:f th f 11 1 . • · n ·- 10 utStna· e o ow ng acids: (record your "•ulta) . . .. 
hydrochloric aotd 
sulfuric acid · 
phosphorle acid 
n1trlo acid 
~cet1o aoid 
carbonic· ao 1d 
). Compare the conductiv1t1es or O.l Norllllll tolutl~M 
of the t"oll owing bases! (record your reau1 ttl 
NaOH 
KOH 
NH40H 
Ca(OH)2 
sodium b.f~ox1tie 
potassoi.WI hydroxide 
·ammonium hydroxide 
calcium htdrox1de 
B. Reactlo.ns of the }Wdronium ion. 
Pour 2 ml. of water in each or rour t~~t tut4! tf')i tt 
each add 5 dro-ps of a 0.1 Normal solutlPD ot ,._~.~ ... ~~ 
Q.rop of phenolphthalein. The color cr the 1n~t~• .. ~r:·! • 
show that the solution contains an excess or hr.rc!!;~ ;~:'· 
To one of' the tubes. add o.l Normal HCl dropw1lt ~;· ct;.~,. 
color disappears (count the drops.). Bepeat ·lflth ... 
tubes using in turn H2so4 , HJP04• and HC2H)Oz. 
C. The color of indicator in ao1d. solution. 
·-· .................. . 
· h t4St til""' -•·•••''!-. 
Prepare. a serl~s of cle~~ J-1ne n · rrc., HI._ tc. 1' · 
5 m+• of the vartous acid solut"'ons rar.,;; ~et!\11 yJclt't .·. 
M H • . Add to_ each test tube, one .drOP ~s wt-J;'h 1 ,.. cf'.a,..;s•r-
1nd1cator • . Stir eac~ and note the col;~ye thU rc:- ~rt •• 
1st1c of the given H concentration. 1 dicator. Repeat the above using methrl ora..nge n · 
uc ao14· 
D. The degree of 1on1zat-1on of ace •' tl 
· ·· HO an~ u•~.u. · 
. Obtain a S m.1. portion ~t llf HC~~e-2•• a~clL ... ·• ~:ca 
one 4rop of methyl violet 1:nd1cator.p.oss1'tlt-, "t1 cQir,olr'• 
estimate of one H::J:. concentration 85 
with your standards. 
------·-
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E. The colors of indicators· in .baSic solutions. 
_ _ Prepare a :series of . J~1nch tes-t; tubes con~fni:ng S_,l. 
of . the various alkaline solutions ranging from 10 · ·to 10 
M OH-·. Test each, with two drops of indigo carmln~ lndi·cator. 
Stir each and note the colors and, in particular, _the l"artge 
of tl'le color change. Ke~p 1-4 tubes which cover the I"arigf> 
of the color change and labe 1 each for u:se in part F. Like-
wise, determine the colors ~d col-or range wl th alizarin yel-
low .and with phenolphthalein. Keep the tubes covering the 
col6r eoa.nge in each case for use in p~rt F • 
F. The degree of' ron1zat1on of 0.1 M NH40H. 
Tes~ a 5 ml .. pox-t1on of 0.1 M NH40H with the iridlcators 
to aete.rm1ne the oa- concentration. 
Student Repor:t Sheet 
1. A. Does the solution of HCl in toluene conduct the elec-
tric current? · Explain• 
B. Expla1n the order Qf the variou$- acid solutions as 
to thetr ab1l1 ty of' conducting th~ e~~ctrio. , current. 
C. Do the sap\8 with the basic solu.tions. 
2. How J.llany drops of' acid did you use to. neutralize the 
NaOH1 HCl ; HC2fiJ02 ; H2so4 ; H3Po4 • Explain. 
J. At wha.t qoncentratton of H+ did the methyl violet qhange 
co],.or? for -methyl orange? • What was the 
purpose of do!ng this? 
4• Calculate the degree ot 1.on1zat1on of acetic ao1d. Show 
how you arr1 ved at your answer. · 
5. At what coric~ntration of OH- dl.d the indigo oarm1ne 
chC).nge color? for alizarin yellow? • What 
was the Purpose of doing this? 
6. Calculate the degree or lon1z.atton of' ammonium hydroxide. 
Show how you arrived at your answer. 
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EXPERIMENT XIII: TITRATION OF ACIDS AND BASES 
ln Experiment XII, the conduativ.lty of a solution of' 
HCl was said to be greater than that of HAc.. This was con-
.cluded from the experimental d.ata because 1 t. was :found that 
the light bulb was brighter when the electrodes were placed 
~n the HCl solution., The abov~ 1s a gua11tat1ye statement. 
If it w-ere possible t .o refine the instrumentation_, the con-
ductivities of the two solu.tions could be measured accurately 
and a quantttatlye statement could then be made.. The exact 
amount of dit'ferenoe between the two solutions is now im-oor-
tant. In this exper-iment the-- desired results are obtairi~d. 
·wtth quantitative da.ta. · 
Bef.ore und-erstanding the process of ~itrat1on and its 
use. it is necessary to know hott the chemls:t cl,esl.gnates the 
co:ncentration -or a solution. Th.ere are two important and 
often used methods of designation: (1) that based on moles 
(Exper1rnent VII) and named molarity; ~nd (2) that based on 
equivalent we1gh.t (Experiment XI) arid named normalitY• 
By de-finition, JI)Olarl:t;y 1s the number of moles (gram-
molecular weights) of sifbs"t~nce per liter of solution. The 
m-olecular weight or H2so4 is 98.082 and, therefo-re, 1-mole 
of H2S04 contains 98.082 g. of H2S04• A. 1-molar solution of' 
H_2S04 ismaQ.e by taking 98.082 g. of H2S04 and diluting it 
with water to l·liter.- or course, if only 49.041 g. are 
taken llnd diluted to 1-liter, then t _he concentration wou1fl. 
be 0.5 M. In the case of HCl, a 1M 'Solution would be made 
by taking )6,465 g. of HCl arid diluting to a liter. The 
procedure is the same f'or bases .• 
Bf definition.,. normality is the number of equivalent 
welgh.ts o.f s·ubstanoe per 11t.er of solution. (The equivalent 
weight of an acid 1s the weight o-r that acld capable or 
furnishing 1-mole of proton; the equivalent weight of a baSe 
is the w~1gh:t of base capable or accepting 1-mole or proton.) 
The equivalent weight of H2S04 is 98.082/2 ~ 49.04l_g, 
Therefore. a 1 Normal (lN) solution is made by dilution 
49.041 g. of H2S04 to l-11t·er. (The molecular weight is 
divided by two because 1-mole of H2S04 can furnish 2-moJ.es 
of proton.) The equivalent we.ight of HCl is 36.465/1 • 
)6.465 g. Ther~fore, a lN solution . . 1s· made by diluting )6.46.5 g. of HCl to 1-liter. If only 36.46.5/2 = 18.233 g. 
were used, th~n the resulting solution would be o.sN. The 
follo~1ng table summarizes pertinent int"'orma~1on for some 
c:ommon ao ids and bases: 
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Acid or Ba§e 
HCl 
H2S04 
H3P04 
NaOH 
NHlfOH 
Ca(OH)2 
Mol. Wt. 
·- --·---
Grams for 1M SolA, 
3'6.46s 
98.062 
98.00 
40.00 
J5~05 
74.10 
The normal1 ~Y. of an a.ctd or ban or u.n~.Atwn oonotr.t,.. 
tlon may be determln~d by titration. The adYant4r,t o! ~~~1,.,. 
normality rather than molarity 1s that equal Yolua.•• cr UlQ• 
tions of equal nor~l1tles ha'/e tdentlcal oapac1ttt• tor 
neutralization,. since they cortta1n ·equal ilwt'farl ot •-;\ltU!,~t 
weights. For example, c()ns,.Q.er the t1tratton ot lK .. Qf ~r\a 
J.M HzS04 which occurs according to the t'ollow1ng ~~ll,UCft: 
2NaOH + H2S04 - ·Na.zS04 + 2H20 
Twice as much NaOH .fs required .than HzS04 beoaust tr.• H2SC\ 
:furnishes 2-mole$ of proton. When the lc14 ad bait lr-9 t-~11l 
IN then equal vqlumes are required 1n tne tttratton. ~· 
end of a titration 1s identified with an 1Ddtcator frtaat 
1n the solution during the titration. 
In a titration,, the_refore, equtnlent ·wet.c~tt ot ~ 
aald and base. are being compared. The number or eq·Juat• .. U 
of acid is given bJ--
.va Na. 
and. the number err equivalents or bate 1.1 glnn .,_ 
vb Hb 
11 lt.st ,qu.anr= 
After neutralization takes place. the to ow · · .· 
holds: 
v N. • · vb Nb a a . . ~, ••!'11 
. . . rtlt~4 ~~ ..... . 
Th - . r the· volume 11 exP · .. ·. • ...... . is equation 1s va.11d 1 · · ·. . · be 1 t.ated tn . .. ··· 
or milliliters. Bot~ volumes must rmsl1t1el U vt)!".~• 
units.. In a t 1 tra t1on one of the no · · 
. ~: . 
- ------- ·~---..,....----­
.. . .. ... ..... 
·_:-------~-~- ---·· _ __ __J 
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I 
·-·-·-- ·----------. ______________ _ 
burette wi.th lN solution or sodium )Wdl'Ox1dt and d,..w o.a 
the excess ur1t1l the mer11scus at the top or the toluuoa t 
stands at the top graduation or the burette. 
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From the bu~ette, add s0d1Ulll hydroxide to the 'bealt.,. 
of vinegar until . 1 drop of NaOH pro4,uoes a pale p1nk sa tr.e. 
solution. (NOTE: MAINTAIN CONSTANT STIBBll\:l.) · Th• plu 
. color means tba. t the acid has just been neutral tied b1 t~t 
base and 1s now 1 drop e.xc~ss ·base. Bead the burtttt, 
Record thi.s as the volume of bas·e used to neutralllt th• 
acid. 
According to the equat1on: NaOH + HCzH)02 H20. • 
NaC2H102 , one molecule of NaOH neutraU&el one aolte~• cr acetic acid, or one gram-molec.ular· wf!1ght or Kaat r.tutralU•-• 
one graai-l11olecular weight of .acetic ac1d. 
Calculate the amount of aoeUc aotd preatllt ln tt• 
vinegar. :nepcirt this amount as. % aQetto acid. UUX':! U 
is nec~ssary to }{noW the spec1!1c gr$v1t7 or tht Ylnt~·ar.) 
Repeat the expe·riment. and check results. 
B. Using the normal so1U.t1on ot NaOH, d!ttertline tr·: 1:~~t 
of equivalents in two we1g}1ed a.mot.m..tl orn·~i!~~t~lt:ar.•~l,.) (Garry out the procedure for two deterra. 8 4• e.twtt'ft. Fr.om this value calculate the weight or_ the ,::1 the 10as . • 
2.0 and 2.2 g. of the solid acid should be u-d ~alcer •~S ~~~· U 
should be weighed out ln a . carefullJ1 wei~:~ol prlot to tH""• be dissolved in about 25 ml. of ethJ ad make all :eal:·,.lt· 
tiort with the base. Record all data anlent we1l11t o! tM 
tiona necessary to determine the equlT~.o 8014 ad cale"ltt• 
solid acid. Look up eq. wt. ot benzo 
the % error of your answer. 
. 1ass...,~re .~ r,... ... 
NOTE: Sodium hydroxide coats ! bUrette ccr,ttul.J 
all mo.v1ng parts. Be sure to w~sh th · 
when the experiment is complete. 
Student Reoort Sheet 
I. Cal,culate the per cent 
rete:t t1l t ~ 
or acetic aoU ~ 
vinegar. ~ 4c-1cr~-
d P
henolphtb.lletn o. . . 
At what pH range oes , · . 1_ ~· .,.~.~o l t1 on lfhtl1 al ·~x! ~·' 
What is the pH of the. 50 u · .. tM soitUll !1.1""· 
a.cld has been neutralized.. b1 . ··rrd e#:f4 
al'ltl1 be· .... 
Why should the solution const . 
2. 
J. 
4. 
a titration? 
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What determines the pH of a solution at the · 
a titration of an acid with a ba-s.e? · · · · · end ot 
What 1 s your experimental values ror the equhal • 
weight of benzoic acid? · · · · tr." 
Show now you calculat-ed these values. 
2.. Calculate the per cent error. 
3. Consld~r- a hypothetical experiment 1n wh1ch rou 
weighed ¢ut 2.0 g. of oxalio acid and titrate~ tt 
with IN N~OH:. CalcUlate the ectuhalent welght of' 
oxalic acid. 
EXPERIMENT XIV: OXIDATION-REDU::'l'IOM 
Oxidation-reduction reactions are qu1te eca'lon an4 
form on:e of the important types or chemlcal reactlont •. In 
any reaction of this type there 1s an oxidation half' ani! • reduo~.lon half wh1 ch always take plaee s111ul taneoualy.,. 1f 
y-ou have one, you also have the other. The gain or loU or 
oxyg.en can be used a.s the criterion fOr analytlng wh.leh 
oxygen is not 1.nvolved but are elass1fled ~s oxtaauon• 
reduction, another criterion ts des1rable.-
Consider the s 1mple reaction which. wa1 eacoun-tere! tn 
Experiment XI: 
0 ++ ++ 0 Zn + Cu - Zn + Cu. 
There are two halves to th 1s overall reaction 
++ (1} Zn° ~. 2e + Zn 
(2) C\1 ++ + 2e -.r: CuO 
{ ) . . . lectrons to rcra . t~ In l , the elementa-ry zlnc loses two e · 0 1411u. h 
zinc ion •. By definition, the z1nc· 1S bein8fo;. elu~r.t-&1'1 
(2) .- the copper ion gains two electrons t~1ng .u:u;il· . ~· 
copper •. By definition the copper ton 18d bt tM ccp;er ten. 
two electrons lost by the zinc are gatne 5 eltctrcr.s •. n .. Zinc 1s the reducing agent because it 1ose d u"oon ~e ete::rcn. 
is evident that these def1n1 tlons are. ~s!s w&re de!!r:t! !~ ... 
whlch ts no'!; unlike the way actds and ·as bases, tht cr~!•· :: .. 
Experiment XII • In thl. Q;ase of acidS atd ox1d1zll".g •-n~ r•!"-
used was the ·~·.proton (H l; in the case 0 
ing agents 1t is the electron. 
-· - ---· .. - -- -··---, 
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It is Cl.pparent that the g_reat.e~ ttte ttn!e~tc7 toto l ·ft atom or a group _of atoms to lose ele~trons the etror.ttr· n 
~1~11 _ act as a reducing" agent. Sim1larl1, the g~aur tM 
tendency to gain electrons the strol'lger _ tt wlll aot ai &n 
oxl~izl,llg agel'lt• The re1at1-ve ab111tles ot ato111 or groupt 
o-r atoms to lose electrons ca.n be . me~sured using hJil'O(~tf aa 
the referen~e point. A table is Obtained that .be art 1 
stro~ reseJD.·t>J.~_noe to the act1v1 ty table or m•tlla 4tto\lltd 
in Expe_rlment XI. · 
The metal with the greatest reduolng power 11 rut u 
the top of the list. It is able to reduce the 1on.a or a-11 
other metals.. This series ia c:alled the Eltotro:aotht· 
Force Series. because. the tenden~y or one met&1 to ttd.UCt 
ions of another can be measured. by setting · up an tlt:tr-1-o 
cell and. measurtng the voltage wnlcl') n _• prod_ueel~ (!h~troo­
motive force 1S synonomous wlth voltage.J Lttblll!l h t~• 
most powerful reducing agent and has a. '6ltage or +).05 aM 
its half reaction is· written ln the table· as; 
. + Ll ~ Ll + e 
Zinc is not nt3ar as p()werful a reduotng agent and t'.A1 I to!~l" 
of +0. 76. HyQ.rogen has a voltage of zero wh1oh "'' trbnrsr.lJ 
as.signed and refers to tf1e half reaction 
+ . a2 ~ 2H + 2e 
Copper ls a very weak reducing agent wlth a YOltagt ot ..o .. ~ 
and its hal.f reaetton is 
.Cu ~ cu++ + 2e 
.. _ . If tht abo" 
and 1 t falls below hydrogell1n the serl~'· yolttli• ,.e l.tl exam~les are plaeed in order ~f d80-"'8!b~1ttea. 
a qu:antltati.ve comparison of reducing · 
Half React·ion 
..... +J.O_S 
Li .;e. L1,..- + e +Oi76-
Zh ~ zn;+ + 2e o.oo 
H2 = 2H + 2e .o.J4 Cu ..;.. cu++ + 2e • 
. . H B ~~ 
. ll reduce z~ ' ...... Th~+1;able tndi.cates tha~+l1th1wn+Jz H2 " 111 ~d;.ac• .. "';s~; a:.J Cu ; z1nc will _reduce H _ and Cu ' - oerla~nt·allf •· 
The above · 'Voltages at:"e determined 81· ~Molar. concent.ratton or the tons are all · 
__ ...,.--~ - --" -- -"-· . _  ) 
_.., .. - ·-····"--: ·- ---··-
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Procedure 
A. Simpie potential series of the metals. 
Place a small strip of copp~r in s(tparat,:e tf!st tubes 
of f~rrous sulfate, h;y.drochlorJ(l acid, copper sttlfate.; · 
mercu~ic nitrate, and silver ni:trate. To other s&ts ar the 
sarne solutions, add strips of 'iron (or iron nt11lh z1no; 
leaCJ., and t1n .. In. some eases, reaction$ might take place 
immedi~tely, or a. reaction might take place after a few 
minutes, or there may be no reaction. 
1. Compare the s. trength of the varl ous met.als us$d 
in terms of redU:c:1ng power. 
2. Prepare a table ·by arrang1ng the symbols· of' these 
metals in a v,ertic·al ooltimn, placing the s.trongest 
reducing agent at the toP• To the rlght of e-~cn 
me tal, make a dash, · toll()W~d ·by the ox1d.1zed rom or 
the metal. 
·Me• ... Me++ 
This table is a brief . form of the Eleetromotlve-torce 
series, or the ox1dat1on-reduot1on potential series. 
B. Ox1d1z1ng agent$. 
To four test tu'Qes, add J-ml. of .I'!n04- solution. 
Acidify one test tu0e wl:tn. J-ml. of 2M HCl., to tlle second 
test tube, add 6 ml. of flCl, to th~ th1 rd, add 9-lll. ot MCl. 
Record the time 1n each case. Observe each test tu·oe after 
2 mtn.,. 10 m:in., and )0 min. Recorci your observa~1ons, mak- . 
1rig speelal note of the. colors. To the fourth. t~st . tube, add 
4 d ..rops of · JN. NaOH, then add a2.s solut.1on dropwis.e until the system turns brown. Describe all changes which you 
observe taking place. 
c. Reducing agents. 
To a test tube containing J-ml. or Mr!04- solut~cn, 
add 9-ml. of 1M sodium sulfite (Na2so3) solution. If the pe:rma'nganate is not discolored add more sulfite solution. 
\Jhat .is the solid tha t pree.ipftates? 
Stud,ent .Report Sheet 
A. 1. 
. th t occurred Write ionic equat1ons .for $'nY reactions. 8 · · 
with copper. 
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B. 
c. 
D. 
2. 
). 
4 . 
5· 
6. 
1 .. 
ln Write :1oni" equat·i 
"' ons for anr rue tl o.ea ...... • . ·. 
with. zinc. .. •• oct . .,..t 
Write 1onio equatHms to a 
wi.th lead.. · r D1 reacuou tlln to:•..,.. 
Wr1 te 1o.ntc equations for an7. raaotton~ u,at .,.,.... 
with t1n. 
Which metal 1s the stronge~t reriuotrae· a.,.a\t _..._ 
Which metal is the weakes.t reduetng a,.ntt __ _ 
In the reaction between Pf-nO and HCl "-thh 1t \1t 
oxidizing agent? · The ~duolng . ac•rotf ·---
2. In which test tube d1d the reaot1on -1~ tlet••'' ..._ 
Explain. 
). 
4. 
~. 
2. 
1. 
2. 
.). 
4. 
Write an 1on1c equatlon for the reaot10ft. 
. .. 
Write an eo.uat1on for the rea~Uon bttvtta RIA 
and H2s. ·wha.t is the bro.wn color tue ut 
Which reactant 1-s the reduolng aptatf .. ---~ 
Write an ionic equation for the f't&:Uoa. 
61 ·t the '•It to ·t&t·•t' c·onsult the table on page 2 0 . . . 
tne following. -it u.4 • uhH• 
Will a reaction occur between °0 \ID 
of silver nitrate? 
. . . ·bet.,.een ehlorU• lae -=A 
Will a reaoti on occur · .. · 
liquid bromine? ~ 
. ll t-u'~~~ . 
What are the products wh~n df~!'en · · 
a. solutton of potassium 0 . bt~ .-..s.-
.. . t1on w111 o~ctll' The most ttgorou!l reae .· 
two reactants.? 
.. · ·~·- ----·---~ 
